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ABSTRACT

Wade, Everett. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. May 2015. The Contemporary
Context of Milton‘s Typology: Biblical Exegesis and Literature in the Seventeenth
Century. Major Professor: Catherine Gimelli Martin.
Literary scholars have recently shown renewed interest in John Milton‘s
unconventional religious and political thought. Milton was at odds with the dominant
Protestant theology of his day. He believed that humans had free will, thus rejecting the
central Calvinist doctrine that God predestined men for salvation or damnation. He also
rejected the doctrine of the Trinity, claiming that Christ was not equal with God the
Father, but rather a subordinate being. These departures from Protestant thought have
considerable impact upon Milton‘s major poems, Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained, and
Samson Agonistes. While scholars have explored the role of Milton‘s heretical thought,
this study investigates how biblical typology deepens and augments the unorthodox
nature of Milton‘s works.
In the seventeenth century, Protestant writers published many handbooks
explaining how to read scripture through typology, a system of figuralism in which Old
Testament events and figures (types) prefigured New Testament figures and spiritual
truths (antitypes). This study explores the relationship of this interpretive method to
Milton‘s work, and inquires into how the typological structures of his poems underscore
their unconventional theology. Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained create a typology
between Milton‘s Satan and the Son that reveals the congruity of the two characters‘
natures while simultaneously stressing the great disparity of their choices. For Milton, the
deceiver and the Savior are both created beings, subordinate to God the Father, who
choose fundamentally different paths: Satan effects the fall of mankind while Christ
brings its redemption. In Samson Agonistes, Milton portrays a lesser, human character
ii

who is faced with a similar choice: he must either submit to his Philistine oppressors or
sacrifice his life for the salvation of his people. Initially, Milton‘s Samson does
experience a fall, but of his own volition he repents, creating a powerful type of Christian
repentance. Ultimately, Samson gives his life to save his people, so also becoming a type
of Christ‘s salvation through sacrifice. In this way, Milton‘s poetry presents a radical
reworking of Protestant typology that emphasizes the importance of free will rather than
God‘s sovereignty.
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Introduction

Early readers of Paradise Lost (1667) often judged its content in light of the
teaching of the Bible and orthodox Protestant doctrine. Indeed, to many readers, these
two were one and the same. In The History of Sin and Heresie Attempted (1698), Charles
Leslie condemns Milton‘s making the ―Angels ignorant of the blessed Trinity‖ (778). In
his Political History of the Devil (1726), Daniel Defoe is similarly disturbed by the
angels‘ ignorance of God‘s triune nature, calling this aspect of the poem ―grossly
erroneous‖ (37). He felt Milton erred in other areas as well, remarking, ―Tho‘ I admire
Mr. Milton as a Poet, yet [. . .] he was greatly out in matters of History, and especially the
History of the Devil; in short, [. . .] he has charged Satan falsly in several particulars; and
so he has Adam and Eve too‖ (30).1 Although Paradise Lost is a poem, not a theological
treatise, many of Milton‘s contemporaries expected it to reflect what they considered
unquestionable biblical truth. Those who found the poem heretical felt it was worth
noting.
Leslie and Defoe were not the only early readers who found the theology of
Paradise Lost troubling. While Leslie and Defoe carefully avoided charging Milton
himself with Arianism or Socinianism (heresies that held Jesus was not fully divine, or a
co-equal person of the Trinity), subsequent critics were not so veiled in their accusations
of heresy.2 In 1704, John Dennis writes, ―Milton was a little tainted with Socinianism for

1

We may note that both Leslie and Defoe give Milton the benefit of doubt: they do not
charge Milton with denying the doctrine of the Trinity, but rather fault him for making the angels
ignorant of it.
2

For the history the Arian heresy, see Rowan Williams, Arius: Heresy and Tradition; and
Guido Berndt and Roland Steinacher, eds. Arianism: Roman Heresy and Barbarian Creed. For a
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[. . .] ‗tis evident that he looked upon the Son of God as a created Being‖ (qtd. in
Rumrich 76). One even finds controversy over Milton‘s Arianism in The Gentleman’s
Magazine in 1738. An anonymous writer under the name of ―Theophilus‖ wrote that
Milton ―certainly adopted the Arian Principle‖ in Paradise Lost to the extent that one
must conclude that the poet ―as little believed the Religion of his Country, as Homer or
Virgil did that of theirs‖ (124). In a later issue, another correspondent defended Milton
against these accusations, styling Theophilus as a ―conceited Popish Tool‖ who merely
wished to ―deter well-meaning People from reading a Poem wherein the Idolatry and
Superstition of the Heathens and Papists are exposed with all possible Strength and
Beauty, by branding the Author with the odious Mark of a Heretic‖ (417). Although a
rejoinder from the pseudonymous Theophilus was never published, the mere accusation
of Arianism was a serious one: such heretics had been imprisoned under Cromwell.3 One
finds a more oblique charge of heresy in the 1740 volume A History of the Works of the
Learned, which contained ―impartial accounts and accurate abstracts of the most valuable
Books published in Great-Britain and Foreign Parts.‖ In its commentary on Paradise
Lost, the anonymous writer notes the poem contains much of Milton‘s theology, ―but
imperfectly represents his system; so imperfectly that it may as well be called the
Socinian‖ (279).4

more specific account of the Arianist and Socinian controversies in Milton‘s day, see Martin
Muslow and Jan Rohls, eds. Socinianism and Arminianism: Antitrinitarians, Calvinists, And
Cultural Exchange in Seventeenth-Century Europe.
See the editors‘ introduction to On Christian Doctrine in the Modern Library edition of
Milton‘s works, 1138. For more on the grave consequences of heresy in Milton‘s day, see Coffey
111-17, and Lowenstein 185-218.
3

4

While this 1740 volume describes the writer as anonymous, in a 1750 edition of
Paradise Lost editor Thomas Newton attributes these words to a ―Mr. Warbuton‖ (208).

2

Despite these early readers‘ recognition of Milton‘s apparently unorthodox
theology, since the seventeenth century there has been a concerted effort to suppress the
poet‘s heretical side.5 By the early eighteenth century, Paradise Lost had been embraced
by readers as the great English epic. Milton‘s legacy was accordingly tied to nationalistic
ideology, and it made readers uncomfortable to think that the great English poet did not
subscribe to mainstream Protestant theology.6 Consequently, during the eighteenth
century, critics tended to gloss over his heresies, placing Milton more in line with
traditional English Christianity.7 The 1825 discovery of Milton‘s theological treatise De
Doctrina Christiana would seem to have confirmed the early charges of heresy, but the
trend of suppressing Milton‘s radicalism persisted in nineteenth- and twentieth-century
literary studies. Many scholars have gone to great effort to portray the poet as orthodox.
Some have represented the doctrines of Milton‘s treatise not so much as heretical as
nonstandard: relabeling its heresies in milder terms.8 Others have maintained that if
5

For an in-depth review of this critical history, see Stephen Dobranksi and John
Rumrich‘s introduction to Milton and Heresy 1-17.
For more on the significance of Milton‘s work in relation to nationalism, see David
Lowenstein and Paul Stevens, eds, Early Modern Nationalism and Milton's England.
6

In 1749, Bishop Thomas Newton declares that in ―Paradise Lost we shall find nothing .
. . that is not perfectly agreeable to Scripture‖ (qtd in Bryson 19). He goes on to point out that the
―learned Dr. Trap, who was as likely to cry out upon heresy as any man, asserts that the poem is
orthodox in every part of it‖ (19). While Newton emphatically asserts the poem‘s orthodoxy, the
tenor of his defense indicates he was well aware that charges of heresy had been leveled at
Milton. Others took Milton‘s orthodoxy for granted: in A New History of the Holy Bible (1742),
English theologian Thomas Stackhouse writes of ―Milton, who is an excellent Commentator upon
the whole History of the Fall‖ (39). Stackhouse cites Milton‘s poetry repeatedly throughout this
work, using the poem to comment on scripture (ii, vii, 10, 15, 23, 25, 39, and 40). Milton‘s
expansions on Genesis were less troubling than his Christology, since scripture‘s account of the
fall is somewhat sparse. Accordingly, commentators like Stackhouse could direct readers to
Milton‘s text for a thorough explication of Adam and Eve‘s story.
7

One tendency in Milton studies has been to label Milton‘s Arianism as
―subordinationism,‖ a view that is supposedly endorsed by the early church fathers. See John
Rumrich‘s ―Milton‘s Arianism: Why It Matters‖ in Milton and Heresy. Rumrich convincingly
8
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Milton had any heretical views, they are not detectable in his poetry.9 Still others have
argued that the poet had nothing to do with De Doctrina Christiana at all: in 1991,
Miltonist William Hunter suggested that Milton was not its author.10 Hunter argues that
to divorce Milton from this heterodox treatise would make him ―closer to the great
tradition of Christianity, no longer associated with a merely eccentric fringe‖ (166).
Although Hunter‘s views garnered support (he was awarded the James Holly
Hanford Prize for his article), his challenge of Milton‘s authorship met considerable
opposition as well.11 The ensuing critical inquiry into the matter, culminating in the
volume Milton and Heresy (1998), demonstrates that by ―ordinary standards of
attribution . . . Milton‘s authorship of the treatise is practically indisputable‖ (7). Indeed,
as editors Stephen Dobranski and John Rumrich observe, ―if Milton did not author the
treatise, we must seek another mid-century Englishman, likely visually impaired – also a
monist-materialist, mortalist, divorcer, opposed to tithing, mandatory sabbath observance,
argues that this term is irrelevant, as it was not used in Milton‘s day, and Milton himself
repeatedly uses the term ―Arian‖ when referring to the rejection of Christ‘s full divinity.
9

C. S. Lewis is the most prominent critic in this regard, noting in A Preface to Paradise
Lost (1942), that the poem ―was accepted as orthodox by many generations of acute readers well
grounded in theology‖ (82). William Hunter repeats similar claims when questioning the
authorship of De Doctrina Christiana, claiming that Milton‘s ―heresies are not evident to the
objective reader who limits himself to the poem and ignores the interpretations of it derived from
ideas in the treatise‖ (132).
See Hunter ―Provenance of the Christian Doctrine‖ 129-42, and his expanded book
study Visitation Unimplor’d.
10

11

See the responses by Barbara Lewalski and John Shawcross in Studies in English
Literature and Hunter‘s rebuttal, ―Forum: Milton‘s Christian Doctrine‖ 143-66. For subsequent
debate, see Kelley 153-63. Christopher Hill‘s response to Hunter is found in the same issue. See
Hill 165-93, and Hunter‘s ensuing reply, ―Animadversions upon the Remonstrants‘‖ 195-203. See
also Hunter ―Responses‖ 31-37. After this initial controversy, the debates persisted until the early
twenty-first century. See, in order of publication date, Sellin 45-60, Campbell, et al. 67-117,
Lewalski ―Milton and De Doctrina Christiana‖ 203-28, Fallon ―Milton's Arminianism‖ 103-27,
Lieb ―De Doctrina Christiana‖ 171-230, and Rumrich, ―Stylometry and the Provenance of De
Doctrina Christiana‖ 125-36.
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and civil interference in religious affairs‖ (7). In the wake of the controversy over De
Doctrina Christiana, Milton scholars have more widely accepted Milton‘s heretical
views and have explored the significance of his departure from the basic doctrines of
Protestant orthodoxy, most centrally his rejection of the Trinity. Furthermore, readers
from a wide range of cultures and contexts are now reading Milton‘s work. There is
accordingly less pressure to prop up the stereotypical concept of Milton as the great
nationalist poet of England. This newfound willingness to consider the poet‘s
idiosyncratic doctrine and his radical thought in general has resulted recently in a number
of enlightening studies exploring just how far Milton deviated from his contemporaries.12
Alongside such impassioned debates lies a related, but less heated line of
scholarly investigation: assessing the relation between seventeenth-century Protestant
biblical exegesis and Milton‘s poetry. While there is a remarkable paucity of work on the
relation between exegesis and theology in this era, the way that early modern Protestants
read scripture had everything to do with their theology. During the seventeenth century,
Protestant writers published a number of comprehensive guides on how to read scripture.
These guides were mostly explications of how to interpret the Bible through a figural
mode called typology. Typological interpretation is based on the belief that God
sovereignly structures historical events so that they prefigure later events. This led to the
study of typology: a type was a person or thing under the Old Covenant that
foreshadowed the antitype, under the New Covenant. Consequently, in Milton‘s day,
12

See, for example, Mark Kelley, Michael Lieb, and John T. Shawcross, Milton and the
Grounds of Contention; Benjamin Myers, Milton’s Theology of Freedom; Michael Lieb,
Theological Milton: Deity, Discourse and Heresy in the Miltonic Canon; Catherine Gimelli
Martin, Milton Among the Puritans; and Michael Bryson, The Atheist Milton. While many of
these works put forth radically different arguments regarding Milton and his work, they all strive
to understand the ways in which Milton‘s thought diverged from that of his contemporaries.

5

Protestants interpreted the heroes of the Old Testament as figural shadows of Christ. By
comparing the Old Testament type with the New Testament antitype, readers might
understand how Hebrew texts were still relevant to Christians living under the New
Covenant.
This more general interest in typology led to the publication of a number of highly
elaborate handbooks that explained how to read the Bible typologically. William Guild
was the first to publish such a guide with his 1620 volume, Moses Unveiled, followed by
Salamon Glass (Philologia Sacra, 1623-1626), Thomas Taylor (Christ Revealed, 1635),
Henry Vertue (Christ and the Church: Or Parallels, 1659), Thomas Worden (The Types
Unveiled, 1664), Benjamin Keach (Tropologia, 1681), and Samuel Mather (The Figures
or Types of the Old Testament, 1683).13 Reformers such as Luther, Tyndale, and Calvin
had interpreted scripture typologically in their works, but these later works offered the
less educated a more thorough and systematic explanation of how Protestants were to
read not only scripture, but also history in general. Though these guides offer profound
insight into how Milton‘s contemporaries read, literary scholars have not yet examined
them as a whole. As a result, the study of Milton‘s work and seventeenth-century
literature in general has suffered from an imprecise knowledge of the dominant strain of
biblical interpretation during that era.14 This dissertation addresses that group of

13

While not typological handbooks, most commentaries of the seventeenth century were
rife with typological interpretation. See Henry Ainsworth‘s Annotations upon the Five Books of
Moses, the Booke of the Psalmes, and the Song of Songs, or Canticles (1639), John Flavel, The
Fountain of Life Opened, Or, a Display of Christ in His Essential and Mediatorial Glory (1671),
and Frances Roberts, Clavis Bibliorum (1675). Such works were more focused on commentary
than developing a systematic way of reading scripture.

6

seventeenth-century exegetical works in order to develop a comprehensive understanding
of typological reading and writing in the seventeenth century.
Scholars have long recognized that typology is at work in Milton‘s major poems,
but their scholarship suffers from its ignorance of the substantial body of typological
literature written by Milton‘s contemporaries. Early in the twentieth century, Michael
Krouse documented the importance of typology in Samson Agonistes in his work
Milton’s Samson and the Christian Tradition (1949). William Madsen‘s 1968
monograph, From Shadowy Types to Truth: Studies in Milton’s Symbolism, examines
typology in Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained, and Samson Agonistes. While Krouse‘s
work contains much that still seems accurate, Madsen goes to great lengths to argue that
the Reformers rejected all figurative modes of interpretation. He asserts that the
flowering of typological interpretation in the seventeenth century was nothing more than
a return to Catholic hermeneutics. In Madsen‘s view, typology destroyed the Protestant
exegetical method, and so by ―the middle of the seventeenth century, the distinction
between the Catholic theory of manifold senses and the Protestant theory of one literal
sense had, for all practical purposes, become meaningless‖ (38). Instead of exploring the
context of Milton‘s poetry in relation to typological texts of the seventeenth century, he

14

Most studies of seventeenth-century literature and biblical reading focus more on
sermons and commentaries to understand typology. Barbara Lewalski‘s Protestant Poetics uses
this approach, extrapolating the process of typological reading from these texts instead of looking
to exegetical guides that more systematically explained the process. Despite the value of
Lewalski‘s contribution, her approach results in the addition of some vexing terminology to the
discourse on typology—that of ―correlative‖ or ―recapitulative‖ types. First, this terminology
draws distinctions that seventeenth-century exegetes did not. Second, it attempts to classify an
extremely varied range of typological relationships by using overly simple dichotomous terms.
This range of typological relationships is better explained using the terminology employed by the
exegetes of this period, which is clearly explained in the contemporary typological handbooks.
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largely equates Protestant typology with medieval allegory and projects this Catholic
understanding of allegory onto Milton‘s major poems.15
More recently, literary scholars have come to understand that typology was not a
rejection of Reformation exegesis, but rather a core element of Reformed thought.
Indeed, how early modern Protestants read the Bible strongly influenced the formulation
of their theology.16 The importance of typology in the work of orthodox Protestant poets
has been explored in texts such as Richard Jordan‘s The Temple of Eternity: Thomas
Traherne’s Philosophy of Time (1972) and Barbara Lewalski‘s Protestant Poetics
(1979).17 Only in the past few decades, however, have scholars begun to explore the ways
in which Milton employed Protestant typology in relation to the theology of his poetry.18
Recently, Neil Graves has pressed this line of investigation further, uniting it with
the critical inquiry into Milton‘s heresy. Graves‘s work demonstrates that not only was

Madsen‘s equating seventeenth-century typology with medieval allegory resulted in a
certain vague use of the term ―typology‖ in literary studies in subsequent decades. Joseph
Galdon‘s, Typology and Seventeenth-Century Literature (1975) follows Madsen‘s example in
portraying typology as essentially the same as medieval allegory. Similar is Lynn Veach Sadler‘s
use of the term in her article ―Typological Imagery in Samson Agonistes: Noon and the Dragon.‖
While Sadler writes of ―typology,‖ she relates Samson Agonistes to Augustine‘s ChristianPlatonized version of God‘s ―Great Day,‖ equating the different times of the day during the poem
to different periods in history. Sadler compares Samson‘s experience to various images and ideas
from classical and Catholic literature, but does not discuss any seventeenth-century texts or
Protestant ideas. In such instances, the term ―typology‖ essentially serves as a synonym for
―allegory.‖
15

For an in-depth investigation of the development of Protestant typology in Milton‘s
day, see Dickson ―The Complexities of Biblical Typology‖ 253-72.
16

Earl Miner‘s collection, Literary Uses of Typology (1977), is also worth mentioning. A
collection of revised versions of papers presented at a 1974 conference on typology and literature
at Princeton, this study examines typology‘s influence in the works of writers ranging from Dante
to Kurt Vonnegut. Particularly relevant to the present study are the essays by Barbara Lewalski,
Steven Zwicker, and Emory Elliot.
17

Strangely enough, Lewalski‘s Protestant Poetics has virtually nothing to say about
Milton. In addition to Graves‘s article, see Donnelly 171-97.
18
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Milton‘s theology heterodox, but his typology was also unconventional. Furthermore,
Milton‘s unorthodox doctrine and exegesis work hand in hand in his poetry. In his 2006
article, ―Typological Aporias in Paradise Lost,‖ Graves notes that Milton‘s ―daring epic
[. . .] does not only associate traditional scriptural types but also, to shocking effect,
aligns paradoxically incongruous characters. The effect is so uncomfortable that most
critics have ignored or dismissed the resulting implications‖ (174). Graves explains that
while Milton uses typology to connect Satan to Old Testament villains, at times he also
compares him with its heroes. He concludes that ―the poet‘s surprising typological
associations align the Son and Satan far more closely than has previously been noted‖
(175). Similarly, Graves‘s 2011 article, ―The Trinity in Milton‘s Hell,‖ examines another
unconventional use of typology in Paradise Lost: ―the orthodox Trinity is found not in
heaven, but in hell—a suitable place for such a monstrously perverse notion‖ (111). For
Graves, Milton‘s typological satire of the Trinity reflects just how he employed this
figural mode in unconventional ways to underscore the radical religious thought of his
poetry, which in fact reflects the heterodox, anti-Trinitarian views of Milton‘s De
Doctrina Christiana.
My study pursues this more recent line of inquiry into how seventeenth-century
Protestants understood theology through typology and what Milton‘s divergences mean
for the role of figuralism in his major poems. In this way, the study fills a gap in
scholarship, bringing together the study of seventeenth-century theology and exegesis.
Milton‘s two most radical departures from standard Protestant doctrine are his
Christology and his exaltation of free will. As has been observed, Milton rejects
traditional understandings of Christ‘s nature, including his coequality and coeternity with

9

God the Father. He also rejected the Calvinist doctrines of divine election and
reprobation: the belief that individuals did not possess free will, but were rather
predetermined for damnation or salvation. This dissertation accordingly explores the
relation of typology to these positions that were manifestly contrary to accepted Calvinist
doctrine.
The first chapter deals with the origins and development of Protestant typology
and its relation to Calvinist theology. This figural mode most strongly supported Calvin‘s
emphasis on the sovereignty of God because it showed the divine plan at work
throughout all of history. Calvinist writers in Milton‘s day explained that typology was a
result of God‘s strict ordering of time and that the parallels found in history were the
result of his foreordination. The latter part of the first chapter examines why typology
became such a pervasive interpretive mode in the reading and writing of the seventeenth
century. Typology‘s grounding in history, as well as its emphasis on disparity between
type and antitype, enabled this hermeneutic method to be applied outside the strict
confines of biblical exegesis. Lastly, I employ Fulke Greville‘s 1633 sonnet sequence
Caelica as an extended example of how Milton‘s contemporaries used typology to
understand human experience. This sonnet sequence not only demonstrates typology‘s
flexibility as an interpretive method, but also shows how Protestants felt that figuralism
implicitly argued for a Calvinist world view. While Catholic interpreters had employed
typology, early modern Calvinist writers used this form of exegesis to radically different
ends, emphasizing that God‘s rigid structuring of history produced its underlying
figuralism.

10

Because Milton was so often at odds with the accepted theology of his Protestant
contemporaries, he transforms the implicit doctrines of typology in his major biblical
poems. Chapter 2 examines the latent typological structures of Paradise Lost and
Paradise Regained. While the standard Adam / Christ typology is contained in these
texts, a thoroughly unorthodox typology comparing Milton‘s Satan and the Son emerges
as well. The unique features of Milton‘s texts offer a marked contrast with the more
standard Protestant discussions of God‘s complete sovereignty and Christ‘s complete
divinity. The typological schema put forward in Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained
implicitly supports both Arian and Arminian theology, as it presents Satan and the Son as
initially similar characters who, through free choice, become radically different beings. In
Paradise Regained especially, Milton‘s Arianism and Arminianism work in concert. In
the Trinitarian tradition, the temptation of Christ was not truly a moment of decision, as
God could not rebel against himself, but Milton‘s Arian conception of the Son allows his
rejection of Satan‘s offers to be truly a moment of free choice. The typological focus of
Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained therefore demonstrates the Arminian bent of
Milton‘s typology: while most Calvinists focused on moments in human history where
God‘s sovereignty seemed to overwhelm humanity, Milton‘s poetry establishes
typological links where created beings influence the fate of mankind.
Chapter 3 turns to Samson Agonistes—one of Milton‘s poems that scholars have
examined in relation to typology. The most heated debate about Milton‘s Samson has
been over whether he is a hero or a villain. Joseph Wittreich, the most prominent recent
critic of Milton‘s Samson, has argued that he was often regarded as a villain in the
seventeenth century, and furthermore that Milton did his best to amplify the judge‘s bad
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qualities.19 While not all scholars agree with Wittreich‘s arguments regarding Milton‘s
poem, most have widely embraced his claims concerning seventeenth-century typological
discussions of Samson. 20 A review of the source material, however, demonstrates that
quite the opposite is true: seventeenth-century Protestant writers universally regarded
Samson as a heroic type of Christ, while deeming a few of his actions to be mistaken.
Milton‘s text either mutes or entirely omits the traits of Samson‘s character that his
Protestant contemporaries found troubling, while emphasizing those that were cited as
most Christlike. Though Milton‘s text focuses on the aspects of Samson that would have
made him a hero to early modern Protestants, his heroism ultimately calls into question
the Calvinist conception of God‘s sovereign ordering of history. Samson‘s final speech,
culminating in his declaration that his final act is taken of his own will, emphasizes the
Arminian concept of the individual. While Milton‘s text renders Samson more heroic
through its typology, the judge‘s heroism ultimately signifies a rejection of Calvinist
claims regarding the unimportance of human volition.
From the perspective of this dissertation, readers of Milton have come full circle:
the question of just how orthodox is Milton‘s poetry has once again become important.
This work not only attempts to determine the degree of Milton‘s heterodoxy, but also
examines how his radical thought influences the experience of the reader through the
19

See Interpreting Samson Agonistes and Shifting Contexts.

20

For example, in The Uncertain World of Samson Agonistes (2001), John T. Shawcross
cites Wittreich to support his claim that Samson was understood as a ―negative hero‖ in the
seventeenth century (49). In Dominion Underserved (2013), Eric B. Song explains, ―Wittreich
has detailed the tradition of interpreting Samson typologically to show the difficulties that
Samson presents to this mode of exegesis,‖ and he follows Wittreich‘s assertion that Luther
rejects Samson, especially for his acts of violence (132). See also the editors‘ comments
regarding Wittreich‘s work in the introduction to Samson Agonistes in the Modern Library edition
of Milton‘s works 703.
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particular reading practices of that era. Each of these chapters investigates the interplay
between doctrine and exegesis, reader and text; together, they re-evaluate Milton‘s
writings and their relation to the typological and theological discussions of his day. This
study is, however, neither comprehensive nor exhaustive. Instead, I merely hope this
work will begin to unite the study of Milton and typology with the larger questions
regarding his radical thought.

13

Chapter 1: Typological Reading and Writing in the Seventeenth Century: its Origins and
Development

To understand the role of typology in Milton‘s poetry, it is first essential to grasp
the nature of Protestant figuralism in the seventeenth century—why it was so important
to Protestants, and what made it relevant to texts beyond scripture. Though typology in
Milton‘s day was itself a way of reading the Bible, it was closely tied to theology. The
reasons why Protestants chose to interpret this way were largely based upon the central
doctrines of the Reformers, whose teachings emphasized the literality of scripture and the
sovereignty of God. While these doctrines supported typology as an exegetical method,
this method in turn was often used to affirm doctrine, as the interpretations reached
through typology served to illustrate God‘s plan throughout history. In this sense,
typology influences larger questions of morality, theology, and divine responsibility—all
of which are core concerns of Milton‘s major poems.
This chapter argues several key points regarding typology, its flowering during
the seventeenth century, and how it became relevant outside the narrow confines of
scriptural interpretation as an influential way of reading and writing. The first point has to
do with the figuralism of typology residing not merely in the text, but in the history the
text recorded. The Reformers were adamant that the Old Testament was to be interpreted
literally: the events recorded in the texts actually occurred. This meant that if there was
figuralism, it was not just a feature of the text, but was rather intrinsic in the story
recorded there. In the seventeenth century, this historical aspect of typology led to its
application beyond the biblical text: God structured all history in this recapitulative

14

pattern, and so to understand the present and the future, Protestants might apply this
interpretive mode more generally to their own experience in order to understand its
significance. As a result, the interpretive mode of typology might be applied to secular
spheres of experience, and was not strictly confined to the reading of scripture. The
second quality of typology that led to its larger influence in Milton‘s day is its unique
ability to absorb disparity between the type and its antitype. While many allegorical
modes were based merely upon similarity, disparity between type and antitype was a vital
part of the typological relationship. This allowed for an extremely flexible form of
interpretation: whether or not the experience of Protestants mirrored that of the Old
Testament, reading the two side by side was important—both disparity and congruity
were signals of the dispensational position. Lastly, the retrospective kind of interpretation
encouraged by typology was most often used in the arena of theological debate to support
Calvinist doctrines regarding predestination and election. In poetry that affirms a
Calvinist perspective, this initiates a circular, deterministic understanding of human
experience: the doctrine of God‘s sovereignty encouraged individuals to seek out
typological structures in their past experience, and upon seeing these figural relations to
scripture, the individual would then be confirmed in his belief that he was one of the
elect.
The Origins of Protestant Typology
Put simply, typology is the belief that God structures history through an implicit
sequence of prefiguration and fulfillment, so that when one surveys the past, he finds that
certain events and figures have foreshadowed others. As Erich Auerbach explains it, a
type ―is something real and historical which announces something else that is also real
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and historical. The relation between the two events is revealed by an accord or similarity‖
(29). In Christian thought, the most fundamental types all relate to Christ, the ultimate
antitype. 1 In this sense, the story of Abraham nearly sacrificing his son Isaac might
prefigure God the Father giving his Son on the cross as payment for all mankind‘s sin.
Although in the Protestant context, typological interpretation was most widely and
systematically practiced in the seventeenth century, the origins of this hermeneutic
method precede the New Testament itself. As D.R. Dickson notes, the Reformers were
well aware of this precedent (256). In his guide to scripture, Christian Synagogue (1623),
the English Protestant John Weemes traces this process of collating texts for their
parallelism as far back as the second century B.C., when it informed Jewish reading
practices under the ruler of the Seleucid Empire Antiochus Epiphanes (Dickson 256).
Because Antiochus had forbidden the reading of the Mosaic Law in Jerusalem, the Jews
read from the sections of the Prophets that emphasized many of the same points as the
law. Even after the passing of Antiochus, the Jews continued to read the haphtarah, these
readings from the Prophets, along with the parashah, the readings of the Law.
Typology‘s collation of texts to find harmony and meaning had ample precedent in
Hebrew interpretive methods.
Thomas Davis notes that another relevant feature of rabbinical commentaries and
Jewish liturgical materials was a view of the future that anticipated the Messianic
fulfillment of scripture: ―A new Messiah would come; there would be a new and eternal
House of God, superior to Solomon‘s Temple; there would be a new Exodus, a new
Jerusalem, a new and eternal covenant, and the final deliverance of God‘s people from
1

An ―antitype‖ is simply the greater fulfillment of something foreshadowed previously in

history.
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their enemies‖ (12). This resulted in a ―habit of mind which saw history as a series of
integrated steps culminating in a grand, triumphant design‖ (13). Early Jewish Christian
interpreters also employed pagan interpretive methods that followed a similar figural
process. To navigate problematic passages from Homer and other poets, pagan scholars
would resort to allegorical reading. Adopting similar practices, Philo of Alexandria
extensively used allegorical exegesis in his reading of scripture (13). Although it seems
Philo had a minimal impact on early New Testament Christians, his interpretive methods
had considerable influence on later patristic traditions of exegesis.2 These methods—the
collation of texts, their allegorical interpretation, and expectation of prophetical
fulfillment—all contributed to a way of reading highly compatible with typology. In both
the Hellenistic and Hebraic traditions, there existed interpretive methods amenable to the
basic tenets of typological hermeneutics. These included an emphasis on parallelism and
allegory and an anticipation of eventual fulfillment of prophecies that would culminate in
a perfected form of individuals and institutions that had existed in history as imperfect
adumbrations of Messianic completion.
Typological interpretation also had long-standing biblical precedent, especially in
the Greek and Aramaic scriptures. A quick review of some of the New Testament
authors‘ uses of typology is helpful in understanding the most fundamental aspects of this
interpretive mode, which later became important in the context of Reformed thought, for
although Protestant exegesis owes much to the Catholic tradition, the Reformers often
saw themselves as discarding this historical precedent and returning to New Testament
methods. On several occasions, the New Testament includes examples of Christ
For a recent reconsideration of Philo's exegesis and influence, see Peder Borgen‘s Philo
of Alexandria, an Exegete for His Time.
2
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interpreting scripture typologically. For example, in Matthew 12:39-40, Christ warns his
listeners, ―An evil and adulterous generation seeketh after a sign; and there shall no sign
be given to it, but the sign of the prophet Jonas: For as Jonas was three days and three
nights in the whale‘s belly; so shall the Son of man be three days and three nights in the
heart of the earth.‖3 Christ‘s statement contains the basic typological structure: Jonah
signifies Christ, but both are still to be read as historically real characters. Early
Christians understood the events of both the New and Old Testaments to have actually
occurred, so to link two figures did not imply that either was purely figurative, but rather
that both were historically real. Jonah and Christ are linked by strong parallelism: the
period of three days spent for Jonah, in the whale, and for Christ, in the grave.
Nevertheless, the analogy is not perfect; the reader familiar with scripture recalls that
Jonah spent three nights in the whale‘s belly because of his disobedience of God‘s
command. Christ‘s sacrifice, conversely, was one of obedience. In this sense, the link
between Christ and Jonah is not one of mere similarity.4 Christ fulfills and redeems the
prefiguration of Jonah, for while Jonah was an imperfect prophet who was resistant to the
mission God gave him on earth, the salvation of Nineveh, Christ is the perfect prophet
who comes to save the entire world.

3

Christ makes several similar typological explications in the gospels. In John 5:46, tells
the Pharisees, ―For had ye believed Moses, ye would have believed me: for he wrote of me.‖ In
John 3:14-15, he similarly explains to Nicodemus that the brazen serpent in Numbers prefigured
his crucifixion: ―And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the Son of
man be lifted up: That whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have eternal life.‖
As seventeenth-century typologist Thomas Taylor writes, ―Both of them in expresse
words must signifie to their hearers, that without repentance they were in a state of perdition‖
(85).
4
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The Pauline epistles also contain much typological interpretation.5 In the
following passage, Paul outlines a rubric for how to read the connection between the
experiences of God‘s people in the Old and New Covenants:
Moreover, brethren, I would not that ye should be ignorant, how that all our
fathers were under the cloud, and all passed through the sea; And were all
baptized unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea; And did all eat the same spiritual
meat; And did all drink the same spiritual drink: for they drank of that spiritual
Rock that followed them: and that Rock was Christ. But with many of them God
was not well pleased: for they were overthrown in the wilderness. Now these
things were our examples, to the intent we should not lust after evil things, as they
also lusted. (1 Cor 10:1-6)

Here Paul presents clear typological links between the spiritual rock that followed the
Israelites and Christ. Furthermore, he notes that this typology is exemplary: it teaches the
believer a spiritual and historical lesson. Similarly, Paul‘s discussion of grace and the law
in Galatians 4 reads the story of Abraham‘s two sons typologically as representing the
Old and New Covenants (4:24). ―These things are being taken figuratively: The women
represent two covenants. One covenant is from Mount Sinai and bears children who are
to be slaves: This is Hagar,‖ writes Paul (4:24). The Old Testament Jews were under the
law of Mt. Sinai, and as a result were under the slave/master relationship. Isaac, the true
son of Abraham and Sarah represented New Testament Christians: ―Now you, brothers
and sisters, like Isaac, are children of promise‖ (4:28). The typology here still retains the

5

See Jean Danielou, From Shadows to Reality: Studies in the Biblical Typology of the

Fathers.
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structure of historically real things standing for other historically real things, but the
difference is that Ishmael and Isaac stood for entire classes of people: those under the
Covenant made at Sinai, and those under the new dispensation of Christ. Ishmael, the
child of the bondwoman, typifies those enslaved under the law, while Isaac, the son of the
free woman, typifies those experiencing the freedom of Christ.
Perhaps the most fundamental typology to be found in Paul‘s letters is that
between Adam and Christ. In several places Paul spends considerable space explicating
the parallel between Adam and Jesus, often using the terminology of the first man and the
last man, or describing Christ as a second Adam. In Romans 5, Paul explains that ―Adam
. . . is a type of Him who was to come‖ (5:14). Much of this chapter is devoted to
explaining how sin came to all mankind through the first man, and conversely how
redemption was won for all through a second man. The fifteenth chapter of his first letter
to the Corinthians contains a similar explication of Adam and Jesus, but goes perhaps
further in defining the difference between the two: ―The first man Adam was made a
living soul; the last Adam was made a quickening spirit‖ (15:45). While Adam was
God‘s natural and physical son, Christ was heavenly. This difference between physicality
and spirituality was to be vital to later Protestant understandings of disparity within
similarity.6

6

While Protestants emphasized that the outward ceremony and pomp of the Catholic
Church was earthly, and Protestant worship was more spiritual, this verse was also central to
medieval discussions of exegesis as well. Paul‘s Corinthian letter led some Catholic exegetes to
emphasize the metaphorical sense of scripture over its literal sense, in that they saw the literal as
earthly while the metaphorical was spiritual. See Miner 20-48.
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Many other New Testament writers make typological connections between the
two covenants. In his first letter, Peter draws a connection between the Flood and
Baptism:
By which also he [Christ] went and preached unto the spirits in prison; Which
sometime were disobedient, when once the longsuffering of God waited in the
days of Noah, while the ark was a preparing, wherein few, that is, eight souls
were saved by water. The like figure whereunto even baptism doth also now save
us (not the putting away of the filth of the flesh, but the answer of a good
conscience toward God,) by the resurrection of Jesus Christ. (1 Pet. 3:19-21)

Here Peter links the Christian sacrament of baptism with the cataclysmic event of the
flood, creating a process that highlights not only prefiguration and fulfillment, but also
finds echoes of the macrocosmic history of all mankind in the microcosmic level of the
believer‘s experience. Such a relation goes beyond mere comparison in that the link
between the Flood and baptism points not to mere similarity but instead to a larger truth
regarding the way God structures history. The idea is that God‘s temporary solution to
human sin (starting over through the Flood) was never a true solution. Instead, God
already had baptism in mind: this temporary solution only foreshadowed Christ‘s
eventual sacrifice and its being made available to all believers.
The New Testament‘s fullest explication of typological interpretation is to be
found in Hebrews. The author‘s comprehensive discussion of the relation between the
Old and New covenants in chapters 8-11 explained how the individuals in the Old
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Testament served the Law as a shadow of things to come.7 The author uses a variety of
characters from the Old Testament to illustrate that faith, not works, justifies the
individual. The author of Hebrews begins by explaining that Christ, the ―high priest, who
is set on the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in the heavens,‖ is the fulfillment of
the earthly high priests, ―who serve unto the example and shadow of heavenly things‖
(8:1, 5). He then compares and contrasts these shadows of heavenly things under the Old
Covenant to the heavenly reality of the New Covenant: the ―first covenant‖ focused on
―ordinances of divine service, and a worldly sanctuary,‖ while the second covenant
ushers in a ―greater and more perfect tabernacle, not made with hands‖ (9:1, 11).
Hebrews thus demonstrates another of the fundamental ways in which typology
influences theology and vice versa. The typological associations simultaneously
emphasize the differences between the two covenants, but through tracing out the
congruity between the two, these associations also underscore how God has one eternal
purpose throughout history, despite the radically different ways this purpose was
manifested under different dispensations. Although such passages do not quite offer a
comprehensive, systematic guide to typological interpretation, the basic methodology is
clear: the New Testament endorses interpreting Jewish history as prefiguring Christian
history. Because history is the result of God‘s working out of his eternal purpose in

7

The authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews still remains unsettled. Most scholars
agree that the style differs substantially enough from Paul‘s letters to eliminate the possibility of
Pauline authorship. Scholars have suggested many potential authors—Luke, Clement of Rome,
Apollos, Barnabas, Priscilla, and even Mary mother of Jesus—but without reaching a definitive
answer. For a thorough review of the discussion of the authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews,
see Anderson 429-38.
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human history, despite the important differences in the two covenants, there are also
parallels. 8
During the patristic period, typology was already widely implemented,9 but it
existed among a host of other interpretive methods, most importantly, allegory. As a
result, the Reformers were to find the roots of superfluous interpretation in the methods
of these patristic interpreters, especially Origen, a third-century Alexandrian Christian
who was influential up through the fifteenth century.10 Origen introduced a threefold
interpretation of scripture where the first level focused on the ―literal‖ meaning of the
text, followed by the higher, ―moral‖ level of interpretation. The most mature believers
might attain the third or ―spiritual‖ level of the text where the literal level of the scriptural
was almost eclipsed by the allegorical spiritual truth behind it. These levels corresponded
to the Neo-Platonic hierarchy of man divided by body, soul, and spirit (Davis 17). In his
Homilies on Genesis and Exodus, Origen explains the interpretive levels using the

8

One may notice that the New Testament explications of how to interpret the Old
Testament have a tendency to efface the Jewishness of this history. Eric Auerbach sees the New
Testament writers as driven by a certain evangelistic impulse: the early Christians had to explain
why the Jewish scriptures should have any relevance to a Gentile audience, and typology enabled
them to do this. Interpreted typologically, the Jewish history suddenly becomes a non-Jewish text
in that the cultural context is interpreted as the mere shadow of a heavenly truth. See Auerbach
Scenes from the Drama of European Literature 11-76. Kathleen Biddick‘s The Typological
Imaginary (2003), has traced this phenomenon a bit further, demonstrating how in the Middle
Ages and onward, the Christian impulse to think of history in terms of a Jewish ―then‖ and a
Christian ―now‖ constantly renders Jewishness as superseded and irrelevant in the context of
Western history. Also relevant is Julia Reinhard Lupton‘s Afterlives of the Saints (1996), which
examines the subsequent transfer of this Jewish and Christian religious history onto the more
secularized context of Renaissance canon.
Augustine‘s famous maxim, ―vetere novum lateat, et in novo vetus pateat‖—―The New
is in the Old concealed, the Old is in the New revealed,‖ testifies to the orthodoxy of typological
exegesis during this era (Quaestiones in Heptateuchum 2.73).
9

Origen‘s views were also quite controversial at times during the Patristic period. See
Robert Evans‘s book Pelagius: Inquiries and Reappraisals, especially the second chapter,
―Pelagius and the Revival of the Origenist Controversy.‖
10
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metaphor of the levels of Noah‘s Ark. The literal meaning is the lowest level, followed
by the mystical and moral levels of interpretation (85). He explains that the Ark is
divided into two sections of respectively two and three decks because sometimes the
explication of scripture is twofold, and sometimes threefold:
But the historical succession cannot always be established in the divine
Scriptures, but sometimes is lacking as, for example, when it is said, ―Thorns will
grow in the hand of a drunkard‖ and when it is said in the temple built by
Solomon, ―The sound of hammer and ax was not heard in the house of God‖ and
again in Leviticus when ―the leprosy of a wall and a hide and a cloth is ordered to
be examined by the priests and purified.‖ Because of these things, therefore, and
things like them, the ark is constructed not only ―with three decks,‖ but also ―with
two decks,‖ that we might know that there is not always a triple explanation in the
divine Scriptures because a literal explanation does not always follow for us, but
sometimes only the mingled meaning of the double explanation. (86)
Here Origen makes clear that if one meaning is absent from the three, it may be the
literal: some events recorded in the Old Testament may not have actually occurred. In
this way, Origen‘s method did not just position the literal sense of scripture as the lowest
of the three levels, but it also allowed for the total effacement of the literal in certain
contexts. 11

For more on Origen‘s overarching philosophy and thought, see Ramelli "Origen,
Patristic Philosophy, and Christian Platonism‖ 217-63. Origen's condemnation was a major
episode in church history. For a full account, see Richardson 50-64. Recent scholarship suggests
that Origen's doctrines may not have actually been as heretical as his accusers made them out to
be. Ilaria Ramelli is again relevant; see her article ―Origen‘s Anti-Subordinationism and its
Heritage in the Nicene and Cappadocian Line‖ 21-49. Ramelli suggests that Origen's was not the
forerunner of Arianism, as he was depicted to be in the Origenist controversy, but in fact inspired
a long line of Trinitarian theologians. For Milton scholars, Origen may be of interest for his
11
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Other early Christians did not embrace the looser model of interpretation put forth
by Origen. The school of Antioch was founded in direct opposition to Origenist methods
(Quasten 121). St. Basil, Cyril of Jerusalem,12 Eusebius, Chrysostom, and others were
similarly wary of such imaginative exegesis (23), but while Augustine saw himself as
reconciling this disagreement, he was ultimately more given to an Origenist approach
(25). 13 Although its popularity waxed and waned, Augustine‘s stature assured that
Origenist interpretation was common until the time of the Reformation.14
The scope of this study cannot accommodate in-depth survey of late medieval
exegesis,15 but it should be noted that typological reading was widely practiced during
this period. The fourfold method of exegesis was introduced by fifth-century church
father John Cassian and codified by Thomas Aquinas in the thirteenth century as positing
four levels of scripture: the literal, allegorical, moral (tropological), and anagogical.16

serious consideration of Satan's volition, most specifically his ability to attain salvation. See
Holliday 1-23.
Robert Wilken comments on Cyril‘s attitudes toward typology in his article, ―Exegesis
and the History of Theology: Reflections on the Adam-Christ Typology in Cyril of Alexandria.‖
12

13

For more on the controversy over typology and competing exegetical methods in the
early church, see Jon Whitman‘s book Allegory: the Dynamics of an Ancient and Medieval
Technique.
14

James Preus thoroughly examines the shift in Christian typology from the Middle Ages
to the Protestant era in his book From Shadow to Promise: Old Testament Interpretation from
Augustine to Young Luther.
For studies that more fully examine Protestant typology‘s roots in medieval
hermeneutics, see Auerbach, ―Figura‖; Davis, ―The Exegetical Traditions of Puritan Typology,‖
11-50. See also the seminal study of typology in the Middle Ages, Danielou, From Shadows to
Reality. For more comprehensive view of exegesis as a whole in the Middle Ages, see Beryl
Smalley‘s The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages. Also relevant is Frances Young‘s Biblical
Exegesis and the Formation of Christian Culture.
15
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For a more thorough review of the historical genealogy of this process, see Froehlich

23-24.
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Under this system, however, typology was still grouped with allegory. The probable
reason was that for many medieval exegetes the historicity of the Old Testament was not
nearly as important as it would be for the Reformers, resulting in a form of typology that
often devalued the literal level of the text, much like allegorical interpretation.17 For
instance, Barbara Lewalski notes that Augustine‘s typological reading of the Psalms was
conducted with ―such entire reference to the antitype, Christ and the Church, that the
Psalmist‘s voice and experience is all but obliterated‖ (113). It was this tendency to
devalue the literal level of scripture that the Reformers saw as the central error of
medieval exegetes.18
The Development of Protestant Typology in the Early Modern Era
The Reformers harshly condemned medieval exegesis, especially for its
allegorical interpretation, which they most commonly traced to Origen. In the fifteenth
century, Tyndale writes that ―Origen and the doctors of his time‖ turned all scripture into
allegory ―till they at last forgot the order and process of the text, supposing that the
scripture served but to feign allegories upon‖ (307). Similarly, in his Lectures on Genesis
(delivered 1535-45) Luther traces the root of what he considers ―vain allegory‖ from
Origen to Jerome, declaring that ―everywhere they depart from the historical account,
which they call the ‗letter that kills‘ and ‗the flesh‘; and they bestow lofty praise on the
‗spiritual meaning,‘ of which they have no actual knowledge. In fact, Jerome followed

17

Of course this was not always the case. See Auerbach 28-44.

18

Nevertheless, as Karlfried Froehlich has demonstrated, in the fifteenth century there
was already a move to place more value on the literal sense of Scripture, which paved the way for
the Reformer‘s writings and their vision for proper biblical exegesis (Miner 20-48). For more on
the intellectual roots of the Protestant Reformation, see Alister McGrath‘s The Intellectual
Origins of the European Reformation.
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Origen as his teacher‖ (Works 232). According to Luther, this interpretive heritage was
damaging. He notes that these methods subsequently led Augustine astray, and confesses
that as a young man he too engaged in such fruitless interpretation (232).19 Calvin
similarly speaks of ―Origen [. . .] who by hunting every where for allegories, corrupts the
whole Scripture; and others, too, eagerly emulating his example, have extracted smoke
out of light‖ (Commentaries on Genesis 545). In contrasting their methods with those of
medieval exegetes, the Reformers emphasized the value of scripture‘s literal sense, and
rejected allegorical modes of interpretation.
While the Reformers were adamant in their rejection of Origenist allegory, this
did not mean that they also rejected typology. What the Reformers constantly condemned
was Origenist allegory—allegory where the exegete would read Old Testament people,
places, and things as signifying multiple abstractions of his own choosing. The problem
with such interpreters was not that they read figuratively, but that they did so according to
their own fancy, reading the history of Israel as representing abstract theological truths. It
would appear there was nothing in this hermeneutic method to prevent connecting Old
Testament figures, even down to seemingly insignificant details, with whatever came into
the exegete‘s mind. The thing signified could be anything, and this made the Reformers
uncomfortable. Such allegory at least deemphasized the literal level of scripture and
sometimes even denied it. In the end, the exegete‘s reading of a passage might
completely replace the original narrative. Thus, scripture itself might disappear in the
process of interpretation.

19

For more on Augustine‘s influence on Luther, see Balge 7-20.
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Conversely, then, Protestant typology emphasized the literal level of scripture.
The Reformers understood God to have an eternal purpose, so that throughout history he
progressively revealed that purpose through prophecies and types of what was to come.20
This aspect of typology is explained succinctly by seventeenth-century minister Thomas
Taylor:
But as the Lord had observed this method in creating the world, hee would have
darknesse goe before light; and in upholding the world hee would have dawning
goe before cleare day: So in the framing and upholding the Church, hee would
have Christ exhibited to the Fathers, as to the Wise men, in swadlings clouts [sic],
which hid his glory. He respected them as children; he erected for them in Jewry,
a little pre-schoole set up in a corner of the world; hee appointed the Law of
Moses as a Primer, or A.B.C. in which Christ was to be shadowed in darke and
obscure manner; he would that Christ should come to his brethren, and Joseph to
his; who first obscured himself to them, and afterward made himself better
knowen‖ (3).
Taylor asserts that the reason for this progressive revelation was not only mankind‘s
finite capacities and inability to receive such vast revelation all at once, but also that God
was infinite, and therefore his glory could be better displayed through a multiplicity of
signs, prophecies, and foreshadowings.
According to such a view of history, typology solved the problems of allegorical
interpretation. It did not deemphasize the literal meaning of scripture, for whatever the

Calvin writes, ―What was exhibited in shadow under the law is fully and actually
manifested in the Son of God; or, what was then a figure is in him [Christ] a substance‖
(Harmony of the Evangelists 49).
20
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relation of type to antitype, both resided in the literal level; both were historically real.
While a typological approach did not completely resolve the problem of the exegete
linking two events arbitrarily, it did confine him to finding such analogies within
history—to recall Auerbach‘s definition, a type is ―is something real and historical which
announces something else that is also real and historical‖ (29). Furthermore, in theory
Protestant exegetes were careful to establish a solid link between type and antitype before
making a typological connection.
Once one understands that the Reformer‘s exegetical practices were motivated not
by an abhorrence of figurative interpretation, but rather by a valuing of the literal worth
of scripture, it is not surprising to find that typology thrived during and after the
Reformation. Despite his explicit rejection of allegorical interpretation, Tyndale speaks of
similitudes and examples that foreshadow Christ in the Old Testament, maintaining that
―all the ceremonies and sacrifices have, as it were, a star-light of Christ‖ (Prologue to
Book of Leviticus 422). Accordingly, ―though sacrifices and ceremonies can be no ground
or foundation to build upon; that is, though we can prove nought with them, yet when
once we have found out Christ and his mysteries, then we may borrow figures, that is to
say allegories, similitudes, or examples, to open Christ, and the secrets of God hid in
Christ‖ (422). Because Reformers valued the literal level of scripture, but saw Israelites
under the Old Covenant as living under a radically different dispensation, a typological
reading of such events provided a way to read the Old Testament that stressed its
relevance while at the same time preserving a literal reading.21

21

For more on the role of typology in Tyndale‘s writings and theology, see Karpman

110-30.
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Like Tyndale, Luther appends his condemnation of allegory with a qualification:
―Let this reminder suffice: that those who wish to make use of allegories, make use of
those which the apostles point out and which have a sure basis in the words themselves or
in the historical account‖ (Lectures on Genesis 234). Furthermore, one should not be
surprised at Luther‘s use of typology, given his assertion that all of scripture points to
Christ: in his ―Preface to the Old Testament‖ he instructs, ―set Christ before you, for he is
the man to whom it all applies, every bit of it‖ (121). While Luther‘s use of typology is
not extensive, when he does interpret typologically, it seems he uses much the same
paradigm as later Protestant exegetes. In his 1520 work ―The Papacy at Rome: an Answer
to the Celebrated Romanist at Leipzig,‖ Luther explains the grounding of typology in
scripture in conjunction with the guiding of the Holy Spirit. In the following passage, he
responds to the Papists‘ argument that the office of the Pope is legitimated by its typical
relationship to the Israelite High Priest:
In the second place—in order that they may realize how far they are from the
truth—even if they had been wise enough to give a spiritual fulfillment to the
type, yet that would not stand the test, unless they had a clear passage from the
Scriptures, which brought the type and its spiritual fulfillment together; otherwise
every one could make out of it what he desired. For instance, that the serpent
lifted up by Moses signifies Christ, is taught by John iii. If it were not for that
passage my reason might evolve very strange and weird fancies out of that type.
Again, that Adam was a type of Christ, I learn not from myself, but from St. Paul
in Romans v. Again, that the rock in the wilderness signifies Christ, is not so
stated by my reason, but by St. Paul in I. Corinthians x. therefore, let none other
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explain the type but the Holy Spirit Himself, Who has given the type and wrought
the fulfillment, in order that both promise and performance, type and fulfillment,
and the interpretation or both, may be God‘s own and not man‘s and our faith be
founded not on human, but on divine works and words. (365)
Luther is here concerned with discrediting the notion that typology can be used to justify
Papism, but his remarks reveal his underlying typological approach to scripture: the
errors of typological interpretation are circumscribed by ―The Holy Spirit, Who has given
the type and wrought the fulfillment.‖ In Luther‘s view, because both type and antitype
reside in the history that is literally recorded by scripture, the connection is a more solid
one: if not for typology‘s grounding in history and scripture, as Luther says, human
reason alone ―might evolve very strange and weird fancies out of that type.‖
Elsewhere Luther often extends Christological types to include the experience of
all believers. For example, in his reading of the third psalm, which he first interprets as
typologically referring to Christ, he adds, ―Thus we have expounded this whole Psalm
concerning Christ, but if this interpretation does not please any, there will be no difficulty
in understanding it concerning David, as being a type of the same suffering and of the
same feelings of mind; which are exemplified in Christ and in every Christian‖ (142,
emphasis mine). Similarly, he extends the typology of Old Testament sacrifices beyond
Christ‘s ultimate sacrifice to include the Christian‘s sacrifice of praise: ―This very
sacrifice rejects and abolishes all the sacrifices of the Old Testament, which were types
and figures of this sacrifice of praise‖ (―Gratitude to God‖ 341). This practice of
extending the Old Testament type to comment upon aspects of Protestant praxis would
become quite central to the seventeenth-century homiletic context, as preachers often
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used such an approach in explaining types to their congregations: first explicating an Old
Testament type in relation to its New Testament antitype, and then looking to how this
typological structure might be fulfilled in the contemporary Protestant‘s experience.
Calvin‘s use of typology was even more extensive than Tyndale and Luther‘s, and
formed a fundamental part of his theology. The subject of the second book of his
Institutes is ―the knowledge of God the redeemer, in Christ, as first manifested to the
Fathers, under the Law, and thereafter to us under the Gospel‖ (201). Calvin begins to
examine some typological implications of this subject in the seventh and ninth chapters
of this book, but provides a more in-depth view in Chapter 10, which concerns the
similarities between the Old and New Testaments, and Chapter 11, which examines the
differences. Calvin explicitly endorses typology as a key component of the relationship
between the Old and New Testaments:
Another distinction between the Old and New Testaments is in the types, the
former exhibiting only the image of truth, while the reality was absent, the
shadow instead of the substance, the latter exhibiting both the full truth and the
entire body. Mention is usually made of this, whenever the New Testament is
contrasted with the Old, but it is nowhere so fully treated as in the Epistle to the
Hebrews (chap. 7–10). (369)
Calvin‘s observations here highlight why the Reformer‘s theology was so tied to
typology. He cites Hebrews 7-10 as the fullest explication of typological interpretation,
and this is not surprising given his theology: these chapters also contain some of the most
detailed explications of the core Protestant doctrine of salvation by grace through faith.
Similarly, Paul used typology to explain salvation by grace in Romans and 1 Corinthians.
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For Calvin, comprehending the typological relationship between the two
testaments is essential for a profitable reading of the Old Testament. If one fails to
understand how the Old shadowed forth the New, ―the whole legal worship (if considered
by itself apart from the types and shadows of corresponding truth) is a mere mockery‖
(286). Furthermore, Calvin considered typology to extend to the sacraments, and even the
experience of individual believers. For example, consider his explication of the Israelites‘
escape from Pharaoh as a type of the believer‘s being delivered from sin:
For in this way also he promises us in baptism, and shows by a given sign that we
are led by his might, and delivered from the captivity of Egypt, that is, from the
bondage of sin, that our Pharaoh is drowned; in other words, the devil, although
he ceases not to try and harass us. But as that Egyptian was not plunged into the
depth of the sea, but cast out upon the shore, still alarmed the Israelites by the
terror of his look, though he could not hurt them, so our enemy still threatens,
shows his arms and is felt, but cannot conquer. (1038-39)
Here, the Old Testament type does not merely foreshadow the New Testament ceremony,
but also the experience of the Israelites, which has a marked congruity with that of
Christians—that of being threatened by an enemy who, though frightening, in reality has
no power.
The proliferation of typological reading in the early modern era also helped
Reformers to understand how the Church should look, and how medieval Christians had
erred. Calvin‘s lengthy analysis of the typical relationship between divine truth, Old
Testament types, and sacraments under the New Covenant reveals that much Catholic
pomp and ceremony stems from a misunderstanding of the typological relationship
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between these religious practices. 22 Like Luther, Calvin attributes many errors he sees in
the medieval mode of worship to a misreading of typological relationships, which
specifically mistakes the sign for the thing signified. The Old Testament was instructive,
but its law and ceremony were not to be literally imitated by Protestants. Error could
occur on either side: Christians who dispensed entirely with the Old Testament would
lose important instruction. Thomas Worden writes that ―some weak Christians . . . judge
that the Law in no sense hath anything to do with them, or they with it‖ (A2). Such
Christians, Worden writes, lose the ―wonderfull glory of Christ which lay hid under the
ashes of those Jewish types‖ (A2). Worden is quick to explain that he is ―so little either a
Jew or a Papist‖ and that he does ―not say that the Ceremonial Law is any way binding to
us . . . but . . . it is instructive to us, having the Gospel to compare therewith‖ (A2).
Worden‘s seventeenth-century explanation is very much in the spirit of the Reformers‘
attitudes toward typology: a proper understanding of this mode corrected the errors of the
Catholic Church with its earthly pomp.
Typological Reading and Writing in the Seventeenth Century
The typology of the early Reformers gave Christians a reasonably clear view of
how to comprehend Old Testament types and their relation to the New Testament. By
understanding that God progressively revealed himself to mankind through analogous
things, events, and figures, believers could fairly easily recognize the typological unity of
scripture. The basic guidelines that the early Reformers used when interpreting
typologically remain constant well into the seventeenth century. Tibor Fabiny writes:
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See Institutes, Book 4, Chapter 17, article 21 for the theoretical core of this discussion

(1095).
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Luther and Calvin endorsed typology, but a more self-conscious and
methodologically systematic approach was elaborated by the seventeenth-century
Protestant Fathers. If we said that the first ―golden age‖ of typology was in the
second century of catholic Christianity, then it may be added that the new or the
―second‖ golden age of typology is to be found in the second century of Protestant
Christianity. Typological thinking became almost a pious vogue among Protestant
divines on both sides of the Atlantic. (―Edwards and Biblical Typology‖ 97)23
This second golden age differed from the first in that typology was not merely subsumed
under the larger umbrella of allegorical interpretation. Instead, it was regarded as the
fundamental, overarching figurative mode of the Bible. This flowering of typological
thinking is perhaps most vibrantly evidenced by the many typological handbooks
published during the seventeenth century. These handbooks systematically explained
typological interpretation and catalogued the various types in scripture. William Guild
was the first to publish such a work (Moses Unveiled, 1620), followed by Salamon Glass
(Philologia Sacra, 1623-1626), Thomas Taylor (Christ Revealed, 1635), Henry Vertue
(Christ and the Church: Or Parallels, 1659), Thomas Worden (The Types Unveiled,
1664), Benjamin Keach (Tropologia, 1681), and Samuel Mather (The Figures or Types of
the Old Testament, 1683).24 The general format of these works was to establish first a

Two excellent sources on typology in the American context are Sacvan Bercovitch‘s
Typology and Early American Literature (1972), and Ursula Brumm‘s American Thought and
Religious Typology (1970). More recently, see Karen Rowe, Saint and Singer: Edward Taylor's
Typology and the Poetics of Meditation (1986). Also relevant is Perry Miller‘s Roger Williams:
His Contribution to the American Tradition (1965).
23
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While not typological handbooks, many more general seventeenth-century volumes on
the Bible contain significant typological interpretation. Some examples include Henry
Ainsworth‘s Annotations upon the Five Books of Moses, the Booke of the Psalmes, and the Song
of Songs, or Canticles (1639), and John Flavel, The Fountain of Life Opened, Or, a Display of
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rubric for reading typologically, and then to move to typological interpretation of
scripture. Many began with the Adam / Christ typology not merely because it is
chronologically the first type in scripture, but also because of Paul‘s frequent explication
of this type in the New Testament. Typological cataloguing was so pervasive during this
era that Protestant writer Robert Ferguson answers the accusation that typology was
deceptive by noting that not only did scripture identify many types, but also that such
types ―may be found in a hundred Dull [reductive] Authors‖ (384).
In general, the intended audience of these typological handbooks was not merely
Protestant ministers, but the wider Christian public. The handbooks often included an
opening note to the reader that explained to the reader the purpose of the volume. Such
writers conceived of themselves as offering a reference that would enable the less
educated to understand typology. Samuel Mather‘s Figures or Types (1683), was in part
composed of a series of sermons given to his Dublin congregation from 1666 onward
(xi). The introduction to the 1705 edition of his work is addressed to the general Christian
public, but especially to ―those of that Church, to which this Author was sometime
Pastor‖ (iii). Thomas Worden hopes his work Moses Unvailed will correct the mistakes
of some new converts who do not read the Old Testament, writing of ―the loss that some
weak Christians have sustained, who out of ignorance and blind conceitedness of mind,
slight the reading of the Books of Moses‖ (A2). Similarly, William Jemmat, in his
introductory note to Taylor‘s Christ Revealed, addresses the Christian reader, explaining
that understanding the types is valuable because believers can accordingly understand
their unity with the figures of the Old Testament, explain the gospel to others who may
Christ in His Essential and Mediatorial Glory (1671). An excellent bibliographic guide is
Bercovitch‘s ―Selective Check-List on Typology.‖
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be saved, and lastly, pray for the Jews to ―returne to the truth, not catching at shadows‖ in
―their madnesse‖ (A4). In the introductory note to Tropologia, Benjamin Keach contrasts
his work with Salamon Glass‘s similar typological handbook written in Latin, explaining,
―The Sacra Philologia was more designed for the benefit and assistance of young
students and ministers‖ (vi-vii).25 While he agrees that the knowledge possessed by
university-trained ministers is valuable, he addresses also the Christian who wishes ―to
understand those blessed Mysteries of the sacred Scriptures . . . though he never saw
University‖ (vii). Keach writes that his work is therefore written ―not to instruct the
Learned,‖ but rather ―to accommodate . . . . such whose Christians minds incline them to
instruct others, and need those aids which the want of Language, or this kind of Literature
has deny‘d them . . . and to that end is recommended to the Christian Reader‖ (A6).
These typological handbooks sought to bring a wider understanding of typology to the
public, especially the unlearned or new converts, who might find it hard to understand the
figural significance of the Old Testament.
Initial works like Guild‘s Moses Unveiled offered little theoretical progress
beyond the basic formulas offered by the central Reformers, but rather focused on
cataloguing scriptural types in one volume for easy reference. In this way, these early
texts are not only guides on how to read typologically, but also themselves examples of
typological reading: one may observe how exegetes used the Reformers‘ hermeneutic
method to cull a number of types from scripture. Although a later work like Mather‘s
offers a more thorough theoretical framework, he begins his study on the authority of
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These guides often quoted from one another. For example, in his Tropologia Keach
references William Guild (365, 486, 487, 567, 677, 974, 987), Thomas Taylor (629, 980, 974),
and Salamon Glass (182, 198, 200, 599.)
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Hebrews 10, and repeatedly quotes the Reformers‘ teachings. Like many of these
handbooks‘ authors, he relied heavily on his predecessors.26 It is accordingly clear that
the popularity of typology in the seventeenth century was not a return to medieval
exegesis but rather a flowering of Protestant exegesis, and that this form of interpretation
was at the core of the most influential Reformers‘ exegetical vision.
Before continuing, it is appropriate to address the position of allegory for
seventeenth-century Protestants. Once again, one must keep in mind that the Reformers‘
problems with medieval exegetes did not stem from a mere distaste for the mode of
allegory, but rather from the belief that the literal meaning of scripture was the most
important. Because of this, Reformers did not believe that allegorical reading should be
applied to scripture indiscriminately, yet none of them would assert that no allegory
existed within scripture. Perhaps the most prominent examples are Christ‘s use of
parables, or the Song of Songs.27 While the Reformers detested forcing allegoric readings
onto the whole of scripture, none denied that Christ‘s parables are essentially allegoric in
nature. Indeed, despite Tyndale‘s outright condemnation of Origenist allegory, he asserts:
If thou leave the literal sense, thou canst not but go out of the way. Neverthelater,
the scripture useth proverbs, similitudes, riddles, or allegories, as all other
speeches do; but that which the proverb, similitude, riddle, or allegory signifieth,
is ever the literal sense, which thou must seek out diligently [. . .] (340).
Tyndale condemns those who would seek allegory in all scripture, but freely concedes
that the Bible contains allegories. When presented with scripture that was clearly
As D.R. Dickson observes, large parts of Keach‘s Tropologia are merely translations of
Glass‘s Philologia Sacra.
26
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See Scheper 551-62.
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allegorical, to read figuratively was paradoxically to read literally. In Calvis Cantici: Or,
an Exposition of the Song of Solomon (1668), the Scottish Puritan James Durham
expresses this distinction with marked acuity:
There is a great difference betwixt an Allegorick Exposition of Scripture, and an
Exposition of Allegorick Scripture: The first is that, which many Fathers, and
School-men fail in, that is, when they Allegorize plain Scriptures and Histories,
seeking to draw out some secret meaning, other than appeareth in the words; and
so will fasten many senses upon one Scripture. (22)
In this sense, early modern Protestants did not wholly reject allegory or parable, but
agreed that these modes were only found occasionally in scripture as features of the text,
while typology was more pervasive: it resided not only in God‘s word, but also in all of
creation and history.28 It is vital to understand not only that typology and allegory existed
alongside each other after the Reformation, but also the fundamental differences
Reformers found in these two interpretive modes. While typology was God‘s overarching
method of structuring reality in such a way that he progressively revealed himself,
allegory might exist in scripture, but it was only an occasional mode employed here or
there to illustrate a particular point. There was not an allegorical sense to all or even most
scriptures. When Miltonist William Madsen claims that by ―the middle of the seventeenth
century‖ the distinction between typology and allegory had ―for all practical purposes,
become meaningless,‖ he is not quite correct (38). Seventeenth-century exegetes drew a
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For a seventeenth-century approach to biblical allegory, see Keach 192-95.
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clear line between typology and allegory, and to despair of distinguishing between the
two results in scholarship that suffers from historical imprecision.29
While a few literary critics have made the mistake of conflating allegory and
typology, biblical scholars have been more likely to err in the opposite way, projecting an
overly narrow understanding of typology onto the work of sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury exegetes. Robert Wilken attributes problems of this sort to the fact that in this
kind of scholarship the work of past exegetes is ―not read to discover what they thought
and why,‖ but is rather ―read to serve the ends of the present interpreter: to aid him in
expounding the text, to give fodder for his commentary, or to illustrate how far one can
stray unless enlightened by historical science‖ (139). By relying too heavily on the work
of biblical scholars, Joseph A. Galdon makes the mistake of defining typology too
narrowly in his study Typology and Seventeenth-Century Literature (1975), the only
monograph to-date devoted exclusively to typology and its relation to seventeenthcentury literature as a whole. The majority of the primary sources he works from are preReformation, and his secondary sources are part of a theological debate over the precise
definition of typology, and not expressly concerned with how typology was actually used
in the seventeenth century. More importantly, though his study surveys typology and its
relation to seventeenth-century literature, Galdon does not reference any of the many
typological handbooks published in the seventeenth century. This results in some claims
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An ignorance of the Protestant understanding of allegory can lead to a great deal of
critical confusion. In his article, ―Reformation Attitudes toward Allegory and the Song of Songs,‖
George Scheper draws a number of incorrect conclusions, most importantly his assertion that it
was impossible to maintain any distinction between Protestant typology and medieval allegory
(512). Scheper‘s failure to understand the radical differences between these two systems of
interpretation introduces a surprising lack of accuracy into an otherwise extremely thorough
essay.
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about typology that are unsupported by the primary sources of the time. For example, he
claims that there must be a historical relationship between the type and antitype, as there
is in the Adam / Christ typology (39). In such examples, there is either a causal link, or a
parallelism in the structure of the Old and New Covenants. Galdon distinguishes such
typology from what he deems allegory:
The case is entirely different with the so-called ‗type‘ of Rahab which was so
frequently used by the Fathers. The scarlet ribbon suspended by the courtesan
Rahab from the wall of Jericho in the second chapter of the Book of Joshua is not
genuinely typological since it fails to establish a meaningful and metaphysically
significant link between type and antitype. (39)
Galdon continues on to quote Dom Celestin Charlier to elucidate his point:
The scarlet ribbon has no other connection with the blood of Christ than its color
and a functional similarity which is completely external: it saved Rahab, and the
blood of Christ saves the Christian. But is this sufficient for affirming that the
Holy Spirit has a hidden prefiguration of one under the other? No literal bond
unites the red ribbon and the redeeming blood. One did not take rise from the
other; faith in the second did not spring from the contemplation of the first.
(Charlier 267)
From the perspective of seventeenth-century exegetes, Galdon and Charlier‘s limited
understanding of the red ribbon would be short-sighted: not only does the ribbon save
Rahab, but it also enables the Israelites to enter Canaan. Canaan was the Promised Land,
and as such was a universally recognized type of the ―Land of Emmanuel‖ (Mather 180).
The Israelites, being led out of bondage by Joshua, another type of Christ overtly linked
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through bearing a version of the very same name as the Savior, typified the Christian
rescued from the bondage of sin by Jesus (Mather 160).30 It is accordingly not surprising
that when one references William Guild‘s Moses Unveiled (1620), the first of the
typological handbooks published in the seventeenth century, he finds the following:
He saved Rahabs house that had the Red cord hung out at the window, and who
received his spies, Josh. 6. So doth Christ save the soul of every penitent sinner
that hath true faith in his blood, and the expressive grace thereof, receiving his
Word in their hearts, and the Ministers thereof for his cause, Isa. 39. 6. (147)
Accordingly, Rahab‘s red cord could signify Christ‘s blood in the Protestant context, but
only because of its position within the larger typological framework of Joshua leading the
Israelites into the Promised Land.
There was considerable overlap between allegorical and typological interpretation
for both Protestant exegetes and medieval interpreters who might similarly read the red
cord as a figuring Christ‘s blood, but for different reasons. For Protestants, this particular
signification had to be brought under the more well-established typology of Joshua and
Jesus. Samuel Mather‘s The Figures or Types of the Old Testament (1683), outlines how
smaller, less significant details (like the Rahab‘s chord), though not in themselves
sufficient to ascertain a typological function within a text, may be interpreted
typologically once a larger analogical relationship has been firmly established. In answer
to the question, ―How may we know when a thing is a Type, and that the Lord did ordain
and design it to that end and use?‖ Mather provides three criteria for determining when a
typological connection may be made. He writes that ―when there is an express Scripture
30

Furthermore, the reader familiar with scripture will also recall that Rahab is included in
Christ‘s genealogy in Matt. 1:5.
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for it,‖ one may connect type and antitype (53). Similarly, ―when there is a permutation
of Names between the Type and the Antitype, this is a clear Indication of the Mind of
God‖ (53).31 Lastly, he observes, ―When by comparing several Scriptures together, there
doth appear an evident and manifest Analogy and parallel between Things under the
Law, and things under the Gospel, we may conclude, that such legal Dispensations were
intended as Types of those Gospel Mysteries whose Image they bear‖ (54).32 Mather
explains that once one of these fundamental conditions is fulfilled, and a typological
relationship has been determined, the reader may move on to consider the fuller
significance of the type‘s details. Once he has established that Noah was a type, he has
license to explore many other parallels that might not be immediately apparent. The Ark
then becomes a type of the Church, and accordingly its more minute features become
types of things relating to the Church. The door becomes a type of Christ as the one true
way to the Father (74). The Ark‘s windows are a type of Christ as the Light of the Church
(74). The many rooms of the Ark signify the many particular churches that together make
up the one Church, the body of Christ (74). There are three stories to the Ark,
corresponding to the three courts of Solomon‘s temple, which prefigure the visible
Church, the mystical Church militant on earth, and the Church triumphant in heaven (7431

One may note that the genealogy of an Old Testament figure might also strengthen a
typological relationship. Calvin writes of Luke‘s genealogy of Christ, ―Solomon was, beyond
controversy, the type of this eternal King who was promised to David; nor can the promise be
applied to Christ, except in so far as its truth was shadowed out in Solomon, (1 Chronicles 28:5.)
Now if the descent is not traced to him, how, or by what argument, shall he be proved to be ―the
son of David‖? Whoever expunges Solomon from Christ‘s genealogy does at the same time,
obliterate and destroy those promises by which he must be acknowledged to be the son of David.
In what way Luke, tracing the line of descent from Nathan, does not exclude Solomon, will
afterwards be seen at the proper place‖ (Harmony of the Evangelists 89).
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Benjamin Keach provides these same criteria, though not as succinctly: for types
expressly named in scripture, types demonstrated by permutation of name, and types evident by
analogy see Tropologia 231, 236, 232.
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75). Although this sort of interpretation appears similar to the looser patristic approach,
Mather only engages in such interpretation once he has established that a solid
typological link undergirds the endeavor. Just as the clear permutation of names between
Joshua and Jesus permits Rahab‘s cord to be read as a figure of Christ‘s blood, minute
details such as the door of the Ark take on specific meaning once Noah is established as a
type of Christ.
Although typology was employed by medieval exegetes, the Protestant emphasis
on historicity did not just establish it as an overarching interpretive method for the Bible,
but also extended this figurative mode to encompass God‘s structuring of all history.
Barbara Lewalski has outlined this aspect of the mode with much clarity:
Allegory was understood to involve the invention of fictions, or the contrivance of
other systems of symbols, to represent underlying spiritual truth or reality.
Typology by contrast was recognized as a mode of signification in which both
type and antitype are historically real entities with independent meaning and
validity, forming patterns of prefiguration, recapitulation, and fulfillment by
reason of God‘s providential control of history. (Protestant Poetics 111)
It is the emphasis on God‘s providential control of history that is especially relevant to
the theological orientation of typology. Typology tended to reinforce a Calvinist
worldview that understood history as being deterministic, controlled by God. Galdon
writes that one might describe typology as a ―theology of history,‖ because of its
underlying belief that God‘s eternal purpose appears repeatedly throughout human
history in progressively less-veiled manifestations (54).
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In his 1987 article, ―The Complexities of Biblical Typology in the Seventeenth
Century,‖ D.R. Dickson notes the historical aspect that runs throughout the typological
guides of this era. He highlights three kinds of types often outlined by the exegetical
handbooks: the traditional Christological types, as well as two additional classes of types
he terms ―sacramental‖ and ―eschatological.‖ The sacramental type does not merely
apply to the Protestant sacraments: Dickson instead uses this term to refer to any action
of the believer that might mirror that or Christ of an Old Testament type. The
―eschatological‖ type refers to a distinct set of types that were anticipated: though
sometimes mentioned in scripture, they were to occur in the future, at the end of time.
Dickson stresses the overarching nature of a typological view of history: it has not only to
do with the past, but also to do with the present and future.33 Dickson‘s claim is easily
supported by scriptural commentaries of the seventeenth century. In his Exposition of
Hebrews (1662), George Lawson concisely defines the temporal scope of typology:
The words understood both of the Type and the Anti-type make but one literal
sense: For that I call the literal sense which is intended by the Spirit. And this is
the excellency of the Scripture, that by the same word it signifies not onely one
but several things, and that as the words signify things immediately, at first hand,
so these things signify other things—things past, or present, or things to come. (9,
emphasis mine)
Typology was in this sense prophetic: these repeated patterns heralded future events. By
interpreting the present typologically, believers could accordingly gain insight into the
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Dickson is not original in this respect: Galdon notes this as well, although there is some
slippage when he relates this conception to the Protestant context. See Galdon 48-49.
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direction of history by comparing and contrasting Old Testament happenings to
contemporary ones.
When writing or preaching, seventeenth-century preachers would often use both
the Christological and sacramental aspects of a type in concert, recognizing a
Christological type and then reflecting on how individual believers could imitate this type
and so become types of Christ themselves. John Milton implicitly follows such a model
in De Doctrina Christiana when he comments on the significance of the Sabbath, even
bringing in the eschatological aspect of this typology. He notes that the Sabbath is a type,
and outlines its three distinct facets, referring to the Epistle to the Hebrews to illustrate
his point. He writes that the Sabbath was a type of the peace that Christ was to bring
(Christological), which itself foreshadows the everlasting peace that will exist in heaven
throughout eternity (eschatological), but also notes the sacramental typology,
encouraging believers to labor, as the author of Hebrews urges,34 to enter into this rest in
their everyday lives, ―following the example of Christ‖ (CD 17:175). In this way, a
typological approach directly implicates the interpreter. Not only does he look for
correlation between the Old Testament types and Christ, but also desires his own
experience to correlate with that of the types and antitype, as his own life demonstrates
his election by echoing the past figurations of God‘s historical purpose.
Samuel Mather gives the most detailed explanation of such a recursive historical
vision. While many exegetes commented upon God‘s repetitive figuring of history,
Mather goes further than others in outlining the succession of these prefigurations. Before

See Hebrews 4:9-11: ―There remaineth therefore a rest to the people of God. For he
that is entered into his rest, he also hath ceased from his own works, as God did from his. Let us
labour therefore to enter into that rest, lest any man fall after the same example of unbelief.‖
34
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beginning his discussion of the types, he gives a systematic division of human history in
the form of a chart annexed to the beginning of his 1705 edition of The Figures or Types
(See Fig. 1). Mather divides the Old Testament into two major dispensations: before the
law, and under the law. These dispensations are subdivided further into minor
dispensations. The time before the law is divided into three dispensations: from Adam to
Noah, from Noah to Abraham, and from Abraham to Moses.
The larger period of the Old Testament under the law is divided into four
dispensations: from Moses to Solomon‘s temple, from the temple to the captivity, from
the time of the captivities, and the time of the second temple. Mather sees each of these
seven dispensations as taking part in a progressive revelation of the character of Christ.
There is harmony not only between the New and Old Testaments, but also between all the
dispensations, and Mather accordingly finds types sprinkled throughout scripture: instead
of a one-to-one correspondence between a single Old Testament type and another New
Testament type, there are many types that repeat the same theme as a result of the
recursive typology of history. To use the previously-mentioned example of the Ark,
Mather interprets the ship‘s windows as prefiguring the windows of Solomon‘s temple,
both of which typify Christ as the Light of the Church (74).
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Fig. 1. Historical chart annexed to the beginning of the 1705 edition of Samuel Mather‘s
The Figures or Types, New York: Johnson Reprint Corporation, 1969.
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Mather‘s explanation of the historical recursion of typology lays bare the heart of
typological thinking, and what truly sets it apart from allegory. While Protestant exegetes
often criticized their Catholic predecessors for not reading literally, their interpretations
seem arguably every bit as figural as medieval allegorical readings. The real difference is
where the figuralism resides. For interpreters in the Catholic context, the figuralism
tended to reside more in the text itself. Sometimes these interpreters speculated that
certain Old Testament events may not have actually occurred, but rather the story was
embellished so that it pointed more clearly toward the spiritual truth that the text
represented. For the Protestant interpreter, it was not so important that no figuralism
occurred, but rather that this figuralism was part of reality itself. John Weemes is lucid on
this point:
Yet it will not hence follow, that the words of Scripture have two senses, or given
an uncertain sound, (to allude to that, 1 Cor. 14.8) The words have on determinate
signification, but the things themselves, which the words do properly and literally
signifie, do import yet something else. (qtd. in Dickson 258).
For Weemes and other Protestant ministers in this time, the emphasis needed to be on the
literality of the scriptural text. The text was read literally: it merely told the story of what
happened. What happened, however, might be read in more symbolic terms. In the
mindset of seventeenth-century typologists, while the text was written purely literally,
depicting events as they occurred, the reality itself was figural.
While positing figuralism within reality instead of the text may seem like a point
of semantics from a modern viewpoint, this distinction was important to early modern
exegetes. Although Protestants argued that their approach valued history more than
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Catholic ways of reading, both approaches diminish history in different ways. Protestants
saw Catholic exegetes as devaluing history by doubting whether the events of the Old
Testament occurred. Protestants, however, believed the stories in the Old Testament to
have literally occurred, but saw these events as only taking on meaning within a
Protestant context. Kathleen Biddick‘s The Typological Imaginary: Circumcision,
Technology, History (2003) examines this facet of reading history figurally. Biddick
argues that conceiving of history in terms of a Jewish ―then‖ and a Christian ―now‖
erases Jewishness from historical narratives through typology, as all Hebrew history
becomes merely the figure of the Christian present.
This relationship is somewhat paradoxical: in the context of the seventeenth
century, in a sense typology could be said to bring Judaism to bear on virtually every
aspect of the Christian life. While Protestants saw Hebrew history as superseded in that it
had been displaced by the Christian dispensation, it was simultaneously multiplied as the
typological process makes this history relevant to every circumstance. It might seem that
the history of the Israelites would have little relevance to the life of an English Protestant
in the seventeenth century, yet such individuals continually looked to Jewish history as a
guide to how to understand their own context. Equally true, however, is that the
Jewishness of Old Testament history is erased when read typologically. For seventeenthcentury Protestants, the cultural, social, and religious specificity of Judaism were merely
a preamble to the greater truth of the Christian era.
Because Protestants understood typology to be an intrinsic quality of history, it
only made sense for them to look for such figuralism outside of scripture. For example, in
his Figures or Types (1683), Samuel Mather recognizes Antiochus—a historical figure
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not recorded in scripture—as a type of the Antichrist (57). Protestant Minister William
Pemble (1592-1623) similarly notes that ―Antiochus was a type of Satan‖ (355). In this
way, many readers and writers might look for typology outside the strict confines of the
Bible itself. They might find typological processes all around them, moving beyond the
narrow practice of biblical exegesis, to the broader application in human experience,
writing and reading these types into realms like literature and politics. Before examining
typology in secular seventeenth-century texts, however, it is helpful to examine one more
aspect of typology that made it a particularly versatile way of interpreting—its ability to
absorb disparity between type and antitype.
Typological Disparity
The belief the typology resided not merely in the biblical text, but rather in reality
itself made this interpretive mode adaptable to a number of contexts. Similarly, the
disparity innate in typology also made it more flexible than other kinds of parallelism.
Because types point to the reality of perfection, exegetes were quick to admit that every
Christological type fell short of its antitype‘s perfection.35 As a result, the typological link
between types and antitypes often hinged upon this simultaneous congruity and disparity.
William Guild‘s Moses Unveiled (1620) suggests that this contrast is foundational, first
listing each type‘s commonality with Christ under the heading ―The Congruity‖ and then
cataloging its differences under the heading ―The Disparitie‖ (1-2). Mather writes, ―As
there is a Similitude, a Resemblance and Analogy between the Type and the Antitype in
some things: So there is ever a dissimilitude and a disparity between them in other
things‖ (57). Similarly, Keach observes that the relation of types may be one of
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predominant similitude or disparity: ―For there is a certain comparison made between
Adam and Christ, which carries rather a disparity than a similitude in it‖ (226). In this
sense, typology differs from other figurative modes in that it is often defined by
contradiction: the relation between antitype is at once one of parallelism and inversion.
As previously mentioned, virtually all typological handbooks in the seventeencentury began with Adam as the first human type observed in scripture.36 His typological
relationship to Jesus is characterized by a disparity between his sin and Christ‘s virtue.
William Guild writes that while ―by the offence of the one [Adam], the fault came on all
men to condemnation,‖ ―so by the justifying of the other [Christ], the benefit abounded
toward all men, to the justification of life‖ (5). Taylor elaborates, ―By Adams sinne we
become unjust: but by Christs holinesse we are not just onely, but sanctified, graced,
confirmed, glorified, into whome by faith we come to be ingrafted‖ (10). In this instance,
the disparity is one of inversion. The disparity between the acts of the type and antitype
are divided by morality or lack thereof: Adam‘s immoral act of damning souls is an
inversion of Christ‘s moral act of saving them. With this sort of disparity, the type of
Christ is not to be imitated; indeed, Adam‘s typological disparity cast the type in a
negative light. An overarching typological disparity based on morality would accordingly
discourage the reader from extolling Adam as the type of Christ. William Guild writes,
―through the offence of Adam many be dead; much more the grace of God, and the gift
by grace, which is by one man Iesus Christ, hath abounded unto many‖ (6). While most
typological relations would be described as positive in that they more highlighted the
36
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admirable traits of both Christ and the type, Adam‘s was more negative in that the focus
was on the less admirable attributes of the first man. A typology of this great a contrast is
exceedingly rare; indeed, Adam is the most marked example of disparity, yet even so,
exegetes were careful to emphasize Adam‘s goodness overall, for men who were judged
to be ultimately or essentially evil were excluded from being types of Christ (Keach 23536; Mather 63-64). Although Adam‘s mistake was disastrous, typological handbooks are
careful to note some correspondence to Christ: he was sovereign over paradise, and Eve
was created from his body just as the Church is Christ‘s body on earth (Guild 3, Mather
64-65).
Old Testament types were often depicted as disparate from their New Testament
antitypes due to a disparity between the physical and spiritual. This disparity is also
commonly expressed through the dichotomy of the outer shell and inner kernel or of the
law as opposed to grace.37 In this regard, all of the Hebrew ceremonies were pictures of
Christian truths: the scapegoat was a picture of Christ, as were the showbread and paschal
lamb. Some typological handbooks focused more on the elements of Hebrew religious
ceremonies as types. For example, Thomas Worden‘s The Types Unvailed (1664) is
somewhat unique in that it does not analyze Old Testament heroes as types of Christ, but
instead examines the objects used in the Hebrew ceremonies: the altar, the candlesticks in
the temple, and the contents of the Ark of the Covenant. Seventeenth-century exegetes
traced this physical/spiritual disparity all the way back to Adam. Taylor writes, ―By
Adams sinne we are all driven out of Paradise, an earthly pleasure, in which we should
37
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have enjoyed an inconstant happinesse: but by Christ we are brought into the heavenly
Paradise, our Fathers house‖ (10). The Garden of Eden and the House of God are parallel
here, albeit disparate in their natures: while Adam‘s paradise was ―an earthly pleasure,‖
―our Fathers house‖ is a heavenly one. This sort of typology highlights different shades
of disparity because these objects were not moral or immoral in and of themselves. Their
relation to God depended on when they existed: before Christ‘s crucifixion, the Jewish
sacrifices were entirely appropriate; afterward, they were improper. Similarly, this
difference in dispensations meant that Old Testament heroes were not faulted for certain
acts that would be considered sins to seventeenth-century Protestants. For example, under
the New Testament, it seems that polygamy is condemned and certainly was
unacceptable in seventeenth-century Christian society. Yet David was never faulted for
having multiple wives, as he lived under a different dispensation.38
This moral shift in dispensations was often explained in terms of the physical
versus the spiritual. What might have been appropriate in the physical realm under the
Old Covenant needed to be translated to the spiritual realm under the New Covenant.
While the heroes of Israel used physical warfare to attack their enemies, Christ ushered in
an era of spiritual warfare. Taylor writes that while Joshua ―subdued both princes and
people of the Canaanites,‖ that Christ ―whilst on the Crosse hee was spoiling
principalities and powers‖ (49). Seventeenth-century interpreters often pointed to the
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Joshua / Christ parallel and similar types to illustrate the difference between
dispensations. It is this sort of disparity, stemming from a difference in dispensation that
is perhaps most foreign to modern readers.39 Indeed, as will be discussed in later
chapters, a modern misunderstanding of dispensations has led critics like Joseph
Wittreich to believe that figures like Samson could not be a type of Christ because of
their violent acts. These acts, however, were transferred from the earthly to the heavenly
realm. Thomas Taylor writes, ―Sampson slew more of Gods enemies at his death then
[sic] in all his life, Iudg.16.30 And this was the effect of the death of Christ, when sinne,
Satan, hell, the grave, and his enemies seemed to triumph over him . . . but suddenly he
afflicted them more in his death then in all his life‖ (59). Taylor‘s explication clearly
illustrates the dispensational change between type and antitype: while Samson enacted
physical violence against his enemies, Christ‘s achieved a spiritual victory over sin,
death, and Satan, in the unseen realm.
Often operating simultaneously with the disparity of physical and spiritual
significance was a difference in lack and fullness. Jonah, for example, becomes a type of
Christ by spending three days in the belly of a whale and subsequently saving Nineveh
from destruction. Here, the incongruity stems not so much from a difference in law and
grace or spirituality and physicality; in fact, Christ‘s death and three days in the tomb is
more intensely physical than Jonah‘s three days in the whale. Instead, exegetes explained
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this disparity as arising from a difference in scale: while Jonah‘s ministry resulted in the
―conversion of all Niniveh,‖ Jesus‘ death and resurrection reached ―many nations of the
Heathen, and brought them to faith and repentance‖ (Taylor 87). Jonah‘s three days in the
whale‘s belly were a sort of picture of death, but Christ experienced its full impact.
Jonah‘s ministry saved a nation from destruction, but Christ‘s ministry goes further,
offering salvation to all of mankind. This sort of disparity does not discourage the reader
from admiring the type of Christ, for the disparity does not stem from the type‘s
immorality but rather from its lacking the perfection of the Savior. Furthermore, for
seventeenth-century Protestants, an Old Testament figure being a type of Christ did not
mean that all his actions were to be celebrated. Jonah‘s initial disobedience to God‘s
calling does not typify Christ in any way and neither does the bitterness he feels when the
vine he sought shade under dies. In this sense, the type still remains admirable, but the
reader is reminded that any human ministry falls short of Christ‘s, either through
imperfection or difference in magnitude.
While a disparity based on imperfection, as in the case of Jonah, might appear on
the surface quite similar to that of Adam, the foundational link between the type and
antitype is quite different. In both cases, the type falls short of Christ‘s example. With
regard to Adam, however, although he is not ultimately an enemy of God, his typology is
primarily one of disparity; he is the opposite of Christ, so Christ‘s primary role is to enact
a reversal of his immense error. Types like Jonah and David were primarily congruent
with Christ: God worked through these men to accomplish his purpose, but their
occasional failings reminded readers that only in Christ was perfection to be found.
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While the importance of congruity between types and antitype was thus a fairly
simple matter, the significance of disparity was far more difficult to navigate. This was
especially true when believers attempted to understand typology in their own lives or
their experience within the Church. In the individual context, it was often a cause for
doubt or uncertainty about one‘s proper relationship to God. In the collective context, it
was cause for debate over exactly how the Church should behave. To discern between
letter and spirit was vital, for it was errors in this discernment that had led to the Catholic
Church‘s pomp and ceremony, which mimicked Hebraic worship too literally.40 To
persist in the old dispensations therefore resulted in a profane mixture of Christianity and
Judaism or Paganism. Mather explains that the persistence of old dispensations is to
account for Judaism, Islam, and pagan traditions: ―We may here see the rise of all the old
Heathenish Superstitions. They were the Corruption of Old-Testament Dispensations. As
Popery is nothing else but Christianity corrupted by a cursed mixture of Paganism and
Judaism with it; so in like manner Turcism is‖ (49). In this sense, the Church should not
seek too much congruence with the shell of its antitype for fear of subjecting itself to the
decrees of a lesser dispensation, which amounts to superstition.
The danger for individual Christians was understood similarly in the seventeenth
century. While the kernel of truth in the Old Testament could be quite helpful for
believers, too much congruence might be a signal that one was not living in the full light
of Christ‘s grace. In the following passage, Mather explains the problem of too much
congruity with Old Testament types:

For more on typology‘s link to the difference in Catholic and Protestant practices, see
Luther‘s ―The Papacy at Rome‖ and Calvin, Institutes, Book 4, Chapter 17.
40
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These old things being past and vanished away, do not sit down with attainments
of such low Dispensations, but labor for such degrees of Light and Grace, and
Communion with God, as becometh Saints under the New Testament
Administrations. Beloved, the Dispensation of the Age wherein we live is high
and glorious: But it may be thy particular Dispensation is low, thy own personal
attainments come very short: Thou art but like a Believer that lived under Adam’s,
under Noah’s, under Abraham’s, Dispensation. (33)
He goes on to explain that for a young believer to be living under an old dispensation, so
to speak, is normal, but that for a mature believer to live in this same condition is sad
(34). In Mather‘s view, there should be a three-fold congruity between Old Testament
types, believers, and Christ, but there was always a necessary disparity between these
groups. Christians in the New Covenant should be similar to the Old Testament types in
spirit, but should understand their difference in dispensation. Both groups should have
Christlike qualities, but disparity always remained, because no man was perfectly
virtuous, and human virtue would always fall short of Christ‘s perfection and fullness.
While Milton‘s treatise De Doctrina Christiana is a work of theology and not
exegesis, it demonstrates that his typology followed the same basic guidelines as that of
his contemporaries.41 He affirms the fundamental premise of typology: that the elements
of the Old Testament law ―are a shadow of things to come: but the body is of Christ‖ (CD
14:19). Like other Protestant interpreters, he emphasizes that the type is not important of
itself, but rather should point readers to Christ, explaining that ―even the brazen serpent,
the type of Christ, was commanded to be demolished, as soon as it became an object of
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religious worship‖ (17:141). Milton accordingly understands the Jewish law and history
as prefiguring the Christian sacraments. He notes that even before ―the promulgation of
the Mosaic law, Noah‘s ark was the type of baptism‖ (16:191). After Moses received the
law, ―the passover typified the sacrifice of Christ‖ (16:169). It was not only the Passover
that prefigured Christ‘s sacrificial office, but also all of the Hebrew sacrifices made under
the Old Dispensation. ―The symbols of expiation and redemption,‖ writes Milton, ―both
before and under Moses, were the sacrifices and the priests, Melchizedec and Aaron with
his posterity‖ (16:103). Similarly, God gave the Sabbath to the Israelites ―as a shadow or
type [. . . ] of that sabbatical rest or eternal peace in heaven, of which all believer are
commanded to strive to be partakers through faith and obedience, following the example
of Christ‖ (17:175). Milton‘s typology includes the standard observance that the Old
Testament law and history was transferred onto the Christian context of spiritual truth.
Milton also understands the heroes of the Old Testament as types of Christ,
writing that ―under the definition of Christ are also comprehended Moses and the
Prophets, who were his forerunners, and the Apostles whom he sent‖ (14:19). He
addresses specific types in reference to their congruity with the Savior. Milton writes that
Moses prefigured Christ by mediating between God and mankind: ―The name and office
of mediator is in a certain sense ascribed to Moses, as a type of Christ‖ (15:287). Moses
ultimately, however, demonstrated ―the imperfection of the law . . . for Moses, who was
a type of the law, could not bring the children of Israel into the land of Canaan, that is,
into eternal rest; but an entrance was given to them under Joshua, or Jesus‖ (16:111). As
the giver of the law, Moses was succeeded by Joshua as a more perfect type of Christ.
The aspect of disparity was also present in Milton‘s typology: Moses did not perfectly
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prefigure Christ. Similarly, Milton addresses ―the type of Melchisedec‖ in reference to
his Christology, noting that Melchisedec, who was said to be ―without father‖ was a type
of the Son, who ―was without earthly father‖ (14:311). In the end, there was nonetheless
a disparity between the two, as Christ was begotten by God the Father (14:311).42
Milton also shares the idea of typology ultimately residing in history—not just in
the biblical text. For example, he writes that the destruction of Jerusalem was ―the type of
Christ‘s advent‖ and so Christ‘s second coming will be preceded by similar destruction
(16:341). The destruction Milton writes of here occurred in 70 A.D., and was not
recorded in scripture. In this way Milton‘s view of typology includes history as a whole,
and not just that which was recorded in the Bible. Milton‘s model of typology was
essentially the same as that of his contemporaries in its basic methodology, but he used it
to radically different ends, even using it to support his Arian Christology.
To summarize the basic tenets of typological reading in the seventeenth century
among Milton‘s Protestant contemporaries, the process of typological reading is initiated
by a typological marker: something like a similarity between names or overt parallelism
between type and antitype. Once the process of figural reading had begun, readers moved
to consider the significance of more minute details, mapping the distance between type
and antitype, and mediating on the significance of the disparity between the two. In the
context of types of Christ, this disparity stemmed from distinctions such as sin versus
righteousness, physicality versus spirituality, and lack versus fullness. Although the
typological reading process begins through congruity, the overall significance of the
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typology often had more to do with the reasons behind the disparities. When coupled
with the idea that typology was not just a feature of specific texts, but rather created by
God, residing latently within all history, this form of figuralism provided a powerful
hermeneutic tool for understanding human experience. It is not difficult to see how
seventeenth-century readers and writers would feel it appropriate to apply typological
interpretation to their immediate context, and one finds this was quite frequently the case
with the political and literary writings during Milton‘s day.
Extrabiblical Typology in the Seventeenth Century
At the same time that the many typological guides of the seventeenth-century
were being published, the English Revolution propelled a drastic increase in writing and
reading that had impact both in the political and religious spheres of English culture.
Sharon Achinstein observes that ―over twenty-two thousand pamphlets were published
between 1640 and 1661, surpassing the output of the French revolutionary press over a
hundred years later‖ (3).43 This boom in publishing was itself linked to religion, as
Achinstein notes, ―The spread of printing has been commonly tied to the Reformation,
and Protestant ideology infuse the rhetoric of those who defended freedoms of the press
during the English Revolution‖ (37). The Reformers‘ idea that the scripture should be
accessible to everyone harmonized quite well with the idea of a free press. In
Areopagitica Milton certainly conceived of the struggle in such religious terms, naming

For more on print culture in Milton‘s day, see Harold Love, The Culture and
Commerce of Texts: Scribal Publication in Seventeenth-Century England. For a broader
consideration of the oral and print culture of England during the early modern period, see Adam
Fox‘s excellent monograph, Oral and Literate Culture in England 1500-1700. For studies
devoted specifically to seventeenth-century print culture, religion, and Milton, see David
Ainsworth, Milton and the Spiritual Reader: Reading and Religion in Seventeenth-Century
England, and John King, Milton and Religious Controversy.
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the Roman Catholics as ―the inventors and the original of book-licensing‖ (935).
Areopagitica is indeed a perfect example of the overlap between the political and
religious spheres of the day, as Milton‘s argument regarding this political controversy
repeatedly draws on examples from scripture for support, citing the examples of Moses,
Daniel, and Paul, who all profited from reading a wide breadth of texts (936).
The issues concerning the press were themselves explained typologically at times.
For example, Milton‘s argument in Areopagitica briefly takes on a typological aspect as
he uses the story of Peter‘s dream to represent the argument over what texts were
appropriate. He asserts ―for books are as meats and viands are: some of good, some of
evil substance, and yet God in that unapocryphal vision, said without exception, ‗Rise
Peter, kill and eat,‘ leaving the choice to each man‘s discretion‖ (937). In Milton‘s text,
God‘s abrogation of the Jewish law in regard to eating unclean meats becomes a type of
the free press in the seventeenth century. Others saw the explosion of publishing and the
voicing of many opinions in the opposite light, however. Sharon Achinstein observes that
in Milton‘s day, the type of Babel was widely used ―in order to restore authority to the
king‘s position and it explained and condemned the origins of political difference‖ (84).
In this typology, critics of the pamphlet debates likened the many opinions to the
disastrous confusion that resulted in the demise of societal progress at Babel.44 In this
way, writers in Milton‘s day often used typology to try to understand the sudden increase
of print in which they themselves were involved.
Amid this general increase in publishing, writers began using typology to interpret
events outside of the strict confines of scripture. Especially in discussions of politics, one
44
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finds typology quite frequently used. Literary scholar Kevin Killeen examines the use of
typology in this arena, observing that the ―moral heft of the Bible, when biblical
oppressions or rebellions were reimagined in the present, was a powerful rhetorical tool‖
(498). Writers of this period used the Biblical lexicon to voice their current plight in
typological terms implying injustices or other offences. Killeen examines specifically the
extensive usage of the Rehoboam and Jeroboam typologies in early modern England.45
While these now obscure biblical figures carry little resonance for modern
readers, this pair provide a powerful lens through which to view the political conditions
of this era. While Jeroboam was a godly rebel, Rehoboam, despite being a rightful heir to
the kingship of Israel, was an oppressive, tyrannical ruler. Rehoboam accordingly
presented a basic type of social and political antagonism to the oppressed, and early
modern writers often described the wealthy as Rehoboams who oppressed the poor (50102). The typology of political pamphlets and tracts during the Revolution often focused
on such Old Testament rulers.46 In Eikonoklastes, Milton writes that Charles I ―presents
him still in his own words another Rehoboam‖ (84).47 Such rhetoric would have been
persuasive, as the seventeenth-century reader would immediately feel the deep
typological resonance of these two figures.48 Furthermore, because Christians understood
45
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God to structure history in such parallels, the proper discernment of such a parallelism, if
the reader found the analogy persuasive, carried with it the force of God‘s eternal
purpose. If Charles was truly a Rehoboam, he was not merely a needlessly cruel ruler, but
also counter to God‘s purpose throughout history.
In the debate over Charles‘s character, typology was also employed in exactly the
opposite way. Consider Rowlands Watkyns‘s ―Upon the Mournful Death of our Late
Soveraign Lord Charles the First, King of England &c.‖ (1662). This poem demonstrates
the ways in which typology, literature, and politics, might all interact together in one text:
Thieves did consent to kill the just; but why?
When that the Wolf is Judge, the Lamb must die?
He went to Canaan for three Kingdoms‘ good,
Through the red-sea of his own sacred blood:
Thus John the Baptist died, that holy one,
Whilst Herod did usurp King David’s throne.
By his beheading it may well be said,
Three kingdoms by injustice lost their head;
If e‘er I shall the aid of saints implore,
Thy shrine alone (good Charles) will I adore;
Lord, let my soul unto thy Kingdom come,
To see King Charles crown‘d for his Martyrdom. (5-16)
Here Watkyns‘s portrayal of Charles as a martyr draws strength from his network of
biblical associations, as types and antitypes entwine and overlap. The three kingdoms of
England, Scotland, and Ireland take on a typological resonance to the threefold Kingdom
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of God—Israel, the Church, the Heavenly Kingdom. As Charles becomes an antitype of
John the Baptist through his beheading, he also takes on a relation to King David, while
his opponents become like the evil Herod (10). Some of the typological associations have
a manifold typological meaning, but similarly situate Charles in the heavenly kingdom.
For example, the reference to Canaan functions in a threefold way. Canaan was the
Promised Land of the Old Testament,49 whereas John the Baptist‘s Jordan is a similar
fulfillment of prophecy—these two fulfilled promises ultimately heralding promise of
heaven for the Christian believer. Charles went on to the Promised Land of Heaven by
crossing the Red Sea of his own blood (7-8). Charles‘s shedding of ―his sacred blood,‖
though parallel to John the Baptist‘s shedding of blood, unavoidably becomes a
sacramental type of Christ‘s blood.
The wolf/lamb typology draws upon a larger figural network of scripture. Christ‘s
parables often portrayed the church as God‘s flock and false teachers as wolves. Jesus,
however, was the ultimate sacrificial lamb, as the disciple John witnesses in Revelation.
While the wolf/lamb opposition puts Charles‘s accusers in the position of deceivers, it
more importantly gives strength to Charles through the lion/lamb typology. While a slain
lamb would seem the weakest of all figures that might portray a king, this paradoxical
typology is part of the New Testament, especially Revelation. In John‘s gospel, John the
Baptist gives Jesus the title ―the Lamb of God‖ (John 1:29, 36), signifying his sacrificial
role. It is in Revelation, however, that the image of the lion and the lamb are so tightly
linked. In Revelation 5, John records the following:
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Then I began to weep greatly because no one was found worthy to open the book
or to look into it, and one of the elders said to me, ―Stop weeping; behold, the
Lion that is from the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, has overcome so as to
open the book and its seven seals.‖ And I saw between the throne (with the four
living creatures) and the elders a Lamb standing, as if slain, having seven horns
and seven eyes, which are the seven Spirits of God, sent out into all the earth. (46).
The images of the Lion of Judah and the Lamb of God are so closely linked here that
when John is told to behold a Lion, he sees a Lamb. For readers familiar with scripture,
the portrayal of Charles as a lamb implicitly casts him as a Lion as well. 50 In light of this
figural link, the images of the poem repeatedly suggest that Charles‘s defeat is anything
but that. Like Christ and John the Baptist, he was killed unjustly, and will remain a true
king in eternity. In this way, a figure that seems to be made weak through his defeat is
resurrected through typological rhetoric. In Watkyns‘s poem, typology has all the force of
a logical argument: the poet‘s underlying methodology is to knit the web of typological
associations so tightly that Charles is undeniably a rightful king, executed by the unjust in
the tradition of John the Baptist and Christ. Despite the intricacy of Watkyns‘s typology,
the function is still basically one of equation: Charles is typologically associated with the
righteous in order that he may be righteous as well.
This typology of equation was often used more casually by poets as a rhetorical
flourish. Quite frequently, poets would align the subject of their poem with an Old
Testament type in order to elevate the person in question. A relevant example is Abraham
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Cowley‘s use of typology throughout ―On the Death of Mr. Crashaw,‖ an elegy
commemorating the life of seventeenth-century Catholic priest Richard Crashaw.
Throughout this poem, Cowley compares Crashaw to Moses and Elijah, and these
typological links serves to override Crashaw‘s conversion to Catholicism so that typology
trumps theology: ―His faith perhaps in some nice tenets might / Be wrong; his life, I‘m
sure, was in the right‖ (55-56). Here, Cowley highlights the shortcomings of Crashaw
only to quickly encourage the reader to forget them. The typology does not inspire a
meditation upon this disparity, but rather Cowley uses his typological device to place
himself in the position of Elisha. Before Elijah is taken up to heaven in a fiery chariot, his
successor Elisha asks for a double portion of his spirit, and it is granted him (2 Kings 2:914). Cowley‘s request is more modest: ―Lo here I beg [. . .] / Not that thy spirit might on
me doubled be, / I ask but half thy mighty spirit for me‖ (69-72). The typological
association is for the most part one of pure equation: just as Elijah was an admirable,
valiant prophet, so too was Elisha, his successor, and Cowley desires that same
relationship between himself and Crashaw.51
These cursory uses of typology have several characteristics worth noting. For one,
the typology mostly emphasizes congruity. Furthermore, authors who used typology as a
rhetorical method to strengthen what would otherwise be mere comparison generally did
so in an overt way: the typological interpretation is not left to the reader, but is instead
generally stated in an explicit manner. This collapses the process of interpretation,
especially in regard to the typological imperative to collate and reinterpret in the light of
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In the seventeenth century the relationship between Elijah and Elisha was often viewed
as a type of the relationship between John the Baptist and Christ. William Guild writes that just as
Elisha succeeded Elijah, ―So Christ succeded [sic] the Baptist (that second Eliah) who baptized
him, to come after him likewise, with the baptism of the fire & Spirit to baptize‖ (175).
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other texts. The reader is less in a position of interpreting typologically for herself and
instead merely follows the text as it offers its own interpretation of the typology. While
the types and antitypes in scripture might be separated by hundreds of years within
history, and hundreds of pages within the text, in poems like Cowley‘s and others, the
types are neatly arranged side by side, compared point by point for the reader. These
typological texts accordingly have more in common with a typological guide than they do
with scripture. Although the full scope of meaning might be more easily grasped if one
were schooled in typology, with such simple equations, the process of typological reading
is essentially already completed within the text itself. Furthermore, although these texts
are full of typological markers, even if the reader were to miss these, the text itself
explicitly makes the connections for the reader.
These explicitly typological texts offer a reading experience that is nothing like
that of figurally interpreting the Old Testament. While some types were recognized as
such in the New Testament, nowhere in the Old Testament would the reader encounter a
typological interpretation embedded within the text itself. For the most part, the burden of
interpretation rested solely upon the reader: she must compare the New Testament and
Old Testament texts and trace out these types for herself. Throughout, this study will
consider texts that, like the Old Testament, place more and more of this interpretive
burden upon the reader. When a text explicitly interprets itself typologically, it shortcircuits the reading process, producing a ready-made analysis for the reader. While texts
that employ such cursory uses of typology testify to its pervasiveness as a mode of
thinking in the seventeenth century, they fall short of giving the reader an arena in which
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to experience the full breadth of typological interpretation, as even Watkyns‘s example
reveals.52
Typology and Greville’s Caelica
While the texts examined thus far employ typology in a somewhat limited way,
Fulke Greville‘s sonnet sequence Caelica, first published in 1633, explores the nuances
of this figural mode much more deeply. Greville‘s work is a hybrid between secular love
poetry and religious meditative verse. The first half of the sonnet sequence is fairly
typical, narrating the struggles of the poet-lover in pursuing his beloved. Roughly
halfway through, however, the speaker rejects love altogether, and the second half of the
sequence reflects on the speakers‘ life and experience through the lens of Calvinism.53
Along with the speaker‘s personal transformation, scholars have often noted a shift in the
style of writing as the sequence moves from a flowery Petrarchan verse to a more
unadorned style. The form of the individual poems in the sequence is similarly diffuse:
the poems are not sonnets in the traditional sense but more in the general sense of songs.
Most of them hardly resemble a traditional sonnet at all but vary drastically in length and
metrical form.54
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Paul Korshin explores the phenomenon of typology moving into more secular areas in
a broader chronological context, reaching from the seventeenth to early nineteenth century. See
his chapter, ―The Development of Abstracted Typology in England, 1650-1820‖ in Earl Miner‘s
Literary Uses of Typology. See also his expanded study of the subject Typologies in England,
1650-1820.
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In his biography, The Life of Fulke Greville, Ronald Rebholz uses portions of Caelica
to paint a picture of the maturing Greville. In her 1992 article, ―Fulke Greville‘s Caelica and the
Calvinist Self,‖ Elaine Ho goes beyond this linear explication and examines the textual interplay
between Calvinism and Petrarchanism in ―discursive intersections which contribute to the verbal
and intellectual density of Greville‘s poetry‖ (35).
The strange structure and aesthetic of Greville‘s work, particularly Caelica, has
inspired many critics to write, not so much on Greville‘s poetry itself, but on its style. Some
critics have tended to examine his poetic philosophy in order to penetrate his obscure, plain poetic
54
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The dual nature of Caelica opens a unique window into how religious typology
might function within a literary text to explain the secular experiences of a seventeenthcentury individual. The importance of typology in Protestant devotional poetry has been
widely recognized within literary studies.55 In the work of John Donne, George Herbert,
Thomas Traherne, and Henry Vaughn, the speaker often turns to typological images to
understand his experience. Like the poetry of Watkyns, these texts are for the most part
themselves examples of typological reading: the reader watches as the speaker engages in
typological interpretation. Caelica, however, provides opportunity for a more complex
form of interpretation than that found in a more strictly religious poem, as it contains not
only explicit typological interpretation, but also implicit typology that encourages the
reader herself to read typologically.
The narrative shift in the middle of the poem encourages the reader to
retrospectively interpret earlier episodes in the sequence through typology. When
Caelica’s speaker rejects his beloved and turns to God, there is an analogous shift in the
poem‘s figural language as the idealism and Petrarchan metaphors of the earlier sonnets
are more frequently replaced by the eschatological typology of the later poems. The
process is not merely a process of erasure, however. As Petrarchan figuralism is
displaced by typology, this biblical mode provides a lens through which to reread the
entire sequence as a story of regeneration. The reader finds that typology does not merely
style. See Maclean 170-91, and Roberts ―Fulke Greville's Aesthetic‖ 388-405. Others have more
emphasized Greville‘s theology in order to understand the character of his poetry. See Winters
258-72, Farmer 657-70, Dwyer 255-74, and Ho 35-57.
The recognition of typology‘s role in such poetry began in the middle of the twentieth
century with works such as Rosemond Tuve‘s A Reading of George Herbert (1952), and
continued in works like Richard Jordan‘s The Temple of Eternity (1972) and Barbara Lewalski‘s
Donne’s Anniversaries and the Poetry of Praise (1973). More recently, see Elsky 67-83.
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displace the idealism and carnal metaphors of the earlier sonnets, but that it absorbs them
and rereads them typologically.
At its outset, Caelica seems in keeping with many Elizabethan sonnet sequences.
The reader gets fragmented insight into the speaker‘s relation to his beloved. She is the
human embodiment of ideals such a Love, Delight, Virtue, and Reason (I. 1-4). Like her
English predecessors, however, she is also unreceptive to the speaker‘s pursuit to the
point that she is cold and unfeeling, making her less desirable. For example, the speaker
laments in Sonnet XVIII, ―Why cast you clouds on your sweet looking eyes? / Are you
afraid they shew me too much pleasure?‖ (5-6). At other times, the speaker implies that
his beloved is inconstant and duplicitous. In Sonnet XXII he observes that even immoral
figures like Satan, sailors, and satyrs despise inconstant minds, and accordingly, ―Saylers
and Satyres, Cupids Knights, and I, / Feare Women that Sweare, Nay; and know they
lye‖ (13-14).The speaker‘s desire, personified by Cupid, becomes the focal point of many
poems. In these respects, the early poems in Caelica are fairly conventional. But as it
continues, the sequence is less conventional and more fragmentary. The beloved is
variously referred to as Caelica, Cynthia, and Myra. The reader‘s attempts to discern an
underlying narrative of the speaker‘s interaction with the beloved are more than usually
frustrated.
The speaker‘s world begins to deteriorate as he continues to long for reciprocal
affection, and this despair gradually precipitates a shift in the direction of Greville‘s
sequence. Instead of paradise, the speaker‘s love becomes a hell and Cupid his
persecutor. The speaker reaches his nadir in LXXXIV, an expansive sonnet of over a
hundred lines. As he despairs, his own name becomes identified with pain:
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Let no man ask my name,
Nor what else I should be;
For Greiv-ill, pain, forlorn estate
Do best decipher me. (111-14)
The speaker‘s despair seems fairly typical for a sonnet sequence: the lovers of sonnet
sequences by Shakespeare, Sidney, and Spenser all have their despondent moments. In
retrospect, however, the despair of Greville‘s speaker is different in that his pain becomes
a part of the Calvinist process of redemption. He does not merely experience the ups and
downs common to a lover pursuing a coy beloved, but rather reaches a breaking point
where he forsakes his earthly pursuit of love altogether.
In the following poem (LXXXV), the speaker bids Cupid goodbye, which
initiates a clear transition in the sequence. The next sonnet affirms the human desire for
perfection and love in general terms, but the speaker does not return to a Petrarchan
conception of his world. Instead, sonnet LXXXVII presents the world‘s methods of selftorture: the storms that batter the earth are of its own making, ―Since thunder, rain and
winds from earth are taken‖ (4). The speaker explains man as similarly tormented by his
own desires and admonishes, ―Or man, forsake thyself, to heaven turn thee; / Her flames
enlighten nature, never burn thee‖ (13-14).56 From this point of despair, the speaker turns
somewhat abruptly to a new focus: Christ. Furthermore, the speaker introduces explicit
typological markers within the text, thus beginning the process of figural interpretation.
Sonnet LXXXVIII expresses the speaker‘s desire to ―dream no more of curious
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Although the idea of desire as torturous is common in the sonnet sequences of this
time, it also is found in scripture: James queries, ―From whence come wars and fightings among
you? Come they not hence, even of your lusts that war in your members‖ (4:1).
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mysteries‖ such as the state of paradise (3) or Babylon‘s downfall (9). 57 He compares
these types to the experience of Christian rebirth:
The Flood that did, and dreadfull Fire that shall,
Drown, and burne up the malice of the earth,
The divers tongues, and Babylons down-fall,
Are nothing to the mans renewed birth;
First, let the Law plough up thy wicked heart,
That Christ may come, and all these types depart. (7-12)
This stanza is amazingly dense in typological meaning, functioning in several ways. On
the most basic level, this stanza chronicles the speaker‘s interpreting his own experience
typologically. He reminds himself that all of the mysterious types he contemplates
ultimately refer to Christ. Secondly, the stanza establishes a link between the process of
regeneration and typology. The Old Testament with its laws does the work of plowing up
the speaker‘s ―wicked heart,‖ and then Christ comes, and fulfills the types (11-12).

Babel and Babylon were often thought to two names for the same place. Milton‘s
contemporary Henry Ainsworth writes, ―On Babylon, in the Greek translated confusion because
there the Lord confounded their language, and Babel is the same as Balbel, but for the ease of
speech the first l is left out and it accordeth with the Chaldee or Babylonian tongue, which
soundeth the Hebrew Balal, Balbel‖ (64). Sharon Achinstein characterizes the seventeenthcentury typological conception of Babel thus: ―Babel was often associated with Babylon, and the
zealous Protestant readers in the seventeenth-century England who abhorred popery found
analogies between the Babel of their own day and the evils of Catholicism‖ (85). Thus, the type
of Babel/Babylon is a complex one due to its long biblical history, first as the location of the
Tower of Babel, but then more prominently during the times of the Babylonian captivity, which
spans across many books of the Old Testament. Thus, Babel was not only a place where
humanity‘s pride reached to new heights, but also a place of temptation where God‘s people were
held captive and eventually fell prey to mixture with foreign peoples. Laura Lunger Knoppers has
observed that Satan‘s temptations in Paradise Regained draw on this Babylon / Papacy
parallelism (―Satan and the Papacy‖ 68-85). For more on the type of Babylon from a literary
context, see Achinstein 71-101. For an in-depth view of Babylon from a seventeenth-century
perspective, Benjamin Keach is relevant, as he devotes an entire chapter to Babylon in his
typological handbook. See Tropologia 862-94.
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Though ―all these types‖ eventually depart, they do perform an initial work on the
speaker, making his heart more receptive to Christ. This mode is relevant to the entire
sonnet sequence: the larger narrative of the poem mirrors this process of the speaker‘s
heart being prepared by types, only to eventually be filled with Christ.
While the speaker‘s references to the Flood and Babylon may at first seem like a
fleeting Old Testament allusion, the attentive reader will realize that the ―types‖ of Eden
and Babylon also refer to earlier poems in the sequence. Sonnet XXXVIII draws on the
type of Eden when it chronicles how the speaker was ―Lodged in the midst of paradise,
your heart‖ (2) but is driven out because his ―curious knowledge‖ has driven him to seek
out Caelica‘s ―sweetest fruits [. . .] down in shadow hidden‖ (6). After his expulsion,
honor ―stands seraphim‖ to ensure that the speaker does not return. In relation to this
sonnet alone, the scriptural imagery of Eden merely signifies the speaker‘s mistake in
pursuing Caelica too aggressively. He has transgressed in trying to know her too
intimately, and this sin has caused her to reject him. If the reader considers the larger
typology of the poem, however, the speaker‘s error is different. This sonnet does not just
tell the story of a lover‘s blunder, but rather highlights his original sin of lust. In
retrospection, his lust did result in losing the paradise of earthly enjoyment, but the
pleasures of his love ―are nothing to the mans renewed birth‖ (10).
Here, Caelica presents opportunity for typological interpretation much like a
reader would find in scripture. The speaker of the poem does not explicitly highlight the
typology, but rather leaves it latent, separated by time and space: these two sonnets are
located in disparate sections of the sequence. This mirrors the scriptural process of
unearthing the shadowy types of the Old Testament. As in scripture, the speaker‘s
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experiences actually occurred—they are not merely allegorical. The reader, however,
may come to a fuller understanding of these earlier experiences by looking back and
engaging in a more intertextual form of interpretation, reinterpreting the experiences of
the young lover from the later standpoint of the mature Calvinist.
The reader may experience a similar opportunity for typological reinterpretation
when looking at the subsequent sonnet (XXXIX) where the speaker uses Babylon as a
metaphor for his attempts to gain the affection of the beloved. Like those who
constructed the tower of Babel, the speaker tries to rise so high to obtain a place in
Caelica‘s heart. Just as at Babylon, the result is confusion: ―But when I thought myself of
her free, / All‘s changed; she understands all men but me‖ (13-14). Again, the reader may
reinterpret what the speaker initially conceives of as merely a lover‘s error as a spiritual
misstep. The speaker does not initially understand the reason for Caelica‘s rejection of
him: her understanding all men but him comes as a surprise. In the wider context of his
redemption story, however, the reader may review this sonnet and realize that its
confusion was for a profitable end. Just as God brought confusion at Babel in order to
prevent mankind from continuing in the wrong direction, so too the lover‘s frustrated
relationships ultimately served to direct him to God.
Without such retrospective typology, the sonnets themselves risk becoming
towers of Babel—improper idolatrous monuments. In A Treatie of Humane Learning
Greville warns that art should be based on ―that sure rocke of truth; Gods Word, or
Penne‖ instead of the selfish ―Words of men,‖ and goes on to compare such poetry to the
Tower of Babel:
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Lastly, we must not to the world erect
Theaters, nor plant our Paradise in dust,
Nor build up Babels for the Diuels elect;
Make temples of our hearts to God we must;
And then, as Godlesse wisedomes follies be
So are his lights our true Philosophie. (147)
As Gary Litt writes in reference to the earlier sonnets of Caelica, ―Greville is not going to
let the idle ‗exercises‘ of his youth become ‗Babels for the Diuels elect‘ and yet he wants
to rescue what is clearly some fine early poetry‖ (221). While Litt focuses on Sonnet
LXXXV as the crux of the poem, since it is there that the speaker rejects love and his
earlier way of life, the rehabilitation of the earlier sonnets goes beyond merely turning
readers‘ minds elsewhere in the second half of the sequence.
Greville‘s earlier poems function just as the Tower of Babel did. The men who
built the Tower of Babel intended it to reach to heaven, and be an example of human
accomplishment. Seventeenth-century minister Henry Ainsworth writes that though
Babel was built by vain men, but God, ―noting their willful persisting in the evil begun‖
brought judgment upon them, ―that by this judgment they might be converted unto the
Lord, though they made no such use thereof‖ (63-64). Although the Tower of Babel was
itself intended for evil, the story of its demise is not evil, but rather remains as a
monument to God‘s judgment, and his calling to repentance and conversion. In this way,
Greville‘s earlier sonnets remain a sober monument to those who would pursue a similar
path. It is not wrong for the speaker to tell the story of his vain aspirations as long as they
are read as a warning and not an encouragement. Like many sonneteers, in these earlier
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poems the speaker verges on sacrilege by putting his beloved in the place of the divine.
Once he experiences regeneration, however, these profane poems become types that are
replaced with Christ.58
The retrospective aspect of typology bears heavily upon many of the earlier
sonnets of Caelica. For example, Sonnet LXXXV contains a wealth of typological
markers. When the speaker laments that he is ―the World‘s example [. . .] a fable
everywhere‖ because he is a ―tree that doth not beare,‖ he reminds the reader of Christ‘s
making the barren fig tree an example in the Gospels; 59 the tree itself was often read
typologically as a representation of backslidden church and its members.60 While the
speaker‘s barrenness in the immediate context of the sonnet paints him as an impotent
lover, the typological relation to the barren fig tree is much more appropriate in
retrospection. Though he was one of the elect, he did not bear fruit during these years
spent pursuing his beloved. In the remainder of Sonnet LXXXV, the speaker‘s experience
becomes enharmonic with a number of Old Testament characters. He is like fallen Adam
in Paradise (56-58) and echoes the Psalms of David as he is bathed with ―sighs and salt
teares‖ (105).61 The speaker‘s assertion that his name should be ―Greiv-Ill‖ to reflect his

For more on Greville‘s denouncement of idolatry, a theme that runs throughout his
work, see Sierhuis 625-46.
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See Mark 11:12-25 and Matthew 21:18-22.

Minister Richard Allestree writes, ―Our Savior in the Gospel curst a Fig-tree, because it
brought forth no fruit. And indeed that barren Fig-tree was the onely thing upon the earth that
ever Christ did curse, all his Miracles were mercies, but that. An unfruitful Christian is such a
thing a Savior hath no mercy for‖ (192). For a more extended seventeenth-century explication of
this type, see John Bunyan‘s The Barren Fig-tree, Or, The Doom and Downfall of the Fruitless
Professor.
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―I am weary with my groaning; all the night make I my bed to swim; I water my couch
with my tears‖ (Psa. 6:6).
61
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suffering similarly mirrors Naomi‘s lament in the Book of Ruth (111-14). Though her
name means sweetness, Naomi insists that she be called Mara, which means ―bitterness,‖
for ―the Almighty hath dealt very bitterly with me‖ (1:20). All these biblical allusions
refer to individuals or groups who are in a state of failure or despair but who will
ultimately be redeemed and raised up out of their desolation. Accordingly, the reader who
looks back over the text of Caelica will find subtle typological prefigurations of the
speaker‘s eventual redemption.
Sonnet LXXXIX ends with a dense conglomeration of typological allusion. The
final stanza is a series of references to images of man‘s old fallen nature being replaced
by the new regenerate life of Christ:
When thou hast swept the house that all is clear,
When thou the dust hast shaken from thy feet,
When God‘s all-might doth in thy flesh appear,
Then seas with streams above the sky do meet;
For goodness only doth God comprehend,
Knows what was first, and what shall be the end. (13-18)
In these lines, the speaker embraces the Calvinist conception of typology: once the Old
has been left behind, it will be utterly replaced by the New. The phrase ―when thou hast
swept the house that all is clear‖ alludes to the state of a man after being freed from
demonic possession—a particularly vivid form of regeneration.62 Jesus explains the
process in Luke, warning that if no real change has taken place in one delivered from a
demon, the demon will return: ―When it arrives, it finds the house swept clean and put in
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See also Matthew 12:43-45.
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order. Then it goes and takes seven other spirits more wicked than itself, and they go and
live there‖ (11:25-26). The shaking of dust from the feet draws on similar imagery. When
instructing the disciples, Christ directs them to ―shake off the dust of your feet‖ when
leaving a city that rejected the Gospel (Matt. 10:14). This image builds towards the
Eschaton, however, as Christ subsequently instructs them: ―Verily I say unto you, It shall
be more tolerable for the land of Sodom and Gomorrah in the Day of Judgment, than for
that city‖ (Matt. 10:15). The reader is then presented with the image of the Eschaton in
the final lines: the typological fulfillment of Christ‘s words as the Great Commission will
be fulfilled. The image of streams and seas meeting above the sky relates to Revelation
21 and 22, as the sea disappears from the earth to be replaced with the ―river of water of
life‖ of the New Jerusalem as it descends from the sky (22:1). As the sequence
progresses, the speaker returns to the idea of judgment day, longing for the typological
fulfillment of his own experience: just as he experienced self-destruction in order to be
regenerated, so he anticipates the destruction of the earth and the coming of Christ and
the New Jerusalem in himself and eventually in the new earth.
Yet this shift in the narrative direction of Caelica does not merely affect the latter
poems in the sequence. Instead, the speaker‘s earlier struggles with his own desire
become the struggles of the unregenerate man with his own lusts, and the sequence as a
whole becomes the Calvinist story of redemption. In Sonnet XCVII, the speaker explains
the typology of this process, relating his adoration of Caelica to the idolatry of the
Israelites. His idols were defaced and exposed as ―hypocrisies of frail humanity‖ (34-35).
Faced with the demise of his idols, the speaker is forced to ―call for grace,‖ and thus
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―from the depth of fatal desolation, / Springs up the height of his regeneration‖ (37-40).
He then interprets the Sabbath as a type of man‘s redemption:
His six days‘ labour past, and that clear star,
Figure of sabbath‘s rest, raised by this fall;
For God comes not till man be overthrown;
Peace is the seed of grace in dead flesh sown. (41-48)
The type of the Sabbath is important for Greville‘s sequence, as it helps to explain why
the greater part of the sequence is occupied in the Petrarchan pursuit of the beloved only
to ultimately reject this endeavor. Man‘s vain labor takes up six days, only to be finally
ended with the Sabbath‘s rest. It is only once man has exhausted his futile efforts that
God can redeem him. The speaker expresses a similar sentiment in Sonnet XCIC,
declaring that ―The glories of thy truth, thy joyes eternall‖ are ―Wrapt up, O Lord, in
mans degeneration‖ (1-2). In this sense, the great quantity of sonnets devoted to the
speaker‘s degenerate pursuits reflects an improper but necessary focus in the text,
illustrating the lengthy and difficult process that must precede regeneration.
The driving force of Caelica’s figural disparity is its demonstration of how
humanity falls short of God‘s perfection, and this disparity reminds the interpreter of his
need for God. In this way, the disparity of typology only reinforces the eventual
congruity. Just as the Israelites‘ repeated failings and wanderings precede their eventual
entry into the Promised Land, the idolatrous pursuits of the speaker‘s youth only affirm
his need for God and serve to direct him to salvation. Early in the sonnet sequence, the
speaker repeatedly expresses frustration and confusion over his inability to woo Caelica,
and it seems this is merely a narrative of the speaker‘s pursuit of a beloved. Later,
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however, the speaker finds it is he himself who has been wooed: God ordained these
failings not to prevent the speaker from being united with the beloved, but rather to draw
the speaker to God. Since ―God comes not till man be overthrown,‖ it essential that the
lover experience these repeated failings so that he can look to God for fulfillment. In this
sense, the typology of the poem tells the traditional Calvinist story of God‘s sovereignty:
although the speaker feels that he is the one moving the narrative ahead through his own
will, the reader finds that God has been at work all along, behind the scenes, using even
the lustful pursuits of a young libertine as tools in his eventual plan of salvation.
The speaker‘s typology in Caelica does not stop with regeneration; it looks to the
future, always anticipating the ultimate fulfillment of all types, the Eschaton. Sonnet XC
further explicates the relation between the typology of the speaker‘s experience and that
of the Judgment. The final stanza turns to consider eschatological typology. The Law and
its demonstration that the flesh is dead must precede an apprehension of grace. But this
only prefigures the demise of the entire fleshly realm and the coming of Christ: ―The
heart must first bear witness to the book, / The earth must burn ere we for Christ can
look‖ (17-18). The speaker has experienced regeneration on a personal level, but he
knows this only prefigures the ultimate regeneration of the universe. This was a common
strategy for exegetes to explain the eventual fulfillment of all the types: if the Old
Testament were shadowy types of New Testament truths, so too were these New
Testament truths dim representations of Christ‘s second coming. William Jemmat
explains this relation in his dedicatory epistle to Taylor's Christ Revealed:
Even now, in this marvellous light of the Gospeil, we have our divine ceremonies
and sacraments, see him afarre off, know but in part, darkly as in a glasse, and
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receive our best contentment by the acts of faith, while the Word and Spirit make
us know the things freely given us of God in Christ Jesus. But time shall bee
when (to say nothing of the estate of the Church after the ruine of Antichrist, and
calling of the Jewes) we shall in heaven see him whom we beleeved, face to face,
clearly, perfectly, immediately, without Sacraments or Types, in the fullest vision,
nearest union, and absolutest fruition. (A2v)
Notice how Jemmat‘s pronouns invite the reader to take part in this typological
anticipation: ―But time shall bee when … we shall in heaven see him whom we believed.‖
Similarly, the speaker of Caelica observes that the ―earth must burn ere we for Christ can
look‖ (17-18, emphasis mine). The implication is that whether or not the reader‘s
experience is anything like that of the speaker‘s, they will both unavoidably share in
seeing the Second Coming of Christ.
The speaker‘s anticipation of this regenerate universe is largely driven by his
impression that the world around him is unregenerate, and relates it to similarly decadent
Old Testament nations. He mourns that believers ―Hear Sodom judged, and go not out
with Lot‖ (XCVII.19). Similarly, he recognized that despite their enlightenment,
Protestants ―with the Jews even Christ still crucify‖ (21). The final poem in the sequence
laments this religious and societal decay but takes it as a sign of the imminent judgment
of God. The speaker describes the world through the typology of God‘s kingdom,
beginning with the declaration ―Sion lies waste, and thy Jerusalem, / O Lord, is fal‘n to
utter desolation‖ (1-2). The stanzas end with the refrain that God, the ―living Lord,‖ has
been made ―a God unknown,‖ echoing the words of Paul in his Areopagus sermon
recorded in Acts 17. It so happens that the literary society that Greville, Sidney, and
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others were members of took its name from this group of philosophers, thus deepening
the typological significance of this passage. The exact nature of this club—whether it
even existed in a formal setting or was merely a figure of speech used in
correspondence—has oft been debated. 63 Regardless, this illustrates the overlap between
the spheres of religious and secular history and the early modern context. These poets
saw themselves as recapitulating a philosophical organization from ancient history, one
that was tied in scripture to the figure of Paul. When read in light of the figural
significance of Areopagus, the speaker in Caelica’s lament about the increasingly
secularized world around him is not merely a more general censure to his contemporaries,
but also a more specific, veiled critique of the artistic community of which he was a
member.64
After mourning the state of society and the Church, the speaker ends the sequence
by calling upon God to fulfill the typological sequence of history through the advent of
Doomsday:
Yet, Lord, let Israel‘s plagues not be eternal
Nor sin forever cloud thy sacred mountains,
Nor with false flames spiritual but infernal,
Dry up thy mercy‘s ever-springing fountains;
Rather, sweet Jesus, fill up time and come,
To yield the sin her everlasting doom! (25-30)
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For more on the exact nature of this literary circle, see Maynadier 289-301, Fulton 37277, and Lamb 194-202.
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Greville became increasingly conservative in his views regarding the ends of poetry
throughout his life. See Litt 217-30.
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We may remember that the imperfections and typological disparity of the earlier episodes
in the speaker‘s life ultimately gain significance in his story of redemption in that they
point him to Christ, the types plowing up his heart so that his heart is softened toward
God. In the above passage, the speaker anticipates a similar process in the world around
him. He wishes that the many imperfections in the world, even in the flawed Church
(typologically portrayed by plagued Israel) may pave the way for Christ‘s return. In this
way, the story of Caelica becomes that of the typology of regeneration: the fleshly quest
of the Petrarchan youth is pursued until it results in despair. It is only from this state of
desolation that the speaker may cry out to God and be resurrected. Having experienced
this sort of personal doomsday, the speaker is able to understand his own experience in
terms of the Israelite‘s failures with idolatry, but this typology also looks forward to the
actual Doomsday, when Jesus will ―fill up time‖ and complete the typological burden of
history.
Greville‘s Caelica encourages the reader to engage in extended typological
interpretation, but in a more subtle way than much of the more cursory typology of this
era. It does not explicitly outline all of its figural implications, but rather the reader is
invited to unearth the subtle types embedded within the texts—types that only become
fully significant in light of the latter poems in the sequence. The sonnet sequence is
perhaps particularly suited to this endeavor: like scripture, the sonnet sequence is a group
of texts that are nevertheless considered one whole. In both cases, typology serves as a
hermeneutic methodology that enables readers to consider this body of texts as one and
understand the overall story that the narrative tells in terms of the progressive fulfillment
of God‘s will throughout history. Caelica vividly illustrates how early modern Calvinists
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might come to understand their own experience through typology. Also importantly,
however, it demonstrates the role of the reader in typology, for it is also the reader‘s
responsibility to review the poems of this sequence and find in them the story of
regeneration and the prefiguration of the Eschaton.
Conclusion
Greville‘s Caelica illustrates how typology, as codified in the exegetical
handbooks of the seventeenth century, might function in a literary text. This sonnet
sequence also demonstrates the flexibility of typology, and its ability to absorb even
secular experience into a Calvinist framework. Once the speaker accepts the basic
doctrines of the Reformers, and applies typological interpretation to his own experience,
he finds his own life amenable to a process of typological cataloguing not unlike that
recorded in the typological handbooks of the day. His pursuit of the fleshly beloved
dissolves into the larger typological story of redemption, demonstrating the futility of
human volition in contrast to the inexorable fulfillment of God‘s purpose in his elect. The
following chapters will explore how Milton‘s major poems problematize this underlying
Calvinist theology of typology. Milton‘s Arminian thought causes him to shape type and
antitype in an entirely different manner, focusing not on moments that seem to cement
the divine predestination of history, but on instances where God permits beings with free
will to direct the course of history.
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Chapter 2: The Typology of Satan and the Son in Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained

It has become standard practice to note the role of typology in Paradise Lost and
Paradise Regained.1 Despite this critical attention, the study of typology in relation to
these poems has largely been an end in and of itself: the issue of typology does not figure
prominently in the classic God and Satan controversies, or in recent discussions of
Milton‘s heterodox doctrine. 2 A reappraisal of biblical figuralism in Paradise Lost and
Paradise Regained demonstrates the ways in which Milton used typology in a radical,
heterodox way. These two poems contain a fairly straightforward typology between
Adam and Christ. Indeed, the Adam / Christ typology was widely considered the most
foundational of all types by seventeenth-century Protestants. Yet these poems also
contain another, less orthodox typology between Satan and the Son. While the Son is
certainly the protagonist of Paradise Regained, it is Satan, not Adam, who is the central
figure of Paradise Lost. As a result, these two poems produce an unorthodox typology
between Satan and the Son.
By introducing Satan as a central character in Paradise Lost—indeed, for many
he is the central character—Milton‘s text opens up a number of new typological
possibilities. As Satan becomes a prominent figure in the narrative of the Fall, the story
1

This critical awareness began in the mid twentieth century. See Frye 227-38; Madsen,
―Earth the Shadow of Heaven‖ 519-26, From Shadow Types to Truth: Studies in Milton’s
Symbolism; Sadler 141-56; Walker 245-64. Graves ―Typological Aporias‖ 173-201, ―The Trinity
in Milton‘s Hell‖ 111-36; and Donnelly 171-97.
2

The volume edited by Stephen B. Dobranski and John P. Rumrich, Milton and Heresy,
has done much to encourage and contribute to this line of study, reviewing the case for Milton‘s
authorship of De Doctrina Christiana in its introduction. Its collection of essays then examines
the significance of Milton‘s various heterodox views in a number of different contexts—literary,
religious, and political.
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of Paradise Lost is in many ways as much about Satan‘s fall as it is about Adam‘s. As
one moves to Paradise Regained, Satan is again a central figure in the poem, and the
ensuing typology produces a vision of the Son radically different from that prevalent in
Milton‘s day. Ultimately, the figuralism of Paradise Lost underscores the congruity of
suffering in the Christ of the Passion and Milton‘s Satan. This congruity emphasizes
Milton‘s Arianism—his belief that Christ (like Satan) was a powerful spiritual being, but
not equal with God the Father.3 Paradise Regained then follows the standard model of
explication by moving to highlight the disparity between Milton‘s Son and Satan, as the
two make opposite choices when faced with temptation. This focus on disparity
accordingly reveals the Arminian nature of Milton‘s typology, as it emphasizes moments
of choice rather than moments of predestination.
The value in examining the typology of these two poems is twofold. First,
understanding the typological aspect of these texts helps answer a question that has
puzzled Milton‘s readers for centuries: that of how and why Milton‘s Satan is so
sympathetic and compelling. The Bible contains little information on the deceiver, but
Milton‘s texts draw heavily upon scripture as it simultaneously parallels and inverts the
qualities of Christ in its portrayal of Satan. Second, inquiring into the figural context of
these poems provides further insight into the degree of Milton‘s heterodox theological
thought. Milton‘s divergence from mainline Protestant doctrine deeply transforms not
only the nature of the Son and his struggle with temptation in Paradise Regained, but
also alters the theological direction of his typology. While many of Milton‘s

In his article, ―The Trinity in Milton‘s Hell,‖ Neil Graves argues that in Paradise Lost,
Satan, Sin, and Death produce a kind of inverted Trinity, and so ―the orthodox Trinity is found
not in heaven, but in hell—a suitable place for such a monstrously perverse notion‖ (111).
3
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contemporaries saw typology as affirming a deterministic view of the universe, the poet‘s
typology stresses the Arminian emphasis on free will.
The second and third books of Paradise Lost establish an explicit parallelism
between Satan and the Son through the paired councils in Pandemonium and Heaven.
Both councils must decide who will undertake a dreadful task. The deceiver and the
Savior both submit themselves, and both are lauded for their self-sacrifice.4 This
parallelism functions as a typological marker, initiating the process of figural
interpretation on the part of the reader. While the reader knows Christ‘s redemption of
mankind is to be accomplished through his crucifixion, the poem turns to Satan‘s
endeavor, and the third book ends with his descent upon Mount Niphates, a peak that
overlooks the Garden of Eden (PL 3.736-42). The episode that follows bears a marked
resemblance to Christ‘s agony on the Mount of Olives and his journey to the cross:
situated in a similar geographical setting, Satan agonizes over the task before him, only to
continue with his plan and climb the Tree of Life—a type of the cross—to plan the
demise of mankind.
Satan‘s descent upon Mount Niphates establishes a typological marker through
the geographic setting of this episode. Like Christ, Satan goes to a mountain to
contemplate the magnitude of his task: his bold enterprise on earth begins with his
descent upon it, where he grapples with doubt in soliloquy (PL 3.736-43). Milton‘s
choice of Niphates is adroit. The mountain is not in scripture, and though mentioned by a

4

For a brief look at the parallels between Satan and the Son in these episodes, see
Forsyth Satanic Epic 17-21. Although Forsyth does not comment on the typology of this
parallelism, he does observe the similarity between Satan‘s offering himself and Isa. 6:9-10,
noting that not only was this verse quoted in part by Christ in Matt. 13:14-15, but also that the
book of Isaiah had long been read as a type of Christ‘s ministry.
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handful of classical sources, these do no more than establish its location—they do not
imbue it with any historical or symbolical significance.5 Positioning Niphates
overlooking Eden produces a similar geographical structure, uniting Adam‘s garden to
that of Gethsemane and the Mount of Olives. Gethsemane, like Eden, is a garden located
at the foot of a mountain.6 Luke writes that the Mount of Olives was the site of Jesus‘
agony (22:39), and Mark and Matthew are more precise in noting Gethsemane as the site
(Mar. 14:32, Matt. 26:36). While Christ is on earth, it is in the Garden that Christ first
reflects upon bearing the punishment for mankind‘s sin, dreading the wrath of God the
Father. Because Eden and Gethsemane were already associated in Milton‘s day, Niphates
and Olivet fit comfortably as typological counterparts. Satan‘s anxiety over his fractured
relationship with God the Father draws on the emotion and anxiety that early modern
Protestants associated with Christ‘s anxiety on Olivet.
Typological Congruity: Gethsemane and Niphates as Hell
Satan‘s position on Niphates—alone, contemplating the impending wrath of God
the Father because of sin—is strikingly similar to Christ‘s position in Gethsemane. The
key difference, of course, is that Christ‘s feelings in Gethsemane are an anomaly: he is
only temporarily suffering at the hand of God the Father, taking the punishments for sins
he did not commit, only to emerge victorious over sin at the resurrection, the broken
relationship with the Father restored. While early modern Protestants affirmed that the
5

See my later discussion of these sources in reference to Paradise Regained. Classical
sources located Niphates near Eden, but beyond this the mountain had little significance in
literature before Paradise Lost. Milton, however, uses this mountain both as the location of
Satan‘s first descent upon earth, as well as the site of Jesus‘ temptation in Paradise Regained.
6

Simon Patrick's seventeenth-century commentary on Genesis explains the geography of
Eden in essentially the same way that Milton portrays it in Paradise Lost, explaining that rivers
that ran through Eden sprung ―out of the one and the same Mountain, viz. Niphates, which is a
part of Taurus‖ (42-43).
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normal relationship in the Godhead was one of harmony, the central image of Christ in
Calvinist literature was that of the Passion. In her work, The Renaissance Bible (1994),
Deborah Shuger examines the Calvinistic conception of Christ‘s passion through Calvin‘s
Harmony of the Evangelists (1558, translated into English 1584) and several late
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century texts that show a marked indebtedness to Calvin‘s
reading: Joseph Hall‘s ―Passion Sermon‖ (1609), his Contemplations upon the History of
the New Testament (1662), a 1619 translation of Daniel Heinsius‘s ―Upon the Passion of
Christ,‖ Thomas Nashe‘s Christs Teares over Jerusalem (1593), and several other
sermons by more obscure Protestant ministers (89). These narratives emphasize a
fragmented relation between God the Father and the Son in Christ‘s agony in the garden
and in the brutality of the Crucifixion. Through an exhaustive marshalling of historical
evidence, Shuger makes the argument that ―Christ‘s agony provides the primary symbol
for early modern speculation on selfhood and society‖ (127).7 Christ‘s suffering occupied
an important, even central place in the mind of early moderns.8
While Shuger‘s study devotes most of its energy into exploring the increasingly
violent stages of these passion narratives, more relevant is the initial stage of this
suffering, which takes place in the Garden of Gethsemane. Orthodox theologians in the
Shuger‘s study explores a wide variety of early modern texts to support this thesis. Her
first chapter explores texts of advanced biblical scholarship after the decline of medieval allegory,
but before the rise of High Criticism. Her second chapter focuses on Hugo Grotius‘s defense of
the orthodox theology of the atonement, De Satisfactione Christi (1617), tracing the theologian‘s
methodology through such diverse disciplines as anthropology, law, history, scholasticism, and
ethnography. Shuger moves to consider the Calvinist Passion narratives of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries in her third chapter, and it is this group of texts that is most relevant to my
study. Her final two chapters examine a number of texts that focus on female sacrifice in the
figures of Mary Magdalene and Jephthah‘s daughter.
7

8

Shuger explores not only the immediate religious significance of these narratives, but
also examines how these ideas surrounding the passion influenced early modern conceptions of
gender and the family.
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early modern world understood Christ as retaining his divinity while on earth but
nevertheless taking on human nature and some of its limitations. Despite these
limitations, earlier theologians still understood Christ as communing with God the Father
with no disruption between their divine wills. In the Garden of Gethsemane, however,
seventeenth-century exegetes found the beginning of separation as Christ struggles with
undertaking the final stages of his mission on earth. They spent an enormous amount of
energy explaining this shift and attempting to understand the various theological
quandaries this episode introduces. Accordingly, although the gospels give relatively few
details about Christ‘s agony in the garden, in the sermons and exegetical writings of
Milton‘s day, one finds pages and pages devoted to explaining the implications of a
single verse.9
A central question for early modern Protestants was why Christ‘s suffering begins
in Gethsemane. The gospels clearly indicate that Christ had knowledge of his betrayal
and crucifixion far in advance, but it is not until he and his disciples go to Mount Olivet
to pray that his coming sacrifice begins to weigh heavily upon him. Protestant exegetes in
Milton‘s day interpreted this to imply that although the Crucifixion had not yet taken
place, these moments in the garden were the beginning of Christ‘s sorrow in the spiritual
realm. In this vein, John Austin remarks, ―This is indeed the beginning of our Saviours
sorrow; but, O how sharply it begins!‖ (397).10 In his 1676 work, Contemplations Moral
and Divine, Matthew Hale explains in greater detail:
9

See Gaule 153-330, and Hale 47-69.

10

Though Austin had converted to Catholicism, his Christological interpretations are
quite in line with mainstream Protestant interpretations in the seventeenth century. Indeed, this
seems to have been generally true of his theology: some of his works were adapted for use in the
Anglican Church.
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And now in this Garden the mighty God puts his Son to grief, lades him with our
sorrows, Isa. 5 3.4. withdraws and hides from him the light of his favour and
countenance; interposeth a thick and black cloud between the Divinity and the
human nature; darts into his Soul the sad and sharp manifestations of his wrath;
overwhelms his Soul with one wave after another; sends into him the most
exquisite pre-apprehensions of those sad and severe sufferings he was the next
day to undergo. (85)
Although Christ‘s physical persecution has not yet begun, he begins to experience the
results of taking on mankind‘s burden of sin: there is a black cloud, a barrier between him
and the Father, and he begins to be the object of God‘s wrath.
Just as Christ‘s struggle in the Garden of Gethsemane marks the beginning of his
internal turmoil on earth, so too Satan‘s anxiety begins upon Niphates. Up until this
point, Satan is defined by his bravado in the face of defeat. It is he who rallies his legions,
he who volunteers to undertake the daring mission to conquer Earth. As he descends
upon Niphates, however, he begins to contemplate the dire nature of his task and the
enormity of its consequences:
Now conscience wakes despair
That slumbered, wakes the bitter memory
Of what he was, what is, and what must be
Worse; of worse deeds worse sufferings must ensue. (PL 4.23-26)
This marks the first of the similarities between Christ and Satan in this episode:
Gethsemane and Niphates are starting points for sorrow. Doubt is also present in both
instances. Matthew Hale remarks of Christ in the Garden, ―The confusion of his Soul was
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so great, that the only Son of God distrusts his own (humane) ability to bear it‖ (84-85).
Satan similarly finds that ―horror and doubt distract / His troubled thoughts‖ (PL 4.18).
While expressing dread over a difficult task and its consequences is fairly common in
literature, the connection between Christ in the seventeenth-century Protestant mind and
Milton‘s Satan is much stronger when considered in light of the underlying theology of
their agony.
Satan‘s pain on Niphates comes from within. It is quite different from the pain he
experiences with his demonic cohorts in Book I, having been ―o‘erwhelmed / With floods
and whirlwinds of tempestuous fire‖ (PL 1.76-77). Instead the agent of his suffering is
―horror and doubt‖ that ―from the bottom stir / The Hell within him, for within him Hell /
He brings, and round about him, nor from Hell / One step no more than from himself can
fly‖ (PL 4.19-22). This aspect of Satan‘s suffering is important, as in Milton‘s day,
Protestant interpreters stressed that the internality of Christ‘s suffering was paramount.
They judged the pain caused by the burden of sin far greater than the physical pain he
suffered at the hands of the Jews and Romans. As seventeenth-century minister John
Hayward remarks, ―There is no question but the pains that our Saviour did endure in his
Body were exceeding great; yet nothing comparable to the Torments of his soul‖ (6).
Although theologians considered Christ‘s suffering in the spiritual realm to far exceed
that which he experienced in the physical, the crucifixion presented an overwhelming
moment in both regards. Conversely, since Christ‘s agony at the Mount of Olives
precedes the impending physical brutality of Jesus‘ scourging and crucifixion, his
suffering in the garden occupies a unique position in early modern considerations of the
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Passion, for it gave interpreters the chance to consider the spiritual nature of Christ‘s
suffering without also having to address the severity of the physical torment.
Milton‘s Satan also suffers in this spiritual realm—there is nothing unpleasant
about Niphates itself: the un-fallen creation is quite literally Paradise. The reader learns
that Satan, ―Sometimes towards Eden which now in his view / Lay pleasant, his grieved
look he fixes sad‖ (PL 4.27-28). His inner turmoil in the placid, natural setting causes
Paradise to quite literally become an inescapable Hell. He laments, ―Which way I fly is
Hell; myself am Hell‖ (PL 4.75). This irony draws heavily upon early modern passion
narratives as well. In his 1623 book, Practique Theories or Votive Speculations upon
Christs Prediction, Incarnation, Passion, Resurrection, John Gaule highlights how the
tranquil Garden of Gethsemane becomes a Hell:
Mans Garden was made his Heauen, while he sinned not; after Man sinned,
Christs Garden was made his Hell. We had not stayed many houres in our Garden
of Paradice, ere we began to be Scrifull [sic]11 and affraid of the voice of God:
Nor had he walked many steps in his Garden of Gethsemane, ere he began to be
Sorrowfull, and affraid of the wrath of God. (165)
Here, Christ‘s dread of the impending wrath of God transforms the idyllic garden into a
Hell. One may note that Gaule also compares Gethsemane with Eden—indeed, the two
were typologically linked in the seventeenth-century.12 The 1689 edition of the Book of
Common Prayer succinctly portrays the parallel thus:

The manuscript clearly reads ―Scrifull,‖ but it would seem this is a typographical error
and ―Sorrowful‖ was the intended word.
11

William Guild is also relevant: ―Adam was sent out of Paradise, for his sin committed,
to endure painfull labours,‖ but Christ ―for our sins imputed‖ consented ―to endure painfull
sufferings, Isai. 53, yet most willingly‖ (4). The link between Eden and Gethsemane persisted
12
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In a garden man became
Heir of sin, and death, and shame;
Jesus in a garden wins
Life, and pardon for our sins
Through His hour of agony
Praying in Gethsemane. (30)
Milton‘s Satan, however, mirrors Christ‘s turmoil even more closely than does Adam.
While Adam was sent out of the Garden to suffer, Milton‘s Satan endures agony within
the Garden, and so Paradise becomes a Hell.
The many analogous experiences of Milton‘s Satan and the Christ of Calvinist
passion narratives seem to be just that: similarities, and indeed they are. When
understood through the doctrines of seventeenth-century Protestantism, however, it
becomes apparent that the suffering is not merely similar, but that both figures are
undergoing almost precisely the same process from a theological standpoint. As Deborah
Shuger observes, earlier conceptions of Christ‘s agony, such as that of Erasmus, posit that
Christ‘s agony in the garden ―results from his natural fear of death‖ (107). In the
Calvinist texts of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, however, exegetes ―almost
never locate this decentering inner torment in Christ‘s instinctive reluctance to die (which
these narratives generally minimize) or in his physical suffering at the hands of the
soldier‖ (107). Instead, it is ―the confrontation of Father and Son‖ which is the most
agonizing (107).

even into the 19th century in Protestant literature. See, for example, William Adams, The Three
Gardens: Eden, Gethsemane, and Paradise (1856).
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Accordingly, while Milton‘s description of Satan experiencing Hell on Niphates,
as well as John Gaule‘s portrayal of Christ experiencing Hell in Gethsemane might
appear mere rhetorical flair and hyperbole to modern readers, early modern Protestants
understood Christ to quite literally be experiencing Hell. Sin resulted in pain and death,
and it was inevitably the object of God‘s divine wrath. In Tropologia (1681), Benjamin
Keach explains sin as a wound:
Some Wounds smart and are very painful, causing the patient to cry out in great
anguish: Sin makes such a Wound in the soul, that it causeth such who have their
spiritual feeling to cry out; the pain is so great, that a Christian cannot without
divine help, bear up under the smart and torture of it. (908)
Seventeenth-century interpreters judged these sorrows and pains of sin to be transferred
to Christ, not merely on the cross, but before that, during his time in the Garden. One
may recall that Matthew Hale asserts that ―in this Garden [ . . . ] the mighty God puts his
Son to grief, lades him with our sorrows‖ (85). In Christophagia (1680), Edmund Porter
explains that the cup Christ refers to in his prayer is not merely the crucifixion, but more
importantly the cup of wrath from God the Father (81). English clergyman Henry Jacobs
(1563-1624) explains that to experience God‘s wrath is to experience Hell, and therefore,
―Seeing the sorrowes and horrors of Gods firie wrath are equal to Hell: So wee affirme,
Christ was in Hell even in this life, he suffered Hell for us‖ (qtd. in Shuger 108).
Experiencing God‘s wrath is thus to experience Hell. Satan describes his experience in
the same terms during his soliloquy on Niphates:
Me miserable! which way shall I fly
Infinite wrath, and infinite despair?
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Which way I fly is Hell; myself am Hell;
And in the lowest deep a lower deep
Still threat‘ning to devour me opens wide,
To which the Hell I suffer seems a Heav‘n. (PL 4.73-78)
The infinite wrath of God the Father precipitates infinite despair in the heart of the
deceiver. Like Christ, Satan does not merely fear the eventual wrath of God in all its
fullness (―a lower deep‖), but has also already begun to experience it (―the lowest deep‖).
Despite the radical opposition of Christ and Satan, they suffer precisely the same torment:
the wrath of God the Father. Christ suffers because of his obedience, Satan, because of
disobedience.
Satan‘s soliloquy and ensuing actions amplify this typology. Jesus prays on
Olivet, and Satan‘s speech begins, ―O thou that with surpassing glory crowned,‖ thus
resembling a prayer to God (PL 4.32). Yet it quickly becomes clear that, unlike Christ in
Gethsemane, he is not praying but simply addressing the sun, yet with its homophonic
relation to the ―Son,‖ the soliloquy carries the hollow echo of prayer a little further.
Nevertheless Lucifer‘s address to the sun is far from a prayer: ―O Sun, to tell thee how I
hate thy beams / That bring to my remembrance from what state / I fell‖ (PL 4.37-39).
The sun‘s beams merely remind him of his previous place in heaven as the bearer of
light. Satan continues to analyze the formidable task before him, his soliloquy in many
ways resembling an amplification of Jesus‘ prayer: ―If thou be willing, remove this cup
from me‖ (Luke 22:42). As Satan‘s mind revolves around his project, he queries, ―O then
at last relent: is there no place / Left for repentance, none for pardon left?‖ (PL 4.79-80).
While Satan may be capable of some degree of repentance, he cannot be pardoned: and in
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Book 5 it is made clear that Satan‘s initial disobedience resulted in his damnation
―ordained without redemption, without end‖ (615). 13 Satan is quite free to long for
repentance and wish there was a way that he might even now reverse his demonic plan,
despite its already being set in motion.
Satan‘s soliloquy highlights one of the most unusual typologies of Milton‘s
contemporaries, one that implicitly casts Satan and Christ in the relationship of brothers.
The reader may recall Satan‘s yearnings for repentance on Niphates: ―O then at last
relent: is there no place / Left for repentance, none for pardon left?‖ (PL 4.79-80). It has
often been noted that this is an allusion to Esau, as of Hebrews records, ―For you know
that even afterwards, when he desired to inherit the blessing, he was rejected, for he
found no place for repentance, though he sought for it with tears‖ (12:17). Protestant
exegetes explicated Jacob and Esau as types of Christ and Satan in Milton‘s day. Because
Jacob was universally recognized as a type of Christ in the exegetical guides of the day,
when the guides addressed the antagonist Esau, they saw Satan as a fitting antitype. In his
early typological guide Moses Unveiled (1620), William Guild observes that just as Jacob
supplanted Esau, so Christ supplanted Satan (30). In Tropologia (1681), Benjamin Keach
makes the same connection between the two brothers and Satan and Christ: ―Jacob was
hated and persecuted by Esau: so was Christ by Satan‖ (974). Milton‘s text positions

In his article ―Satan and Arminianism in Paradise Lost,‖ Keith Stavely considers the
possibility that his repentance is nevertheless possible on Niphates. He argues that ―the key
distinction between foreknowledge and predestination applies to Satan as fully as to Adam and
Eve. Satan will persist in his fallenness, God knows, just as he knows that Adam and Eve will
fall, but the knowledge does not cause the persistence in the one case any more than it causes the
fall in the other‖ (125).
13
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Satan and the Son as counterparts, not only through relating them as type and antitype,
but also through the implicit typology of brotherhood found in the Jacob / Esau typology.
Both Christ and Satan express anxiety over anticipated hardship, but in the end
both are confirmed in their respective courses. This Christological typology encourages
the reader not only to admire, but also to sympathize with the deceiver, even though he
submits to his own will and not to God‘s. Satan continues to rehearse the possibilities of
turning from his task, further intensifying the parallel between Olivet and Niphates. Here
Satan unwittingly describes Jesus‘ crucifixion as he mournfully reasons, ―For never can
true reconcilement grow / Where wounds of deadly hate have pierced so deep‖ (PL 4.9899). Satan‘s reflections reveal his antipathy towards Christ‘s methods, for it is in fact
Christ‘s wounds that are to be the source of reconcilement. Furthermore, he reasons that
even if he were to regain his heavenly seat, his old ambitions would return (PL 4.93-97).
At length he resolves to precipitate man‘s fall, declaring, ―So farewell hope, and with
hope farewell fear, / Farewell remorse: all good to me is lost; / Evil be thou my good‖
(PL 4.108-10). Satan‘s internal anxiety on Niphates is not his only commonality with
Christ on Olivet. Both undergo a considerable external transformation. Luke records of
Christ, ―And being in an agony he prayed more earnestly: and his sweat was as it were
great drops of blood falling down to the ground‖ (22:42). Christ‘s turmoil as he
anticipates the crucifixion is so great that it causes his body to emanate signs of the agony
to come. In the following passage, the reader learns of a similar breakdown of Satan‘s
outward appearance:
Thus while he spake, each passion dimmed his face
Thrice changed with pale, ire, envy and despair,
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Which marred his borrowed visage, and betrayed
Him counterfeit, if any eye beheld.
For Heav‘nly minds from such distempers foul
Are ever clear. (PL 4.114-19)
Here Milton takes language from scripture to portray Satan‘s suffering—words that in
Isaiah are applied exclusively to types of Christ. The phrase ―marred his borrowed
visage‖ is from Isaiah‘s prophecy regarding the Suffering Servant, a passage particularly
important to Protestants. Seventeenth-century exegetes read the Suffering Servant as a
prophetic type of the Messiah.14 The prophet declares of the Suffering Servant, ―his
visage was so marred more than any man‖ (Isa. 52:14). In this allusion to Isaiah, Milton
again portrays Satan in a twisted parallel to Christ.
The dimming of Satan‘s face also has scriptural significance. Job, another type of
Christ, mourns ―Mine eye also is dim by reason of sorrow, and all my members are as a
shadow‖ (Job 17:7). One might then suppose that Satan‘s appearance resembles holy
suffering. Given Milton‘s command of Hebrew, however, he was aware that the Hebrew
word translated ―dim‖ in Job,

(transliterated k h h, a verb that means to weaken or

fade) is also used in describing the actions of the Suffering Servant of Isaiah: ―He shall
not fail nor be discouraged, till he have set judgment in the earth: and the isles shall wait
for his law‖ (Isa. 42:3-4).15 When the prophet declares, ―He shall not fail,‖ he uses

,

the word used to describe the failure of Job‘s eyes. Satan is therefore not only compared
to, but also contrasted with, the Messiah, as Matthew quotes this exact prophecy as being
14

Prophetic types are a subclass of Christological types, wherein a type of Christ is
portrayed in a vision or prophecy. For a full explanation of prophetic types, see Keach 229-30.
15

See Young 221.
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fulfilled by Christ (Matt. 12:19-21). Satan‘s pained appearance is, superficially,
Christlike, but on a deeper level, its fading is the polar opposite of the strength required
of the Messiah. This disparity is simultaneously portrayed through Satan‘s inner
emotions—ire, envy, and despair, all ―distempers foul‖ that the perfect man/god cannot
feel (PL 4.115, 119).
It is not surprising, then, that Satan‘s outward anguish betrays him, despite its
resemblance to that of the martyr‘s countenance. In another parallel, the suffering of both
Christ and Milton‘s Satan is attended by an angel. In the midst of Christ‘s sorrow, ―there
appeared an angel unto him from heaven, strengthening him‖ (Luke 22:43). Conversely,
in the following passage, Satan realizes that a pained expression has crossed his face and
attempts to compose himself, but it is too late. The Archangel Uriel has witnessed the
entire scene:
Whereof he soon aware,
Each perturbation smoothed with outward calm,
Artificer of fraud; and was the first
That practiced falsehood under saintly show,
Deep malice to conceal, couched with revenge:
Yet not enough had practiced to deceive
Uriel once warned; whose eye pursued him down
The way he went, and on th‘ Assyrian mount
Saw him disfigured. . . . (PL 4.119-27)
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An angel stands by witnessing Satan‘s agony on Niphates, and an angel attends Christ.
Uriel, however, does not come to Satan‘s aid, but merely uncovers his deception so that
Gabriel and his fellow guardians may expel him.
The Christological nature of the episode is again emphasized through the
preexisting typology of the Tree of Life and the cross. Both Christ and Satan must climb
a difficult hill to reach a tree. Christ leaves Olivet and is forced to climb Golgotha.
Similarly, after leaving Niphates, Satan must ascend a different ―steep savage hill,‖
journeying on ―pensive and slow‖ (PL 4.172-73). Finding the way too difficult, he
disdains the due entrance and leaps over the wall in a single bound (PL 4.175-83). This
unnamed hill in Milton‘s text is analogous to the hill of Golgotha in the New Testament.
After his flogging, Christ‘s ascent of Golgotha is a torturous one. Although he apparently
carries his cross at first, his executioners compel Simon of Cyrene to carry it to the top
(John 19:17, Luke 23:26). In contrast, Satan‘s way around the difficulty may at first seem
a sign of strength, yet Milton goes out of his way to allude to Jesus‘ warning, ―Verily,
verily, I say unto you, He that entereth not by the door into the sheepfold, but climbeth up
some other way, the same is a thief and a robber‖ (John 10:1), and paints Satan as the
first of such thieves: ―So clomb this first grand thief into God‘s Fold‖ (PL 4.192).
Milton‘s poem thus develops the typology between Christ and Satan through the same
kind of inversion that served to link Adam and Christ.
While such overt disparity might seem to problematize a typological reading, the
reader is immediately confronted with a type he knows is authentic: the Tree of Life.16

16

As far back as the fourth century, Christians read the Tree of Life as a symbol of the
cross (Karim 20). In the Middle Ages, some even believed it was the source of the wood from
which the cross was constructed (Stewart 75-86; Bratton 166).
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Milton‘s poem amplifies the already contradictory figuralism of the cross and the Tree of
Life. This typological relation was highlighted not only by biblical interpreters, but also
by poets as well. In ―The Sacrifice,‖ George Herbert has Christ vocalize this typology as
he approaches the cross: ―Man stole the fruit, but I must climb the tree; / The Tree of Life
to all, but only me: / Was ever grief like mine?‖ (ll. 202-04). 17 Paradise Lost draws on
this same typology between ascending the Tree of Life and the cross by having Satan
plan his temptation of man from the top of the Tree of Life. All four Gospels specify that
Jesus‘ cross was positioned between two others crosses: ―Where they crucified him, and
two other with him, on either side one, and Jesus in the midst‖ (John 19:18). Satan‘s
settling on the Tree of Life, ―in the midst of the garden‖ (Gen 2:9), is a strange reversal of
Jesus‘ crucifixion:
Thence up he flew, and on the Tree of Life,
The middle tree and highest there that grew,
Sat like a cormorant; yet not true life
Thereby regained, but sat devising death
To them who lived; nor on the virtue thought
Of that life-giving plant, but only used
For prospect, what well used had been the pledge
Of immortality. (PL 4.194-201)
Milton specifies the centrality of the tree as well as Satan‘s paradoxical use of it.
Although it is the Tree of Life, Satan uses it to plot death. The opposite is true for Christ

In addition to Herbert‘s poem, Donne‘s ―Hymne to God, My God in My Sickness‖ is
also relevant: ―We think that Paradise and Calvarie, / Christs Crosse, and Adams tree, stood in
one place; / Look, Lord, and find both Adams met in me‖ (21-23).
17
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crucified: as he hung on the cross, the tree of death, he thereby regained true life,
devising life to them who were dead in sin. Neither the cross nor the Tree of Life fulfills
the purpose for which it was created. Adam never eats from the Tree of Life, which
apparently held immortality for humans; God expels man from Eden ―lest he put forth his
hand, and take also of the tree of life, and eat, and live for ever‖ (Gen. 3:22). Conversely,
the cross, designed to bring death to condemned men for their sins, incongruously
becomes that which brings life to the sinner. Milton‘s text deepens this chiasmus between
type and antitype by having Satan climb the Tree of Life.18 Though Satan‘s opposition to
Christ would seem to prohibit his being a Christological type, here this antithetical
parallelism preserves and completes the paradoxical structure of the long-accepted Tree
of Life / cross typology.19

18

For more on the various typologies having to do with trees in Paradise Lost, see
Goldberg 177-90. Goldberg recognizes that Raphael‘s analogy of the tree in Book 5, lines 469503, while often understood as signifying the Great Chain of Being, also has a typological
significance which links it to the Old Testament type of the rod of Jesse, as well as the forbidden
tree and the cross.
19

The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil was similarly viewed as a type of the
cross. For example, see the Book of Common Prayer‘s reading for Passion Sunday:
Sing, my tongue, the glorious battle,
Sing the last, the dread affray;
O'er the Cross, the Victor's trophy,
Sound the high triumphal lay,
How, the pains of death enduring,
Earth's Redeemer won the day.
He, our Maker, deeply grieving
That the first-made Adam fell,
When he ate the fruit forbidden
Whose reward was death and hell,
Mark'd e'en then this Tree the ruin
Of the first tree to dispel. (29)
In this relation, the antitype of the cross dispels the first tree of ruin—the Tree of the Knowledge
of Good and Evil. Similarly, John Hayward notes that ―the Devil that prevailed by a Tree, should
also be by a Tree subdued‖ (12).
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The Reader, Temptation, and Typology
While Satan faces his own temptation on Niphates (whether he will side with evil
in order to rule a divided empire with Heaven‘s king), the typological reader also faces
temptation—whether his exegetical methodology will cause him to read Satan as a type
of Christ and consequently regard the deceiver in a similarly admirable and sympathetic
light. Seventeenth-century Protestant exegetes did not often interpret the evil characters
of scripture typologically. Handbooks like Guild‘s Moses Unveiled did not list evil types,
and although Keach‘s Tropologia and Francis Robert‘s Clavis Bibliorum do address evil
types, they do so only briefly. Evil types tended to rest upon mere congruity with their
antitype. For example, Francis Robert notes in Clavis Bibliorum that Ezekiel
implemented ―the type of two Women notorious for whoredomes, viz. Aholah and
Aholibah‖ as a representation of Israel‘s idolatry—physical prostitution typifying
spiritual prostitution (435.) He similarly asserts that Antiochus Epiphanes, who ―drew
many Jewes from Gods pure Worship and Truth,‖ was a type of the antichrist (435,
441).20 In the Niphates episodes, however, Satan‘s congruity is not with an evil antitype,
but with a holy one—Christ.
While Milton‘s Protestant contemporaries did not shy from cataloguing the vast
disparity between Christological types and the Savior himself, most members of this
interpretive community felt a line must be drawn somewhere; those who were overtly
wicked could not be Christological types. In his Figures or Types (1683), Samuel Mather

20

In his Figures or Types (1683), Samuel Mather recognizes Antiochus as a type of the
antichrist and ―Pharaoh for a Type of the Devil‖ (57). Protestant Minister William Pemble (15921623) similarly notes that ―Antiochus was a type of Satan‖ ( 355).
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writes, ―No Wicked Man individually considered, ever was, or could be a Type of Christ‖
(63). In the following passage, Benjamin Keach also denounces such reading:
The adultery of David, and what is related of the two harlots, and the incest of
Ammon and Thamar, were accommodated by certain writers to Christ, as Azorius
the Jesuit, and Cornelius a Lapide. But those are impious and groundless conceits,
as the most of the learned affirm. Gretzer the Jesuit, lib. 1, de Cruce, Cap. 6
affirms that the oak, in which Absalom did hang by the hair of the head, is a
figure or type of the cross of Christ; and that Absalom prefigured Christ. This
man is certainly a very daring and nonsensical type-maker, to make such an
impious typical explication. (235-36)
What is important here is that although Keach proclaims that ―most of the learned affirm‖
that such readings are improper, he also provides evidence that members of this
community were tempted to read in this way, and some did so. Although early modern
exegetes commonly noted how human types of Christ fell short of the Savior‘s perfect
example, using the typological structure to relate Jesus to such an antithetical figure was
extremely unusual.
This typological structuring plays an important role in portraying Milton‘s Satan
sympathetically. The deceiver, despite his evil nature, takes on many Christlike qualities
through this typology. Neil Forsyth notes that the deceiver‘s inner turmoil ―perhaps more
than any other feature . . . is what makes Milton‘s Satan so appealing‖ (150). This has
understandably inspired controversy in literary studies. In the twentieth century, this
controversy reached its peak in the 1960s. Stanley Fish‘s Surprised by Sin (1967)
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attempted to reconcile the two warring camps in Milton studies.21 One group of
Miltonists saw the moral of Paradise Lost as quite simple: to quote Fish, ―disobedience
of God is the source of all evil and the content of all error; obedience to God brings
happiness and the righteous life‖ (ix).22 In contrast, others found Satan a magnificent
character, and thus felt his disobedience was a heroic act that rescued mankind from the
stifling authority of an unjust God the Father.23 Fish argued that Milton intended readers
to experience both of these impulses. In Fish‘s view, the reader should be provoked to
these ―wayward, fallen responses which are then corrected by one of several authoritative
voices‖ (x). As a result, the method of Milton‘s poem is ―not so much a teaching as an
intangling‖: the reader, realizing that these impulses are mistaken and sinful, ―is
encouraged to participate in his own reformation‖ (x).24

The genesis of the argument over the heroism of Milton‘s Satan and the related issue of
the justness of God dates back to the seventeenth century. As Michael Bryson notes, John
Dryden, in his Dedication of the Aeneis (1697) felt that Paradise Lost was flawed in treating
Satan as a Hero (Tyranny of Heaven 19). In 1712, Joseph Addison rejects ―Mr. Dryden‘s
reflection, that the Devil was in reality Milton‘s hero,‖ asserting that the reader who reads
Paradise Lost as an epic poem, and accordingly ―looks for a Hero in it, searches for that which
Milton never intended‖ (Addison 272). Addison claims that ―if he will needs fix the name of
Hero upon any person in it, it is certainly the Messiah who is the Hero‖ (272).
21

C. S. Lewis‘s A Preface to Paradise Lost (1942) and George Hamilton‘s Hero or Fool?
A Study of Milton’s Satan (1944) exemplify this critical trend during the first half of the twentieth
century. Although Fish‘s work claims to reconcile the two opposing viewpoints regarding the
appeal of Milton‘s Satan and the justness of his God, Surprised by Sin ultimately affirms the
goodness of God. For a more recent defense of Milton‘s God, see Dennis Danielson‘s Milton’s
Good God (1982).
22

23

Many early Milton critics saw Satan as the hero of this epic. In Milton (1900), Walter
Raleigh writes that Satan‘s ―very situation as the fearless antagonist of Omnipotence makes him
either a fool or a hero, and Milton is far indeed from permitting us to think him a fool‖ (134).
William Empson‘s Milton’s God (1960) is the most extreme example of this trend. Fish‘s work
has certainly not completely silenced the detractors of Milton‘s God or the supporters of Milton‘s
Satan. See Neil Forsyth‘s The Satanic Epic and Michael Bryson‘s The Tyranny of Heaven.
While Fish‘s book is often portrayed as reconciling two traditions, one may notice that
this is not quite its effect. Instead, Fish‘s book essentially renders any unorthodox reading of the
24
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While this study does not embrace every aspect of Fish‘s argument, it does affirm
the basic premise that Paradise Lost inspires readers to empathize with Satan, if only to
realize that this impulse is misguided. As William Kerrigan notes, ―The psychological
elegance of Fish‘s argument is that the pious reader can entertain potentially rebellious
attitudes knowing that, as a sign of his fallenness, these attitudes already confirm the
doctrinal argument of the poem‖ (99). Most of Fish‘s argument focuses on the process of
the readers‘ dutifully realizing their own mistakes, and correcting these errors through
virtuously participating in their own spiritual reformation. Perhaps more valuable is
tracing out the deeper rhetorical aspects of the text through which such readers—even
pious readers—might be provoked to entertain rebellious attitudes in the first place.
Indeed, it is not merely modern readers who have felt Milton‘s text portrays Satan in a
sympathetic light. Even Milton‘s contemporaries felt the deceiver was portrayed too
sympathetically.25
Milton‘s Satan inspires rebellious attitudes in pious readers at least in part through
his typological parallels with Christ. Somewhat surprisingly, even the most standard
Calvinist passion narratives questioned God the Father‘s goodness and justness as they
empathized with the suffering Son. In Gethsemane, typology encourages an extreme form
of empathy where the reader considers himself as the typological victim.26 For example,
Minister Richard Allestree vividly describes this sort of response:
poem orthodox: these readers have succumbed to the latent temptations of Milton‘s poem, but
have merely not completed the process of learning from these mistaken readings.
25

In The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, William Blake famously declared that Milton
was ―of the Devil‘s party without knowing it‖ (64).
26

Early modern Protestant readers also sympathized with the persecutors as well. See
Shuger 92-95.
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Even so to make that expiation mine, besides reliance on it, I must transcribe the
Copy of the Sufferings of that Son, transplant the Garden of Gethsemane into my
breast. If his Soul be sorrowful even unto Death, my Soul must be afflicted too;
Humiliations must prostrate me upon my face to deprecate that Fire and
Brimstone, burning Tempest that is the portion of the Sinners Cup, saith David: O
my Father let this Cup pass from me! The lustful Feavers of my blood must
excern themselves in cold sweat of fear and grief, in Agonies of Penitence; and
my excessive draughts not onely make me cry out I thirst, but give me Vinegar
and Gall to drink: sorrow as bitter as my riotous egestions have been; my Oaths
that have struck through the Name of God, must pierce my Soul with grief. (36)
Allestree‘s text demonstrates that when reading of Christ‘s suffering, readers might
project this agony upon themselves—the persecutions of the Savior became their own. As
Shuger observes, however, these Protestant retellings of the Christ‘s passion highlighted
the cruelty of his persecutors, rendering characters like Pilate and especially the Jewish
leaders as ―essentially opaque,‖ driven by ―the inexplicable desire to cause pain to
another creature‖ (92).
This flat portrayal of Christ‘s persecutors as villains presents a problem in the
Garden of Gethsemane. In the garden, the source of Christ‘s pain is not human agents or
even his own anxiety over the impending crucifixion: instead, seventeenth-century
exegetes understood its source to be God the Father. As James Ussher notes, ―it is certain
God the Father made an immediate impression of pains upon his soul; his soul did
immediately suffer: look on him in the garden, he was not yet touched nor troubled by
men, and yet he fell in a sweat‖ (155-56). While heaping derision upon the merciless
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persecutors of Christ seems appropriate enough when these are Pilate or the Sanhedrin, at
Olivet this impulse is a rebellious one, since the agent of Christ‘s suffering is God the
Father. Even so, some of Milton‘s contemporaries explored an incredulous attitude
toward the Father. In John Hayward‘s case, his contemplation precipitates a series of
questions directed at God the Father:
Wherefore then is thy innocent and only Son, begotten of thy Substance, forsaken
of thee? How shall we sinful Wretches expect to find any Mercy with thee, seeing
thou art so sever against thy only Son? . . . Is not thy Wrath appeased when thou
seest this miserable Spectacle of him that is so dear unto thee? This bloody Sweat,
whereof every drop is of greater value than a Thousand Worlds: Is it not a
sufficient satisfaction for our Sins, a sufficient Price for our Redemption? (11)
We may note that the process is quite similar to that inspired by Milton‘s Satan. Upon
observing Christ‘s inner turmoil in Gethsemane, Hayward is provoked to question the
justness of God the Father: he argues that Christ‘s sweating of blood in and of itself
should satisfy God‘s wrath, rendering the crucifixion unnecessary. Like Fish‘s informed
reader, Hayward questions God, but quickly corrects himself, noting that He is ―so
merciful a Father,‖ and furthermore the crucifixion was necessary ―because thou hadst
before ordained, that Death, which was a Curse belonging to Sin, must also be the
punishment of thy Son‖ (11-12). Hayward thus reminds readers that Christ voluntarily
took on this punishment, and that this is how ―we sinful Wretches‖ may expect to find
mercy with the Father. He resolves the seemingly unjust actions of God the Father, but
his questioning reveals just how much this particular episode pits the Father against the
Son, and so the reader is forced to side momentarily with one or the other. Milton‘s text
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reproduces this empathy in Satan through his many similarities to Christ as portrayed by
his Calvinist contemporaries.
Though he uses them to a sinful end, Satan has traits that Milton‘s Protestant
contemporaries admire: courage, self-sacrifice, and stoicism. For the most part, Satan‘s
soliloquy describes a struggle with temptation; it is not until the end that he is confirmed
in this particular sin with the words ―Evil be thou my Good‖ (PL 4.110). The reader too
has experienced struggles with sin. Although Christ‘s struggle with temptation differs
from the believer‘s in that he never once gave in to it, the believer still knows what it is
like to struggle with sin and be victorious. Every time the believer battles evil and wins,
he recapitulates Christ‘s victory as well as the victories of the great warriors of the Old
Testament—all types of Christ. Furthermore, because struggling with sin is not sin itself,
the reader may freely sympathize with Satan‘s struggle.27 Yet when Satan succumbs to
temptation, bringing disparity to the Christological and sacramental aspects of this
typology, there is no disparity with the reader‘s experience. He too has experienced
defeat and consequently finds himself sympathizing with Satan.
The satanic typology of the text tempts readers not only to confuse evil with good,
but also to sympathize with Satan. Satan‘s inner turmoil and consequential humanity
captivate even if the reader is unaware that these qualities are largely the result of a
27

This parallel is fully exploited by Fish in Surprised by Sin, but my own variation sees
this as important in later linking Satan‘s struggle with sin to the Son‘s in Paradise Regained.
While the more Calvinist reader might see both Satan‘s wishes toward repentance and the Son‘s
struggle with sin as both illusory (i.e., Satan could not have repented and Christ could not have
fallen), the Arminian, Arian Milton would not have held such objections. Furthermore, as
represented in Milton‘s poetry, these struggles seem anything but illusory, and Calvinist readers
would in each case have experienced such struggles firsthand; as in the Calvinist construct, the
regenerate will may fall again into sin, but nevertheless has the opportunity (through God‘s grace)
to choose good over evil. Thus, if the reader sympathizes with either Satan or the Son at all, it is
very likely that these struggles remind the reader of actual, real conflict in his or her own
experience.
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typological mirroring of Christ. More important, however, is the fact that this effect is
magnified for readers familiar with these interpretive practices, who sympathize with
Satan not in spite of their exegetical proficiency, but because of it. Paradise Lost
therefore takes the most capable Christian readers of its day and uses the methodology of
their community to tempt them. This model of temptation follows that which we find in
Christ‘s exhortation regarding false Christs to come, who ―shall shew signs and wonders,
to seduce, if it were possible, even the elect‖ (Mark 13:22). The temptations of Milton‘s
text are aimed at the elect, pious reader, as Milton‘s Satan is defined through many of the
typological qualities that pointed to one of most powerful Calvinist images of the day: the
Passion of the Christ.
The typology of the Niphates episode has further significance when considered in
relation to the underlying theology of Paradise Lost. Milton‘s theology diverged from
that of his Protestant contemporaries most prominently in his Arianism and Arminianism.
In simple terms, Arianism is the belief that Christ did not possess divinity in the same
way that God the Father did.28 Milton‘s theological treatise De Doctrina Christiana
affirms both of these heresies, as does Paradise Lost. Though the heretical Christology of
Paradise Lost is subtle, it has long been noticed, even by Milton‘s contemporaries.29

28

Literary scholars are essentially in agreement that Milton did not believe the Son was
divine in the way that God the Father was, but they do argue over the proper term. Some argue
for the term ―Arian,, while others argue for the term ―subordinationist.‖ Scholars‘ affinity for the
latter term seems for the most part based in a desire for Milton to still retain his status as an
orthodox Protestant. For a thorough review of this topic, see John Rumrich‘s ―Milton‘s Arianism:
Why It Matters‖ in Milton and Heresy.
In 1698, Charles Leslie noticed that Milton had made ―the Angels ignorant of the
blessed Trinity‖ (778). Similarly in 1704, John Dennis wrote of Book 3.383-95, ―Milton was a
little tainted with Socinianism for by the first verse ‗tis evident that he looked upon the Son of
God as a created Being‖ (qtd. in Rumrich 76). Socinianism was a system of heretical theology
originating in the sixteenth century that affirmed the Arian Christology. The historical context of
29
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Milton‘s view of God‘s sovereignty also diverged significantly from the typical
Protestant doctrines of his day. Milton rejected the determinist Calvinist conception of
salvation: that God preordained the elect for salvation and the reprobate for damnation.30
The poet instead believed that God permitted man to have free will, and therefore
individuals were free to choose salvation or damnation.31 A closer review of the Niphates
episode demonstrates that its underlying typology undermines orthodox doctrine by
augmenting the Arian and Arminian themes of the poem.32
The previous chapter noted that Milton‘s Protestant contemporaries often used
typology to emphasize the Calvinist conception of election, focusing on types that
highlighted God‘s preordination of history. Similarly, however, these typological guides
repeatedly stressed Christ‘s divinity. In The Figures or Types (1683), Samuel Mather
explains that Christ, as God incarnate, was incapable of being perfectly prefigured in any
Old Testament type: ―For such is the Glory and Excellency of Christ the Antitype, that no
Type could reach it‖ (57). Accordingly, though some types might resemble Christ in ―one
particular thing, others in many things [. . .] there was never any that did, or could

these heresies is discussed in greater depth later in the chapter in relation to Milton‘s
characterization of the Son in Paradise Regained.
For Calvin‘s full explication of the doctrine of eternal election to salvation and
destruction see Institutes Book 3, Chapter 21.
30

Milton rejects Calvin‘s view of predestination. See De Doctrina Christiana, Book 1,
Chapter 4, ―Of Predestination.‖ See also Fallon ―‗Elect above the Rest‘: Theology as SelfRepresentation in Milton‖ in Milton and Heresy. Until quite recently, scholars debated Milton‘s
Arianism and his authorship of De Doctrina Christiana. See, for example, Sellin ―John Milton‘s
Paradise Lost and De Doctrina Christiana‖ 45-60.
31

Heresy was an increasingly discussed issue in Milton‘s day. See Coffey 111-17 and
Lowenstein 185-218.
32
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possibly resemble him perfectly in all Things‖ (57). That types of Christ fell short of their
antitype was a constant reminder to readers of Christ‘s divinity.
The typology between Satan‘s anxiety on Niphates and Christ‘s in Gethsemane
subtly problematizes Trinitarian doctrine. To be certain, there is a vast disparity between
Milton‘s Satan and the Christ of the Gospels: the former plots the destruction of mankind
while the latter desires to save it. That which the two bear in common, however, is that
they both suffer the wrath of God the Father. This division between Father and Son in
Gethsemane was a complicated issue for Milton‘s Trinitarian contemporaries. In
particular, Jesus‘ prayer indicates disagreement between the divine wills. Luke records,
―And he was withdrawn from them about a stone‘s cast, and kneeled down, and prayed,
Saying, Father, if thou be willing, remove this cup from me: nevertheless not my will, but
thine, be done‖ (22:39-42). This prayer, particularly the declaration, ―not my will, but
thine, be done,‖ gave rise to the question of how it was possible for Jesus‘ will to be
contrary to that of God the Father. One way early modern Protestants explained this was
that the prayer signaled not so much a divide between the Son and the Father, but rather a
division between Christ‘s divine and human natures. Seventeenth-century commentator
John Hales makes the following observation about Christ‘s agony in the Garden:
Lastly, He would manifest to us, That he did consist of Two Natures, and Two
Wills; not so separate as to make Two Persons, nor so confounded as to make One
Nature and Will, but distinguished in their Essential Properties and Operations. In
his Humane Will he did pray to avoid this Cup: In his Divine Will he did desire it.
He did desire Death in regard of the end: but . . . he did pray to avoid it. Yet his
Humane Will was not contrary or repugnant to his Divine Will. Yet it being
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surprized with the fear of Death, through the frailty of his Humane Will, he
seemed not to think of that which he perfectly did know; not as drawing or
declining from his Father‘s Will, but forthwith resuming his Resolution,
submitted himself to his Decree. (5-6)33
Until this point in the gospel narratives, it would seem that Christ‘s two natures worked
in concert. Hales accordingly uses the episode at Olivet to glean theological insight into
the mystery of the Savior‘s simultaneous humanity and divinity. He explains that though
Christ‘s human nature yearned to be spared the crucifixion, his divine will still retained
dominion. Calvin reads this episode in much the same way, emphasizing that this conflict
between Jesus‘ two wills was not an indication of any sort of imperfection, but was
instead the result of his purposefully empathizing with humanity. Calvin quotes fourthcentury church father Ambrose in order to explain the process:
Ambrose justly says: ―I not only do not think that there is any need of excuse, but
there is no instance in which I admire more his kindness and his majesty; for he
would not have done so much for me, if he had not taken upon him my feelings.
He grieved for me, who had no cause of grief for himself; and, laying aside the
delights of the eternal Godhead, he experiences the affliction of my weakness. I
boldly call it sorrow, because I preach the cross. For he took upon him not the
appearance, but the reality, of incarnation. It was therefore necessary that he
should experience grief, that he might overcome sorrow, and not shut it out; for
the praise of fortitude is not bestowed on those who are rather stupefied than
pained by wounds.‖ (211)
For another seventeenth-century explication of Christ‘s two natures in relation to this
verse, see Richard Baxter‘s note at Matt. 26:39, Paraphrase on the New Testament.
33
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Calvin stresses that Christ did not shrink from experiencing the full spectrum of
suffering, even the lower, human elements of this suffering. While he felt the pain of
separation from the Father—something beyond human comprehension—he nevertheless
stooped to take on even the most basic human fear that any man might feel when faced
with such a dreadful task.34 In this way, it was not so much Christ‘s will that is contrasted
with the Father‘s during his prayer. Instead, Christ‘s human nature is contrasted with both
his own divine will and that of the Father.
Milton read this episode quite differently, for it was central to his contention that
Jesus was not divine in the same way as the Father. In his theological treatise De
Doctrina Christiana, Milton questions how this episode makes sense from a Trinitarian
perspective:
If these prayers be uttered only in his human capacity, which is the common
solution, why does he petition these things from the Father alone instead of from
himself, if he were God? Or rather, supposing him to be at once man and the
supreme God, why does he ask at all for what was in his own power? What need
was there for the union of the divine and human nature in one person, if he
himself, being equal to the Father, gave back again into his hands every thing that
he had received from him? (CD 15: 231)
Here, Milton observes the similarity, for Trinitarians, between Jesus‘ prayer and mere
inward contemplation, asking why Christ did not just soliloquize if he were truly one
with the Father. It is crucial that the poet models Satan‘s soliloquy after an episode that
he feels is central to his Arianist theology. Internal conflict, Milton implies, is less than
34

For more on the significance for seventeenth-century Christians on the divide of
Christ‘s wills in the Garden, see Ken 113-14.
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divine.35 Christ is therefore made more human through his pleas to the Father. Despite
their ultimate differences in theology, in both Milton‘s view and that of orthodox
seventeenth-century Protestants, this passage highlights Christ‘s human nature. The effect
of Satan‘s anxiety is similar. If Satan were merely a powerful demigod possessing
formidable rhetorical powers, readers might not find him so captivating. It is Satan‘s
moments of anxiety, pain, and fear, that make him so compelling—and so relatable.
This typological comparison renders both Christ and Satan as like beings who
face similar choices. In Milton‘s conception, it was not that Satan rebelled against God,
and Christ was merely God in the form of man. Instead, both were created beings, faced
with the choice of whether or not to choose good or evil. Christ is rewarded for siding
with God the Father, as the Father bestows his divinity upon him. Conversely, Satan
suffers divine wrath for his choice to rebel. In this way, Milton‘s Arianism facilitates his
Arminian emphasis on free will: if one does not accept the Trinitarian conception of
Christ‘s divinity, then his struggle in Gethsemane is a true moment of decision. Milton‘s
Protestant contemporaries looked upon Jesus‘ apprehensions as illusory in terms of
choice: though his agony was anything but illusory, his determination to endure the
crucifixion never wavered, as his will and the Father‘s were one. Milton, however,
believed the struggle was real, and that Christ had the free choice to accept or reject his
mission on earth, even at this late juncture.
Satan on Niphates is presented with a similarly monumental choice: whether or
not he will continue with his plan to effect the Fall of mankind. Just as theologians have
debated whether or not Christ‘s choice at Gethsemane was real or illusory, so too have
35

Though only implied here, Milton explicitly states this in De Doctrina Christina. See

14:109.
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scholars of literature argued over whether Satan could repent on Niphates. Satan certainly
seems to yearn for repentance, or at least pardon: ―O then at last relent: is there no place /
Left for repentance, none for pardon left?‖ (PL 4.79-80). Keith Stavely considers the
possibility that his repentance is nevertheless possible on Niphates. He argues the
following:
The key distinction between foreknowledge and predestination applies to Satan as
fully as to Adam and Eve. Satan will persist in his fallenness, God knows, just as
he knows that Adam and Eve will fall, but the knowledge does not cause the
persistence in the one case any more than it causes the fall in the other. (125)36
Stavely underscores the fact that God‘s foreknowing something does not mean he caused
it. Accordingly, Stavely argues that ―Satan may thus have rejected and despised the offer
of grace, but it is still not too late for him‖ (131). Satan‘s struggle on Niphates is
consequently an ―Arminian moment of choice and truth‖ that includes ―conviction of sin‖
and ―direct confrontation with the possibility of repentance‖ (135). While this reading is
compelling, it conflates two separate issues: whether Satan has free will, and whether an
offer of grace is still available to him.
While Satan is perfectly free to choose to turn back from his evil schemes, God
extends no offer of grace to the fallen demons. In Book 5, God the Father explains the
ramifications of their rebellion:
. . . him who disobeys
Me disobeys, breaks union, and that day
Cast out from God and blessed vision, falls

36

See also McColley 189-90.
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Into utter darkness, deep engulfed, his place
Ordained without redemption, without end. (PL 5.611-15)
Stavely does not address this passage, which problematizes the possibility of Satan‘s
finding pardon. The Father emphasizes that those who break union precipitate their
punishment ―that day‖—a punishment that is ―without redemption, without end.‖ God
does not cite his foreknowledge of the demons‘ continued rebellion as the reason for not
offering him grace, but rather it is because they fell through being ―self-tempted, selfdepraved,‖ while man was deceived (PL 3.130-32). Satan may retain his free will, but
this does not mean that God the Father must extend an offer of grace to him.
In his theological treatise De Doctrina Christiana, Milton portrays the unfallen
angels in a similar way: they possess free will, but once they have revolted against
heaven, they may not escape their punishment. He writes that the ―good angels are upheld
by their own strength no less than man himself was before his fall‖ (15:99). Milton does
not speak of grace ever being extended to the fallen angels, writing that they are
―reserved for punishment‖ (15:107). To support this claim, Milton cites a number of
scriptures that emphasize the permanence of this punishment: ―Jude 6. ‗he hath reserved
them in everlasting chains [. . . ] Matt xxv. 41 ‗everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and
his angels.‘ Rev. xx. 10 ‗they shall be tormented for ever and ever’‖ (15:107, emphasis
mine). Milton‘s conception of the angels‘ fall appears consistent between Paradise Lost
and De Doctrina Christiana: both texts reject the idea that God foreordained the fall of
angels (or man), but rather see the heavenly hosts as free to choose between good or evil.
They are not, however, offered grace after choosing evil.
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Although Satan cannot obtain a pardon, his struggle on Niphates may still be an
―Arminian moment of choice and truth‖ as Stavely puts it, since his choice has farreaching ramifications for both him and mankind. Depending on how he chooses, Satan
may increase his divine punishment significantly. Both God and the demons understand
there to be varying degrees of penalty for rebellion.37 In Book 3, God the Father indicates
that Satan will suffer increased punishment as a result of seeking revenge: ―so bent he
seems / On desperate revenge, that shall redound / Upon his own rebellious head‖ (PL
3.84-86).38 By foreknowledge the Father knows that Satan‘s revenge will backfire,
rendering his eventual punishment even greater. 39 On Niphates, Satan initially dreads an
increased punishment for rebellion: ―And in the lowest deep a lower deep / Still
threat‘ning to devour me opens wide‖ (PL 4.76-77). Belial anticipates such a ―lower
deep‖ in his speech at the demonic council in Book 2 when he advises against further war
with Heaven. To those who ask, ―What can we suffer worse?‖ he asks, ―Is this then
worst, / thus sitting, thus consulting, thus in arms?‖ (PL 2.163-64). In the following
passage, he envisions a far greater torment:
Milton‘s De Doctrina Christiana reflects this belief as well. Milton writes that in Hell,
―punishment, however, varies according to the degree of guilt‖ (16:373).
37

God‘s language is taken from Esther. Haman plots to have the Jewish people killed,
―But when the plot came to the king‘s attention, he issued written order that the evil scheme
Haman had devised against the Jews should come back onto his own head, and that he and his
sons should be impaled on poles‖ (Esther 9:25, emphasis mine). The concepts of God‘s enemies‘
attacks being reversed upon them is a recurring theme in the Old Testament. For example, when
Daniel survives being thrown in the den of lions, his false accusers are then thrown to the same
lions and devoured (Dan. 6:24).
38
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Some readers might infer that Satan cannot choose to change his course on Niphates
since here the Father already knows that he will continue in it. God emphasizes, however, the
foreknowledge does not imply preordination: ―if I foreknew, / Foreknowledge had no influence
on their fault‖ (PL 3.117-18). Thus, he asserts that the demons trespassed ―without least impulse
or shadow of fate‖ and were accordingly ―authors to themselves in all / Both what they judge and
what they choose; for so / I formed them free, and free they must remain‖ (PL 3.120-24).
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Or when we lay
Chained on the burning lake? That sure was worse.
What if the breath that kindled those grim fires
Awaked should blow them into sevenfold rage
And plunge us in the flames? Or from above
Should intermitted vengeance arm again
His red right hand to plague us? (PL 2.169-74)
On Niphates, Satan is quite free to turn back and embrace any of the alternative strategies
given at the demonic council. Even plans with a sinful motivation may result in less
punishment: the epic voice observes that Belial‘s real motivation is ―sloth‖—his words
are not truly rational, but merely ―clothed in reason‘s garb‖ (PL 2.226-27). Being fallen
does not mean the demons have no choice at all: the demonic council demonstrates just
how many choices are available to those motivated by a number of different sinful
impulses.
The real significance of Satan‘s choice on Niphates, however, is its impact upon
mankind. While the fallen angels might avoid great punishment by not further conspiring
against heaven, many of the plans given at the demonic council would leave the human
race free to live in Paradise, free to live uninfluenced by Satan. Indeed, although
Moloch‘s argument for open war is the most overtly rebellious of all, a direct attack on
heaven would presumably leave humanity untouched, just as previous demonic assaults
had. Satan certainly deceives himself when he renders his doubts on Niphates as
unimportant, since none will win him a full pardon. For the reader who similarly sees his
choice as inconsequential, the deception is even greater, as the fate of Adam and his
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descendants hinges upon Satan‘s decision to continue in his plans to corrupt humanity. In
this way, the typology of Niphates and Gethsemane emphasizes how the free choice of
two created beings might impact mankind. Satan‘s determination to continue with his
plan of temptation results in the fall, while Christ‘s decision to undergo the crucifixion
effects redemption.
The Arminian import of the Gethsemane / Niphates typology does not end here. It
is not just that Satan faces a real choice on the mount, but also that his self-deception
hinges upon his awareness of this choice. In De Doctrina Christiana, Milton warns
against the dangers of denying one‘s free will:
For we might argue thus: If God have at all events decreed my salvation, however
I may act, I shall not perish. But God has also decreed as the means of salvation
that you should act rightly. I cannot, therefore, but act rightly at some time or
other, since God has so decreed; in the mean time I will do as I please; if I never
act rightly, it will be seen that I was never predestined to salvation, and that
whatever good I might have done would have been to no purpose. (14:71)
As Milton outlines it here, deterministic thinking may lead to a vicious cycle of sin
without repentance.40 Satan deceives himself by a similar process. As Stavely remarks of
Satan‘s soliloquy, ―It is only after Satan has thus glimpsed his imprisonment in his own
reified emotions, abstractions, and schemes that he deludes himself with the convenient
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In Book 3 of Paradise Lost, the demons are similarly held captive by their unending
contemplation of predestination and free will:
Others apart sat on a hill retired,
In thoughts more elevate, and reasoned high
Of providence, foreknowledge, will, and fate,
Fixed fate, free will, foreknowledge absolute,
And found no end, in wand‘ring mazes lost. (PL 3.557-61)
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fiction that God is a grim Calvinist ‗punisher‘‖ (135). Catherine Gimelli Martin similarly
observes:
Like good Calvinist who regards himself as already fated to be either ―doomed‖
or ―saved,‖ Satan can only play out his sense of himself on the vast stage of the
theatrum mundi; whether hero or villain/victim, the supposed aloofness of the
divine puppet-master allows the suffering sinner to cast himself in either role, or
(as is so often true of Satan) to assume each alternatively. (114)
In this way, it is not the Calvinist God who ordains that Satan persist in his sinful
endeavor. Instead, it is actually the determinist conception of God that holds him captive:
he persists in sin because he deceives himself into believing God has ordained it so.
Paradise Lost thus intimates that denial of one‘s own free will is tremendously
dangerous.
Typological Disparity: Niphates and Choice in Paradise Regained
While the first books of Paradise Lost tell the story of Satan‘s fall, Paradise
Regained tells the story of Christ‘s temptation in the wilderness. Milton creates a distinct
typology between these two events by locating the Mount of Temptation on Niphates—
the same peak where Satan grappled with whether to continue ahead with his temptation
of mankind. Locating the Mount of Temptation as Niphates is unique to Milton, and this
choice of setting further emphasizes the importance of choice. The typology of Niphates
in Paradise Regained goes far beyond that of Paradise Lost in its Arian implications. In a
Trinitarian reading of Christ‘s temptation, it was impossible for Christ to succumb to evil
since he and the Father were part of the same Godhead, and therefore incapable of sin. In
contrast, Milton‘s Son demonstrates how the poet‘s Arianism and Arminianism go hand
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in hand: Milton‘s Son is free to choose precisely because he is not fully equal nor one
with God the Father. Ultimately, while the typology of Paradise Lost emphasizes a
congruity in the suffering of Milton‘s Satan and the Christ of the Passion, Paradise
Regained follows the standard model of explication by moving to then consider the
disparity between Milton‘s Son and Satan, as the two have opposite responses to similar
temptations.
In the seventeenth century, the central concerns regarding Jesus‘ temptation in the
wilderness were typological. The most prominent of these was how Christ, as the antitype
to Adam, reversed the original fall to temptation, and how believers might comprehend
Christ‘s trial as an example of how to successfully avoid capitulating to the devil‘s
temptations.41 The typological handbooks of the seventeenth century most commonly
cited Paul in 1 Corinthians to succinctly illustrate the Adam / Christ typology: ―‗The first
man, Adam became a living soul. The last Adam became a life-giving spirit‖ (15:45).
The Adam/Christ typology was one of the most fundamental in the seventeenth century,
but Christ‘s time in the wilderness was especially illustrative of the simultaneous
congruity and disparity between the first and last man. As seventeenth-century minister
John Lightfoot writes, the wilderness, full of wild beasts but uninhabited by men, was
intended ―to shew Christ to be the second Adam, as in the temptation which he was now
about, so in his safety and security among the wild beasts (as Adam in innocency had
been) they hurt him not‖ (502).
For example, see Richard Allestree‘s sermon on temptation in Forty Sermons (165-79).
Other common typological observations on the temptation included Christ fulfilling the type of
Moses and Satan‘s temptations as a type of Popish idolatry. See Woodhead 110, Needler 458-62,
and Lightfoot 498, 508. Another common discussion in the seventeenth century was whether
Christ‘s temptations were actual temptations or occurred in a vision, an issue I address later in
this chapter.
41
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Of course, the strongest typological marker was the temptation itself. Lightfoot
characterizes Satan‘s temptation as an attempt to reverse the typology intended by God,
restaging the temptation of the first Adam: ―What shall we say then to this damned
overture of having Christ to adore him? why? here he joyneth all his power of temptation
together; and would 1. Bring Christ into a more low fall than he had done Adam; and 2.
makes a stroke desperately at him to have bruised his head, whereas it was told him only
that he should bruise his heel‖ (510). In this sense, some exegetes believed that God‘s
typological prophecy that Satan would eventually be defeated by the Second Adam
actually inspired the temptation of Jesus, as the deceiver attempted to put a satanic twist
on the prediction in which the head and heel wounds are reversed or redistributed.42
This typology also helped exegetes to reconcile Matthew and Mark‘s differences
in their ordering of the temptations: while Matthew records Jesus‘ temptation at the
temple as preceding his temptation on the Mountain, Luke reverses this order.
Seventeenth-century interpreters understood the two senses of scripture (typological and
literal) as being reflected in these two orderings: minister John Lightfoot explains, ―The
order laid down by Luke is so point-blank correspondent to the order of those first
temptations, that we may well conceive that the reason of his ranking this in this method,
is, that the Reader might compare and consider the one from the other‖ (499). He
explains that through this comparison ―we might observe that these temptations were
agreeable to the temptations by which we fell; and that this second Adam overcame the
Devil, in such temptings, as in which the first Adam was overcome‖ (499). In this respect
42

For more on the typology of the Adam / Christ temptation and the prophecy of the
bruised heel, see Ainsworth‘s Annotation of Pentateuch (1639): ―By the heel, or foot bruised, is
meant Christ‘s ways, which Satan should seek to suppress by afflictions, and death of our sin,
here foretold‖ (22).
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Eve was considered as well, since she had direct interaction with the serpent.43 Lightfoot
observes that she was tempted ―by the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride
of life, as 1 Joh. 2. 16‖: Genesis records that she saw the fruit was good for food, pleasant
to look upon, and desirable to make one wise (499). Luke‘s ordering mirrors this: Christ
is tempted by hunger, then by the vision of worldly kingdoms, and lastly by prideful
presumption upon God‘s promises. Accordingly, Matthew‘s account inspired a literal
reading; Luke‘s, a typological one.
Once they had explicated the typology between Adam‘s temptation and Christ‘s,
Milton‘s Protestant contemporaries also considered Jesus as an exemplary type for the
believer. The detailed account of Satan‘s temptations and Christ‘s responses gave insight
into the deceiver‘s tactics and the appropriate way to defeat these enticements. There is
one seventeenth-century monograph on the subject of temptation: Richard Gilpin‘s
Daemonologia Sacra, or, a Treatise of Satan’s Temptations (1677). Gilpin begins with an
introduction on Satan‘s nature and his powers, and in the second part moves to consider
his overall scheme and goals in tempting man. The last part, an exploration of Satan‘s
methodology and the believer‘s strategic responses, uses Christ‘s temptations in the
wilderness as its model. Gilpin‘s study reads like a volume on military strategy: indeed, it
is a fundamentally typological text in that it projects the Old Testament model of warfare
into the Christian‘s spiritual context, following the Pauline model given in Ephesians
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Although scripture does not explicitly say that the serpent was indeed Satan, in the
Christian tradition, the two were believed to be the same in Milton‘s day. For a full discussion of
Paradise Lost in the tradition of the relation between Satan and the serpent in Genesis, see
Forsyth ―Paradise Lost and the Origin of ‗Evil‘‖ 543-45. Also relevant is Forsyth‘s monograph
on the origins of Satan, The Old Enemy: Satan and the Combat Myth.
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6:10-23. Thus, Christ in the wilderness was not only the antitype to Adam‘s fall in the
Garden, but also an exemplary type for the believer, a model for proper spiritual warfare.
While Christ‘s Passion (especially in Gethsemane) was the primary New
Testament antitype of man‘s fall in the Garden, his temptation in the wilderness was the
other prominent antitypical reversal of the fall. While both episodes presented an
inversion of Adam‘s sin in Eden, the tenor of these typological discussions was quite
different. Portrayals of Jesus‘ Passion were dominated by emotional language and vivid
descriptions of violence, but Milton‘s poetry implicitly rejects this focus on the physical
violence of the crucifixion. As Laura Lunger Knoppers observes, in Paradise Regained
the ―radical and iconoclastic Milton seems to avoid the Crucifixion and any focus on the
body of Christ‖ (71). Milton instead emphasizes Christ‘s temptation, which highlighted
an increased partnership with the Godhead. In marked contrast to the seventeenth-century
texts that highlighted the violence of the crucifixion, Milton‘s contemporaries tended to
be more philosophical and theological when discussion Christ‘s Temptation, tracing the
competing strategies and rhetoric of Christ and Satan.
Unlike the Calvinist focus on Christ‘s anguish, Paradise Regained calls attention
to Christ‘s peace. For Milton the disparity between Christ and Satan hinges not upon a
distinction in dispensation, but on the difference in their obedience toward the Father.
Instead of the internal conflict that so defines Satan, one finds that the Son is defined by
his inner peace. He is repeatedly referred to as ―unmoved‖ in response to Satan‘s
temptations (PR 3.386, 4.109). While Satan responds ―with fear abashed‖ or ―swoll‘n
with rage‖ (PR 4.195, 499), Christ‘s responses are measured, stately, and sage (PR
4.285). When Satan attempts to wear the Son down through a storm and attack of
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demonic monsters, the ―patient Son of God, yet only stood‘st / Unshaken‖ (PR 4.420-21).
Though demons attack the Son with fiery darts, he sits ―unappalled in calm and sinless
peace‖ (PR 4.424-25).
Focusing on Christ‘s temptation as the typological counterpart to the Fall also
helps Milton emphasize Jesus‘ accord with the Father. In the Christian exegetical
tradition, interpreters understood that the Father must take an adversarial relation to the
Son during the Passion so that Christ could take the punishment of sin, but this was not
understood as the standard relation of Son to Father. The Father‘s general relation to his
Son was considered one of perfect love and communion. As Deborah Shuger
demonstrates, despite this generally harmonious relationship, the Calvinist writers of the
early modern era often chose to emphasize the adversarial relation between Son and
Father (107-12). Paradise Regained rejects this emphasis: Christ‘s temptation in the
wilderness is a vivid portrayal of the more fundamental harmony between Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit. Milton underscores the praise of Christ by the Father and his angels,
emphasizing the harmony of the divine realm in place of the violence that had become so
endemic in the Calvinist context (PR 1.130-81).
In contrast to the adversarial relationship between Father and Son that took place
during the Passion, exegetes‘ commentary on Christ‘s temptation emphasized a
strengthening of relationships in the Godhead. Milton‘s contemporaries emphasized that
Christ had not been lacking in grace or sanctification before this, but merely that the Holy
Spirit descended upon him in a way he had not before, endowing him with increased
prophetic and miraculous capability (Lightfoot 500). Immediately preceding Jesus‘
temptation is his baptism, where the Holy Spirit descended upon him as a dove while the
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Father declares, ―You are My beloved Son, in You I am well-pleased‖ (Luke 3:22).44 In
his 1685 work A Historical Narration of the Life and Death of our Lord Jesus, Abraham
Woodhead writes that this declaration was made to sustain the Son through the Passion,
so that he might know that despite his agony in the Garden and on the Cross, ―he would
glorifie his name yet again, viz. in the admirable Resurrection and Ascension of his Son‖
(107).
Exegetes in Milton‘s day read the Son‘s baptism and ensuing temptation as
Christ‘s fulfillment of the type of the High Priest. Richard Gilpin notes that just as Christ
came into his ministry at around thirty years of age, priests of the law came into office at
thirty years old (4).45 Christ‘s ministry went beyond that of a priest, however. John
Lightfoot explains this as a typological fulfillment of Old Testament ceremony: ―Our
Saviour being installed into his function of the ministry by baptism, as the Priests under
the Law were into their office by washing and anointing, Lev. 8.6, 12. he beginneth now
to act no more as a private man, but as the great High Priest, the Redeemer, the Messias,
and Captain of our Salvation‖ (499).46 Because the Holy Spirit descends on Christ as a
dove preceding his temptation, this episode was also seen in terms of all three parts of the
Godhead being more closely bonded than before. In summing up his lengthy explication
of the episode, seventeenth-century minister John Lightfoot highlights the audible
manifestation of the Father and the visible manifestation of the Holy Spirit: ―And thus
hath Christ been shewed the Son of God by the voice of the Father, and anointed for the
44

See also Matt. 3:16-17.
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Perhaps the most in-depth explication of the typology of the High Priest and Christ is
to be found in Thomas Worden‘s The Types Unvailed (1664). See pages 230-308.
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See also Whitby 42-43, Roberts Clavis Bibliorum 472-73.
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great King, Priest, and Prophet visibly by the Holy Ghost‖ (512). Calvin also comments
on the bond between Son and Spirit, writing that Luke‘s words ―imply, that he was then
more abundantly endued with the grace and power of the Spirit‖ immediately after his
baptism (189). Thus, the temptation of Christ is important as a transitional moment, as it
marks the end of his private life and the beginning of his public ministry on earth, as God
the Father openly states his love for the Son.47
Because Christ is the antitype of all Christological types, Paradise Regained is
almost unavoidably typological for readers familiar with scripture.48 The overarching
figural tenor of this poem is augmented by the fact that its various characters often read
their experience typologically. For example, while Jesus is being tempted in the
wilderness, the apostles speculate that he may be ―caught up to God‖ as Moses was on
Mount Sinai, or perhaps even as Elijah, who was carried to heaven in a fiery chariot, and
was prophesied one day to return (PR 2.9-17). The Son similarly illuminates the typology
of his own experience when he responds to Satan‘s initial temptation:
Man lives not by bread only, but each word
Proceeding from the mouth of God; who fed

Christ‘s public ministry has long been thought to begin at his baptism. For a review of
this tradition in Christian thought, see Köstenberger and Kellum 139-41. Hugh MacCallum writes
of the Son, ―He is being put to the proof, initiated: the overthrow of the devil in the wilderness is
an experience that stands at the threshold dividing private from public life‖ (226). After
highlighting the Gospel‘s ―definite announcements that his [Christ‘s] public mission has now
begun,‖ MacCallum states, ―The temptation in the wilderness thus comprises a short period of
withdrawal in which the hero retires to the desert in order to prepare his soul for heroic action‖
(226).
47
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Besides the Adam / Christ typology that Milton makes explicit as the poem begins,
Northrop Frye has connected the poem‘s resonance with the book of Job, which presents ―a
dialectical victory over both Satan and leviathan‖ that typifies Christ‘s struggle with Satan in the
wilderness (228). This double victory is foreshadowed in the very first epic simile of Paradise
Lost, where Satan is pointedly compared to leviathan (PL 1.195-209).
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Our fathers here with manna; in the mount
Moses was forty days nor eat nor drank,
And forty days Eliah without food
Wandered this barren waste, the same I now. (PR 1.349-54)
Here the Son establishes a rubric for the typological reading of the poem‘s events,
drawing on the congruity of experience (fasting) and location (the wilderness) to establish
this link. This is of course not literally the same wilderness Moses and Elijah traversed:
Milton earlier specifies that the Son walked from his lodgings in Bethabara to the
―bordering desert wild‖ (PR 1.193). Yet the typological congruity between the two
locations renders them as the same ―barren waste.‖ This concept of congruity in
experience and location is crucial to the typology of Paradise Regained.
When read in conjunction, Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained do not reject the
Adam/Christ typology. Indeed, they explicitly endorse it, and this endorsement
encourages the reader to begin reading typologically, but once this figural interpretation
has been established, the details unique to Milton‘s text again lead the reader to the
unorthodox typology of Satan and the Son. Together, Paradise Lost and Paradise
Regained present the reader with a typology between Satan and Christ. Although it is
found in no typological guides, and even expressly forbidden by some of the more
nuanced exegetical guides, it nevertheless is repeatedly suggested by the texts of
Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained, as Satan displaces Adam as the focus of Milton‘s
narratives. Eden was repeatedly considered in relation to both Christ‘s agony and his
temptation, and Milton‘s poems use both of these typologies to entice the reader into
reading Satan as a type of Christ, albeit an inverted type.
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The opening lines of both poems encourage the reader to consider the narrative as
a typological comparison of Christ and Adam. These lines are modeled closely after
Paul‘s typology of Christ and Adam:
And so it is written, The first man Adam was made a living soul; the last Adam
was made a quickening spirit. Howbeit that was not first which is spiritual, but
that which is natural; and afterward that which is spiritual. The first man is of the
earth, earthy: the second man is the Lord from heaven. (1 Cor 15:45-47)
Paul thus expresses the difference between the first man and last man in terms of their
nature: the first was earthly, the second, heavenly. The first five lines of Paradise Lost
express a similar typology:
Of man‘s first disobedience, and the fruit
Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste
Brought death into the world, and all our woe,
With loss of Eden, till one greater man
Restore us, and regain the blissfull seat (PL 1.1-5)
Paradise Regained also contrasts the first and last man:
I who erewhile the happy garden sung,
By one man‘s disobedience lost, now sing
Recovered Paradise to all mankind,
By one man‘s firm obedience fully tried (PR 1.1-4)
These invocations emphasize the typological link, not only between Christ and Adam, but
also between Milton‘s two poems. If the events of Paradise Lost are types, their antitypes
are to be found in Paradise Regained. It would seem from a theological perspective the
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subject matter of Paradise Regained might reasonably be the crucifixion and
resurrection, since Christianity largely understood these as the events that won mankind‘s
salvation. In choosing Christ‘s temptation instead of his Passion as his subject, Milton
here highlights the theme of typological congruity and disparity. If Adam and Eve lost
paradise through capitulating to temptation, Christ‘s steadfast resistance to such
enticements powerfully highlights the disparity between the first man and the last man.
The congruity of the situation (being tempted by Satan) contrasts with the disparity of
outcome (resisting temptation instead of succumbing to it). In this sense, the revelatory
nature of the second poem‘s typology is not surprising, for Paradise Lost and Paradise
Regained function much like the Old and New Testaments—the latter shedding light on
the former.
Milton uses the Lukan order of the temptations, placing the temptation at the
pinnacle of the temple as the final temptation. As previously noted, in Milton‘s day this
was considered not the literal ordering of the events, but rather the typological ordering,
highlighting the three-fold succession of temptation that Eve experiences in Genesis
3:6—an appeal to hunger, then to the eyes, then to prideful ambition. Furthermore, after
its explicitly typological opening, the text repeatedly reminds the reader that Jesus‘
temptation is the counterpart to Adam‘s. The narrator mentions ―Adam‘s overthrow‖
early on, and shortly thereafter God the Father contrasts Adam and the Son‘s ability to
endure Satan‘s temptations: ―He now shall know I can produce a man / Of female seed,
far able to resist / All his solicitations . . . Winning by conquest what the first man lost‖
(PR 1.115, 1.150-54). As the narrative progresses, however, the Adam/Christ typology
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begins to wane, and Christ is more often compared and contrasted with Satan than with
Adam.
Through the dialogue of the poem arise several congruities between Satan and the
Son. Satan is described as the first conqueror and the first oracle, but Christ is revealed to
be the final, true conqueror and oracle. In Book One, the narrator vividly characterizes
Satan as a dictator defined by conquest:
To him their great dictator, whose attempt
At first against mankind so well had thrived
In Adam‘s overthrow, and led their march
From Hell‘s deep-vaulted den to dwell in light
Regents and potentates, and kings, yea gods
Of many a pleasant realm and province wide. (PR 1.113-18)
This passage affirms the traditional Adam/Christ typology, along with God the Father‘s
declarations that his Son will drive Satan ―back to Hell, / Winning by conquest what the
first man lost / By fallacy surprised‖ (PR 1.153-55). These two passages also compare
Christ and Satan; however, both are described as engaged in opposing battles of
conquest. Satan conquered Adam, but in conquering Satan, Christ reverses this victory.
These simple comparisons increase as the text continues, establishing the strong
parallelisms closely associated with typology. When describing his relation to mankind,
Satan describes himself as an oracle who assists men with his signs: I ―lend them oft my
aid / Oft my advice by presages and signs, / And answers, oracles, portents and dreams, /
Whereby they may direct their future life‖ (PR 1.393-96). Consider the Son‘s response:
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God hath now sent his living oracle
Into the world, to teach his final will,
And sends his Spirit of Truth henceforth to dwell
In pious hearts, and inward oracle
To all truth requisite for men to know. (PR 1.460-64)
This parallelism draws on the same sort of congruity and disparity upon which the Adam
/ Christ typology relies. In his typological handbook Moses Unveiled (1620), Protestant
minister William Guild writes, ―By the offence of the one [Adam], the fault came on all
men to condemnation,‖ but through Christ‘s sacrifice ―the benefit abounded toward all
men, to the justification of life‖ (5). Similarly, as the world was once conquered by Satan,
so Christ will now reclaim it. While Satan had been a misleading oracle to men, the Son
will replace him as the final, true oracle.
Miltonic Typology and Niphates
The typology of Paradise Lost draws on the Bible for its congruity and disparity.
Paradise Regained conversely introduces a typology that might be termed Miltonic, as
instead of linking the poem to scripture the typological markers of both type and antitype
are to be found in Milton‘s poetry. Paradise Regained accomplishes this typology
through echoing the specific language of Milton‘s earlier poem, as well as rendering
Christ‘s temptation in a way that recapitulates Satan‘s through the shared location of
Niphates. A careful reading of Christ‘s temptation on Niphates yields a marked congruity
with Satan‘s experience atop the same mountain, deepening the Son / Satan typology and
extending its theological implications.
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In describing the Son, the narrative voice of Paradise Regained uses language
that resonates with Paradise Lost’s description of Satan. The Christ of Paradise
Regained, ―entered now the bordering desert wild /And with dark shades and rocks
environed round,‖ so the astute reader will recall Satan‘s place in hell in Paradise Lost:
―The dismal situation waste and wild, / A dungeon horrible, on all sides round‖ (PR
1.193-94, PL 1.60-62, emphasis mine). The line endings of wild and round establish an
overt linguistic parallelism, and the settings these lines describe is similarly analogous.
Just as Satan finds himself in a dungeon, the Son finds himself entrapped by the rocky
borders of the desert. The language emphasizes the cursed nature of both settings: they
are untamed wastelands.
A similar resonance is established through parallel uses of the word ―revolving‖
to mean ―deeply pondering.‖ In Paradise Lost, as Satan begins his soliloquy on Niphates,
we read: ―Then much revolving, thus in sighs began‖ (PL 4.31, emphasis mine). Editors
Kerrigan, Rumrich, and Fallon note that this description is typical of Satan, for Milton
often ―characterizes Satan‘s mental processes as circular‖ (385, n31). Consequently, the
close reader of Paradise Lost may well recall Satan when he reads that in Bethabara the
Son was ―musing and much revolving in his breast‖ (PR 1.185, emphasis mine). The text
does not just encourage readers to associate the Son and Satan in a general sense, but it
also urges them specifically to think back on Paradise Lost.
The most overt Miltonic typology lies in the poem‘s locating the Mount of
Temptation at Niphates. Despite the fact that this is Milton‘s most serious departure from
the traditional understanding of Jesus‘ temptation, it has received little attention. Early
on, in the notes to his eighteenth-century edition of Paradise Regained, Charles Dunster
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observes that Milton‘s mount of temptation is Niphates (149-51, n253). Since then,
scholars have agreed that Niphates is the location of the Son‘s temptation, but this detail
is generally relegated to footnotes and has never been the object of serious
consideration.49 A careful reading of Paradise Lost indicates that Milton was already
thinking of Niphates in relation to the Mountain of Temptation in Book XI, where
Michael takes Adam to the highest mountain in the vicinity of Eden, presumably
Niphates:
The hemisphere of earth in clearest ken
Stretched out to the amplest reach of prospect lay.
Not higher that hill nor wider looking round,
Whereon for different cause the Tempter set
Our second Adam in the wilderness,
To show him all Earth‘s kingdoms and their glory. (PL 11.377-84)
While this is only a hazy comparison of the two mountains, in Paradise Regained,
Milton‘s geography definitively makes Niphates the site of the Son‘s third temptation.
Though the narrative voice tells us only that Satan ―took / the Son of God up to a
mountain high‖ (PR 3.251-52), a survey of the surrounding landscape helps to pinpoint
its location. Milton‘s claim that the two rivers flowed from the side of the mountain is the
strongest indication of the peak‘s location (PR 3.255-56). This detail positions the
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After Charles Dunster, many eighteenth-century editors recognized the location of
Milton‘s mountain of temptation. See the notes from editors in the following editions of Milton‘s
works, ordered chronologically, Todd 134-35, Gilfillan 43,Jerram 131, Bradshaw 663-64. In
1910, Allan Gilbert remarks, ―The mount of the vision of Jesus in Paradise Regained is Niphates
or some adjoining part of Taurus‖ (210). Harold Bloom agrees (5), as do the editors of my edition
of Paradise Regained (671).
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mountain exactly where Niphates was according to classical sources. Both Strabo and
Pliny describe the Tigris as flowing from Niphates (Geography, 11.12.4; Natural History
142-44).50 Milton‘s description in Paradise Regained also notes that the Tigris and
Euphrates flow from the side of Niphates and empty into the Persian Gulf:
It was a mountain at whose verdant feet
A spacious plain outstretched in circuit wide
Lay pleasant; from his side two rivers flowed,
Th‘ one winding, the other straight, and left between
Fair champaign with less rivers interveined,
Then meeting joined their tribute to the sea (PR 3.251-66)
Although the rivers are not here named, the following lines explain that Satan and the
Son are beholding Assyria, and to the west, Euphrates emptying into the Persian bay (PR
3.270-73). In addition to classical sources, seventeenth-century biblical commentaries
explained that Niphates overlooked Eden and similarly cited it as the source of the
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Similarly, the classical authors portrayed Euphrates as coming from the side of this
mountain. For example, Juvenal refers to a crazed woman warning people that the Niphates was
flooding, indicating that the mountain and the river were associated so thoroughly that either the
woman confused the two, or that the river was known by the name of the mountain as well (Satire
6.407-12). Lucan‘s Pharsalia describes the view from Niphates thus:
[. . .] From that mountain zone
They come, where rising from a common fount
Euphrates flows and Tigris, and did earth
Permit, were joined with either name; but now
While like th‘ Egyptian flood Euphrates spreads
His fertilising water, Tigris first
Drawn down by earth in covered depths is plunged
And holds a secret course; then born again
Flows on unhindered to the Persian sea. (3.297-305)
For a more in-depth demonstration that Niphates is the Mount of Temptation in Paradise
Regained, see Dunster 149-51
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Euphrates and Tigris (Simon 42-43). It is accordingly clear how shrewd readers have
understood Niphates to be Milton‘s Mount of Temptation.
Milton went to considerable lengths to identify the Mount of Temptation as
Niphates. To make it a literal mountain, he needed to supply some details that scripture
did not. Jesus‘ temptation on the mountain was puzzling to both general readers of
scripture and theologians. On the face of it, the episode was hard to read literally, as
Matthew records, ―Then the devil taketh him up into an exceeding high mountain, and
sheweth him all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them‖ (Matthew 4:5). Not
many years before the publication of Paradise Regained, Thomas Hobbes succinctly
summarized the difficulties of a literal reading of the temptation:
And again, carried thence by the Devil into an exceeding high mountain, who
shewed him thence all the Kingdoms of the world : Where-in, we are not to
believe he was either possessed, or forced by the Devil; nor that any Mountain is
high enough, (according to the litteral [sic] sense,) to shew him one whole
Hemisphere: What then can be the meaning of this place, other than that he went
of himself into the Wilderness, and that this carrying of him up and down, from
the Wilderness to the City, and from thence into a Mountain, was a Vision? (354)
Hobbes rejects the idea that the mountain could have been meant literally, instead judging
the temptations on the temple and on the mount as being part of a vision that Christ
experienced in the wilderness. The rejection of a literal mountain is common after the
Reformation. While earlier theologians such as Augustine and Aquinas seem to
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understand the temptation and its site literally, commentators as early as Calvin expressed
doubts about how Jesus could have viewed so many kingdoms from a literal mountain: 51
Christ is said to have been placed on the pinnacle of the temple. It is asked, was
he actually carried to this elevated spot, or was it done in vision? There are many,
who obstinately assert, that the body was really and actually conveyed: for they
consider it to be unworthy of Christ, that he should be supposed to be liable to the
delusions of Satan. But it is easy to dispose of that objection. There is no
absurdity in supposing, that this took place by the permission of God and the
voluntary subjection of Christ; provided we hold that within, — that is, in his
mind and soul — he suffered no delusion. What is next added, that all the
kingdoms of the world were placed in the view of Christ, — as well as what Luke
relates, that he was carried to a great distance in one moment, — agrees better
with the idea of a vision, than with any other supposition. In a matter that is
doubtful, and where ignorance brings no risk, I choose rather to suspend my
judgment, than to furnish contentious people with an occasion of debate.
(Harmony of the Evangelists 217)
Ultimately, Calvin does not see the idea of Christ‘s temptation being a vision as a
problem as long as one understands that Christ was not deceived into thinking the vision
was real. The site of the Mountain of Temptation was theologically problematic for many
in the early modern era, and it is accordingly unsurprising that Milton‘s text attempts to
resolve these problems.
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For Augustine, see ―Harmony of the Gospels‖ 120; for Aquinas, Summa Theologica

2234-35.
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Milton‘s solution to these problems is elegant: it not only helps him to resolve the
problem of a literal reading of scripture, but also allows him to include both a literal
mountain and the many kingdoms of the world. Milton has Satan use his arts to enhance
the view from the top of the mountain, providing a device the deceiver calls his ―airy
microscope‖: ―By what strange parallax or optic skill / Of vision multiplied through air,
or glass / Of telescope, were curious to inquire‖ (PR 4.57, 4.40-43). Satan holds this
method in abeyance, however, until he and the Son move to the western side of Niphates,
rendering it easier for readers to ascertain the site of the mountain. The reader knows that
the view of the Tigris and Euphrates is visible to the naked eye, but to see the ―glittering
spires‖ of Rome requires Satan‘s telescopic powers.
Before the publication of Paradise Regained one finds nothing resembling
Milton‘s resolution of this issue. Yet soon after its publication, others began employing
the ―airy microscope‖ device in theological discussions. In his Daemonologia Sacra, or,
A Treatise of Satan’s Temptations (1677), Richard Gilpin suggests that Satan used some
sort of telescopic technology:
I think ‗tis safest to conclude that the Prospect was Ocular, and not Phantastical
but real, only helped and assisted by Satan‘s skill and Art, as a great Naturalist,
and as a Prince of the Power of the Air, by which means, in reflections, or
extraordinary Prospectives, he might discover things at vast distances: which we
may the rather fix upon, because we know what helps for Prospect, Art hath
discovered by Glasses and Telescopes, by which the Bodies of the Sun, Moon,
and Planets (at such unspakeable distance from us) have in this latter Age been
discovered to us, beyond ordinary belief. And we have Reason to think that
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Satan‘s Skill this way far exceeds any thing that we have come to the knowledge
of, and so might make real discoveries of Countrys far remote, more than we can
well imagine. (144)
In 1693, Jean Cornand de LaCrose proposes something similar: ―Neither is there any
Mountain so high, that all the Kingdoms of the world may be seen from it, nor any eyes
so piercing that they may discover all their glory. And therefore this Phrase is a popular
expression, to signify that the great Seducer represented him by the help of exhalations
and aerial corpuscles‖ (303). John Lightfoot outlines a process more akin to a modern
day hologram: ―Now in the exhibition of such phantasmes as these; he doth a threefold
act at once, namely, condensate the air that it may become a visible object, shape it into
such or such a figure, and colour it into such or such colour, that it may be an object of
this or that representation; and this is no hard thing for the devil to do‖ (509-10). It
appears that exegetes took Milton‘s suggestion of Satan‘s telescopic powers as serious
theology and not mere poetic invention. This is another example of the considerable
overlap and contemporary conversation between the Bible, exegetical texts, and Milton‘s
poetry.52
While Milton explains how the mountain is a literal one, Niphates is by no means
the most logical site for Jesus‘ temptation. Because of Satan‘s telescopic powers, Christ
might just as easily view these kingdoms from any of the mountains in the area where his
other temptations occur. According to both Paradise Regained and the gospels, none of
the other temptations occur anywhere near Niphates. Jesus‘ baptism in the Jordan River
precedes his temptation, and although scripture does not tell us where the wilderness was
Of course, Milton‘s telescopic device draws upon seventeenth-century scientific
developments, especially those of Galileo. Maura Brady examines the relation of such telescopic
technology in Paradise Lost in her article ―Galileo in Action: The ‗Telescope‘ in Paradise Lost.‖
52
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in relation to the Jordan, Milton follows tradition and specifies that it was somewhere
nearby (PR 1.183, 193). The site of the third temptation—the Temple—was, in Jesus‘
time, only twenty miles from the nearest section of the Jordan. Milton thus places all of
these events in a fairly small radius with the exception of the Mount of Temptation.
Most commentators assumed that the mountain, like the locations of the other
temptations, was somewhere in the region surrounding Jerusalem. For example,
Reverend John Lightfoot, a contemporary of Milton cited above, makes the following
estimation:
It is as undeterminable what mountain this was, as it is what part of the Temple it
was that he set him upon, and it is as little material: Only this is conceivable upon
good probability, that this mount was beyond Jordan eastward, because the first
appearing of Christ after this amongst men, is at Bethabara on that side, Joh.1.28.
Now whether it were Pisgah, Nebo, Horeb, or what else, is but lost labour to make
enquiry, because we are sure we cannot find. (507)
In positioning the site of temptation at Mount Niphates, Milton therefore departs radically
from other interpreters: while he affirms that it is a literal mountain, he rejects all the
traditional locations proposed by Christian interpreters.53 Niphates is roughly fourhundred miles straight north of Jerusalem, meaning that Satan transports the Son over
eight-hundred miles in the course of going from the wilderness, to Niphates, and back to
the Temple.54
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Gilbert notes that another traditional site for the Mount of Temptation can be traced
back to Adrichomius, who identified the peak as Mount Qaurentana (317).
54

A geographical awareness of the vast distances over which Satan transports the Son
further highlights the steadfastness of the Son, who is more than once described as ―unmoved‖
(PR 3.386, 4.109).
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In Paradise Regained, Satan carries the Son to the top of Niphates, preserving the
parallelism of descending upon the summit just as he did in Book 4 of Paradise Lost. The
object of this excursion is the alluring view: from the eastern side, the view highlights the
potential for war, conquest, and power. The second, western view exhibits the world‘s
magnificence, grandeur, and luxury. Despite the Son‘s resistance to both these
enticements, Satan presents him with an all-inclusive offer:
All these which in a moment thou behold‘st,
The kingdoms of the world to thee I give;
For giv‘n to me, I give to whom I please,
No trifle; yet with this reserve, not else,
On this condition, if thou wilt fall down,
And worship me as thy superior lord,
Easily done, and hold them all of me;
For what can less so great a gift deserve? (PR 4.162-69)
A careful reading of this temptation yields a marked congruity with Satan‘s experience
atop Niphates. Not only does Satan struggle (like the Son) with temptation on Niphates,
but the temptations are also nearly identical. In his soliloquy, Satan tempts himself in
much the same way as he tempts the Son, stressing ambition, power, supremacy and thus
ends confirmed in his sin with this final consolation: ―Evil be thou my good; by thee at
least / Divided Empire with Heav‘n‘s King I hold / By thee, and more than half perhaps
will reign‖ (PL 4.110-13). The temptation he has succumbed to holds the promise of
ruling the empire of the earth, albeit a divided empire. This is almost the same temptation
he offers the Son on the same summit ages later. The Son may possess all the kingdoms
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of the world, but only as Satan‘s subordinate; he must worship the deceiver as his
superior lord (PR 4.167). The poem further reveals the disparity of the Son and Satan as
the same impulse yields different results. For Satan, to continue to have ―‘sdained
subjection‖ was to succumb to temptation, yet for the Son to disdain subjection is to
defeat temptation, as the he answers the tempter ―with disdain‖ (PL 4.50, PR 4.170).
Though Satan tries to tempt the Savior with the idea of worldly knowledge, he
fails, and when he leaves the mountain the reader finds that ―all his darts were spent‖ (PR
4.366). After Satan tests the Son with a colossal storm, the text repeats this sentiment.
The tempter returns, ―yet with no new device, they all were spent, / Rather by this his last
affront resolved, / Desperate of better course, to vent his rage / And mad despite to be so
oft repelled‖ (PR 4.443-45). While in Paradise Lost, Satan climbs down Niphates into the
Garden of Eden to conquer it, here the Son is taken from Niphates to the wilderness to
enjoy it: the storm that Satan uses to torment the Son instead revitalizing the dry
wilderness, which then becomes a kind of garden, ―more fresh and green, / After a night
of storm so ruinous,‖ fulfilling the opening lines of the poem that proclaim Eden will be
―raised in the waste wilderness‖ (PR 4.436, 1.7). Paradise Regained accordingly
completes the satanic typology of Niphates in a way that highlights the disparity between
the Son and Satan. Satan‘s descending and succumbing to temptation on Niphates is the
Miltonic type of Christ‘s antitypical victory over temptation on the same summit.
Typology, Heresy, and Milton’s Son
Scholarly conversation regarding Milton‘s theology has understandably focused
on his Arianism, his most serious divergence from standard Protestant doctrine, and
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certainly the most relevant heresy to Paradise Regained.55 Arianism is a theological
teaching attributed to the Alexandrian Christian leader Arius (250-336). Judged a heretic
at the Council of Nicaea in 325, Arius argued that Jesus is a subordinate to God the
Father (Williams 67-68). A related, but much later heresy was Socinianism, named after
Italian theologian Faustus Socinus (1539-1604).56 The most prominent doctrine of the
Socinians was their Christology, which affirmed the Arian heresy, but they also adhered
to a more limited notion of God‘s foreknowledge and rejected a Calvinist view of
predestination (Mulsow and Rohls 21-23).57 Milton‘s Christology draws on both these
heretical traditions.58
In Milton‘s epics, while the Father might bestow his omnipotence, omniscience,
or omnipresence upon his Son, these divine qualities are not essential to him. While
explicitly stated in Milton‘s theological treatise, De Doctrine Christiana, this doctrine is
similarly found in Paradise Lost. In Book 3, the Son volunteers to redeem mankind, and
the Father responds by bestowing his omnipotence upon the Son. He explains that the
Son ―hast been found / by merit more than birthright Son of God, / Found worthiest to be
See Hunter ―Milton‘s Arianism Reconsidered,‖ in Bright Essence ; Patrides ―Milton
and the Arian Controversy‖ 245-52; Campbell ―The Son of God in De Doctrina Christiana and
Paradise Lost‖ 507-14; Bauman Milton’s Arianism; Rumrich ―Milton‘s Arianism: Why It
Matters‖ 75-92; Lieb, "Milton and 'Arianism'" 197-220; and Shawcross Rethinking Milton 14849.
55

Much of Socinus‘s heretical doctrines were first noticed in his 1578 work De Jesus
Christo Servatore (Mulsow and Rohls 22).
56
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For an in-depth account of the historical context of Arianism and Socinianism in
Milton‘s day, see Martin Muslow and Jan Rohls, eds, Socinianism and Arminianism:
Antitrinitarians, Calvinists, And Cultural Exchange in Seventeenth-Century Europe. For a history
of the tradition of the Arian heresy, see Rowan Williams, Arius: Heresy and and Guido Berndt
and Roland Steinacher, Arianism: Roman Heresy and Barbarian Creed.
Milton‘s lengthy explication of his Christology is to be found in De Doctrina
Christiana, Book 1, Chapter 5, ―Of the Son of God‖ (14:179-356).
58
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so by being good‖ (PL 3.308-10). Accordingly, the Father responds by giving the Son all
power: ―all power / I give thee, reign forever, and assume, / Thy merits‖ (PL 3.317-19).
It is not that the Son essentially possesses omnipotence in the same way that the Father
does, but rather that through his voluntary obedience he receives these divine qualities of
the Father.59 In this way, Milton‘s Son and Satan are far more analogous than in the
standard Protestant conception. Both are created beings who face an opportunity to
choose what their relation to the divine will is to be.
Choice is equally important to Milton‘s doctrine. The dominant theology of his
day was the Calvinist view that the history of God‘s creation was predetermined by the
Almighty himself.60 Milton‘s Arminianism offered a different soteriology, where men are
created in the image of God, and are accordingly created free.61 One may again recall
Paul‘s description of the Adam / Christ typology: that ―first man Adam was made a living
soul; the last Adam was made a quickening spirit‖ (1 Cor 15:45). Paul explains that the
difference in terms of a disparity between the earthly and heavenly natures of the two:
―The first man is of the earth, earthy: the second man is the Lord from heaven‖ (1 Cor
15:47). While the opening lines of Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained repeat a similar
59

See also De Doctrina Christiana 14:227-31 and 14:315-19, where Milton explains how
omnipotence and omniscience are not intrinsic qualities of the Son, but rather given to him by the
Father.
60

As previously noted, Calvin explains this doctrine in depth in his Institutes, Book 4,
Chapter 17.
The debate between Calvinists and Arminians was heated in Milton‘s day. See
Nicholas Tyacke‘s influential monograph on the subject, Anti-Calvinists: the Rise of English
Arminianism c. 1590-1640, as well as his subsequent Aspects of English Protestantism c. 15301700. Although Tyacke‘s focus is doctrinal, he also demonstrates the considerable political aspect
of these theological controversies. For Milton‘s position within the Calvinist / Arminian debates
of the mid seventeenth-century see Catherine Gimelli Martin‘s Milton Among the Puritans: The
Case for Historical Revisionism (2010), which conclusively demonstrates that Milton was not at
all the ―Puritan poet‖ he has traditionally been portrayed as.
61
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typology, Milton does not contrast their essences, but rather their actions. In Paradise
Lost he speaks of ―man‘s first disobedience‖ that precipitated the ―loss of Eden, till one
greater man / Restore us, and regain the blissfull seat‖ (PL 1.1-5). The opening of
Paradise Regained again contrasts disobedience and its penalty with obedience and its
reward, speaking of how Paradise, ―By one man‘s disobedience lost,‖ has now been
recovered ―to all mankind, / By one man‘s firm obedience fully tried‖ (PR 1.1-4). The
typology of these opening lines implicitly suggests that free will, especially in the context
of temptation, is tremendously important.62
During the Son‘s temptation on Niphates in Paradise Regained, Satan brings up
the importance of volition. He tempts the Son with the lure of military might, stressing
that Christ must have means if he wishes to inherit David‘s kingdom:
The kingdom though foretold
By prophet or by angel, unless thou
Endeavor, as thy father David did,
Thou never shalt obtain; prediction still
In all things, and all men, supposes means;
Without means used, what it predicts revokes. (PR 3.351-56)

For Trinitarian Protestants, the issue of Christ‘s successfully weathering the temptation
was minor, as it was not actually a moment of free choice. Calvin writes that Christ was
predestined for this temptation, ―brought into this contest by a fixed purpose of God‖ (Harmony
of the Evangelists 209). He further emphasizes that ―we must not imagine him to have existed in
that intermediate condition, which belonged to Adam,‖ for ―we know, that Christ was fortified by
the Spirit with such power, that the darts of Satan could not pierce him‖ (212). Thus, Christ could
not actually have given in to Satan‘s temptations, but merely underwent temptation so that he
could serve as an example. Thomas Stackhouse similarly explains that Christ did not actually risk
falling during the temptations, but was rather ―to be consider‘d abstractly as a Man, though much
more perfect, than any other Man‖ (Stackhouse 129).
62
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Satan emphasizes that unless the Son takes action, he will not inherit David‘s kingdom,
regardless of prophecies. Prediction, Satan says, ―supposes means‖ and ―without means
used, what it predicts revokes.‖ Satan emphasizes that if Christ does not endeavor to
fulfill the prophecies regarding him, they will be revoked.63 The Son does not contradict
Satan‘s theology regarding prophecy and volition:
Means I must use thou say‘st, prediction else
Will unpredict and fail me of the throne:
My time I told thee (and that time for thee
Were better farthest off) is not yet come;
When that comes think not thou to find me slack
On my part aught endeavoring, or to need
Thy politic maxims, or that cumbersome
Luggage of war there shown to me, argument
Of human weakness rather than of strength. (PR 3.394-402)
The Son affirms that he will endeavor to claim the throne when the time comes, and
merely emphasizes that this time is not yet come. While the Son rejects the idea that he
will need ―that cumbersome / Luggage of war,‖ he affirms that when the time comes, the
fulfillment of the prophecy will require effort on his part.

63

In De Doctrina Christiana, Milton makes a point of highlighting similar conditional
prophecies of the Old Testament in order to demonstrate his larger understanding of human free
will (14:110-15). Milton stresses that while the nation of Israel was predestined for God‘s favor in
the Old Testament, the decrees and prophecies regarding Israel were conditional, and revoked
when the nation forsook God. Thus, for Milton ―the principle of predestination depends upon a
condition‖ (111).
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Conclusion
Paradise Lost initially highlights the congruity between Milton‘s Satan and the
Son, while Paradise Regained underscores the disparity between the two, completing the
standard typological relationship between type and antitype. Through this figural relation,
the poems emphasize Milton‘s radical theology. Milton chooses not to feature events that
seem to be evidence of God‘s forcing a typological mold onto history, but instead
examines moments of choice. As John Rumrich observes, ―In Paradise Lost, the Son‘s
freely made decisions to obey the Father‘s will function as a striking counterexample to
the decisions of Satan and Adam, his angelic adversary and human predecessor,
respectively. Through voluntary obedience both God‘s ways and the human race are
justified‖ (86). The characters of Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained are repeatedly
faced with moments in which they may choose, and it is only history that will bear out
whether their choices manifest congruity or disparity with Christ‘s decisions. The end
result of this intersection between Milton‘s theology and typology is that the Miltonic
conception of the Son is radically different from Calvinist representations of the Christ in
the early modern era. Milton‘s Son is a being who, through his own free decision, is
rewarded by the Father, and reverses the disastrous consequences of Satan‘s initial
rebellion.
In underscoring Milton‘s Arminian theology of the Fall and its reversal, the
typology of these poems ultimately looks back to the aim of Paradise Lost: to ―assert
eternal providence, / And justify the ways of God to men‖ (PL 1.24-25). For this is
ultimately the driving force behind Milton‘s Arminianism: he could not accept a Calvinist
theology that would make God the unjust author of sin—a deity who inflicted
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punishment on sinners who had no control over their actions. As he writes in De Doctrina
Christiana, to subscribe to a Calvinist understanding of God‘s foreknowledge and
predestination ―should be that sin in general would be imputed to the Deity, and evil
spirits and wicked men exempted from blame‖ (14:85). As a result, he asserts that ―we
must hold that God foreknows all future events, but that he has not decreed them all
absolutely‖ (14:85).64 Milton‘s poetry reveals this end of his religious radicalism,
rejecting a conception of God that he felt made God the author of sin, and emphasizing
the magnitude of individual responsibility.65
The typology of Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained thus bears the distinct
imprint of Milton‘s theology. It focuses on episodes involving temptation and choice as
the determining moments in history. Free will, not divine intervention, is the crux of
typology in Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained. Milton‘s Arminianism and Arianism
intersect through typology, enabling the poet to represent a Son who is awarded divine
power on the basis of his free choice. Though a surface congruity links these characters
as type and antitype, a disparity emerges in Paradise Regained: two beings, Satan and the
Son, who are faced with similar temptations, and respond in radically different ways.
This contrast is something to keep in mind when turning to Samson Agonistes. Milton‘s
Samson does not experience the same extremes that Satan and the Son do. Instead, he is a
lesser being, who is nevertheless presented with a choice of monumental impact.

Dennis Danielson has discussed this issue in detail in chapters 3-7 of his book Milton’s
Good God.
64

65

In advocating Arminian theology in his writings, Milton not only confronts his
Calvinist contemporaries, but also challenges the charges of compatiblists such as Thomas
Hobbes. For more on such debates, see Danielson 132-40, Mintz 110-23, and Nicolson 405-33.
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Chapter 3: Typology and Milton‘s Samson

Milton‘s tragedy Samson Agonistes tells the story of the Old Testament judge
Samson who is captured and imprisoned by the Philistines. At the feast of Dagon, the
Philistine lords request that their Hebrew prisoner be brought out to perform for their
entertainment. As his last act, Samson positions himself between the two supporting
pillars of the temple and uses his supernatural strength to topple the entire building,
killing the Philistines and himself in the process, and delivering the Israelites from their
oppressors. For literary scholars, one of the central questions is whether the drama
ultimately promotes this final act as moral. Does Samson Agonistes endorse what is
essentially an act of terrorism, and if so, what does this mean for the work?1 In recent
years, many critics have argued that Milton was disgusted with Samson‘s actions and
intends his readers to have the same reaction, thus rescuing the poet from an association
with violence, bigotry, and terrorism.2 As John Carey explains, to read the drama any
other way would paint Milton as a ―murderous bigot‖ instead of a ―subtle-minded poet‖
and would additionally prohibit readers from ―celebrating [Samson Agonistes] as an

The editors of the Modern Library edition of Milton‘s text trace the trend of comparing
Samson to a terrorist to a participant at the 1994 International Milton Seminar, noting that ―the
practice has since become commonplace‖ (703).
1

2

Miltonist John Carey has gone so far as to posit that if the work does praise Samson,
―should not [it] be withdrawn from schools and colleges and, indeed, banned more generally as
an incitement to terrorism?‖ (15). Carey argues that since Milton was not a ―murderous bigot,‖
one can safely assume that the poet is disgusted with Samson‘s actions, and intends his readers to
have the same reaction (15-16). Carey is reacting to Fish‘s comments on Samson Agonistes in his
book How Milton Works. See Fish‘s response in his book Save the World on Your Own Time, 4952. Mohamed G. Feisal also responds to Carey in his article ―Confronting Religious Violence:
Milton‘s Samson Agonistes.‖ This line of criticism is discussed in detail later in this chapter. See
also the editors‘ introduction in the Modern Library of Milton‘s works, 703-05.
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achievement of the human imagination‖ (16).3 For critics like Carey, the greatness of
Milton and his work is at stake. In this sense, the current debate over Milton‘s thought in
Samson Agonistes bears much similarity to early discussions of Milton‘s heresy in
Paradise Lost. Earlier critics rejected the possibility of Milton‘s heresy, since in their
view it would ruin both the greatness of the poet and his epic. For modern critics, there is
a similar trend to suppress the idea that Milton could have seen Samson‘s actions as
praiseworthy.4
Understanding Milton‘s Samson and his relation to typology helps us answer the
question of whether or not Milton intended Samson to be a hero. While a review of
Milton‘s political and theological writings shows that he viewed Samson‘s final acts as
an example of legitimate political action and Christian fortitude, the typology of Samson
Agonistes reflects this outlook.5 This simple question of whether or not Samson is a hero
leads to further questions. What criteria did Milton and his contemporaries use to
evaluate Samson and his actions? In regard to this question, knowledge of Samson‘s
typological context is essential. Typology is the interpretive framework within which

Michael Mendle judges the poem in just the way that Carey fears: ―I write in the wake
of the terrorist attacks, which confirm in their way the full hideousness of Milton's fantasy of
exterminatory hatred upon ‗all who sat beneath‘ (line 1652). Even the details ring home: Milton
subtly shifted the terms of the Samson story in Judges to exclude personal motives and denied the
implication of suicide. Like the modern terrorist ‗martyrs‘ who deny their deaths constitute the
sin of suicide, Milton's Samson's death is only ‗by accident‘ . . . the consequence of ‗dire
necessity‘‖ (778-79).
3

4

For a thorough critique of this trend, see Feisal ―Confronting Religious Violence‖ 327-

40.
5

As is discussed later in this chapter, in his First Defense, Milton uses the example of
Samson and Ehud as support for the execution of Charles I, asserting that if they killed justly,
then ―we too have done justly in putting Charles to death‖ (183). Similarly, in De Doctrina
Christiana, Milton cites the example of Gideon, Samson, et al. given in Hebrews as examples of
fortitude, a virtue ―exercised in the resistance to, or the endurance of evil‖ (17:247).
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Samson‘s heroism had significance in Milton‘s day. While Samson was read literally at
times in order to justify political violence, the overwhelming majority of seventeenthcentury discussions of Samson focused on reading him figurally as a type of Christ.
The scholarly discussion of typology‘s relation to Samson Agonistes has been an
ongoing one. F. Michael Krouse brought up the issue in his 1949 book Milton’s Samson
and the Christian Tradition, long before the flurry of articles, books, and conferences on
typology and literature in the late 1970s.6 Surveying the history of biblical scholarship on
Samson from the patristic period to the late Renaissance, Krouse concluded that Milton‘s
version of the Samson story was essentially in accord with this tradition, representing a
Samson who typified Christ—heroic and imitable, despite his failings. In his 1986 book
Interpreting Samson Agonistes, Joseph Wittreich challenged Krouse‘s thesis, declaring
that ―Milton‘s poem is not about Samson‘s regeneration but, instead, about his second
fall‖ (80). Wittreich went to great lengths to characterize the exegetical literature on
Samson in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries quite differently, claiming
that Samson‘s typology did more to contrast him with Christ than it did to compare the
two and asserting that some exegetes went so far as to understand the judge as the
typological equivalent of the Antichrist or Satan.
Wittreich‘s interpretation did not go unchallenged: several reviewers of his book
called attention to his mishandling of historical evidence. More recently, the editors of a
6

There is another strain of criticism that sees Samson Agonistes as not typological at all.
Although this view hardly seems tenable in view of scholarship dating back to Krouse, in the
introduction to Samson Agonistes in the 1983 Riverside edition of Milton‘s works, Roy
Flannagan claims that Milton‘s ―imagery is not Christian‖ but rather ―his dramatic poem is
parallel to a number of Greek tragedies‖ (793). Though Flannagan claims Samson Agonistes
contains no allusions to the New Testament, this is simply not supported by the text. It is true that
there are no direct, explicit references to New Testament events, but this is not truly a possibility
since all of the characters in Samson Agonistes are human and have no direct knowledge of New
Testament events.
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recent volume of Milton‘s poems conclude, ―the books cited in Interpreting Samson
Agonistes often fail to bear out the author‘s representation of them‖ (Kerrigan et al. 703).
Although critics have observed that Wittreich‘s characterization was based on a careless
or manipulative use of source material, none have directly readdressed the question of
whether or not his depiction was ultimately correct, and what this means for studies of
Samson Agonistes.7 Instead, many recent studies of Samson Agonistes have used
Wittreich‘s work to support the position that when read properly, the tragedy invites
readers to join with Milton in feeling moral revulsion at the judge‘s final act, thus saving
the poet from an association with violent religious extremists.
A thorough review of seventeenth-century sources demonstrates that Milton‘s
contemporaries did not seek to demonize Samson through their use of typology. Quite the
opposite: Milton‘s Protestant contemporaries viewed Samson as a hero, and this had
much to do with their typological reading, since he was considered heroic because of his
similarities with Christ. This basic conclusion, however, merely opens the door for a
further consideration of Milton‘s radical thought and its relation to his poetry. While
Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained have more to do with Milton‘s Christology,
Samson Agonistes more directly confronts the issue of soteriology. Neither Satan nor the
Son ever repent: the deceiver persists in his sin while the Savior never succumbs to
temptation at all. Samson, however, offers a character in the middle: like Satan, he suffers
a fall, but his repentance ultimately offers an Arminian model of salvation for the reader.

For example, see Feisal Mohamed‘s recent characterization of this debate in Milton and
the Post-Secular Present: Ethics, Politics, Terrorism or Julia Lupton‘s in Citizen-Saints:
Shakespeare and Political Theology (155, 248, n9).
7
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Early Modern Interpretive Foundations
Before one engages with the exegetical texts of Milton‘s day, it is helpful to
review some of the foundations of Protestant interpretation. Early modern Protestants
stressed the literality and primacy of the Bible. The exegetical guides of the day stressed
that the fundamental interpretive principles come directly from scripture: exegetes were
instructed to search scripture for instances in which it interpreted itself—especially those
instances in which the New Testament commented upon a proper understanding of events
from the Old Testament. In relation to Samson, one finds such an interpretive imperative
in the book of Hebrews. In the midst of a thorough explanation of how the leaders and
ceremonies of the Old Testament were ―figures‖ and ―shadows‖ of the Christian future,
the author of the epistle names several heroes of the faith:
And what shall I more say? for the time would fail me to tell of Gedeon, and of
Barak, and of Samson, and of Jephthae; of David also, and Samuel, and of the
prophets: Who through faith subdued kingdoms, wrought righteousness, obtained
promises, stopped the mouths of lions. Quenched the violence of fire, escaped the
edge of the sword, out of weakness were made strong, waxed valiant in fight,
turned to flight the armies of the aliens. Women received their dead raised to life
again: and others were tortured, not accepting deliverance; that they might obtain
a better resurrection: And others had trial of cruel mockings and scourgings, yea,
moreover of bonds and imprisonment: They were stoned, they were sawn
asunder, were tempted, were slain with the sword: they wandered about in
sheepskins and goatskins; being destitute, afflicted, tormented; (Of whom the
world was not worthy:) they wandered in deserts, and in mountains, and in dens
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and caves of the earth. And these all, having obtained a good report through faith,
received not the promise: God having provided some better thing for us, that they
without us should not be made perfect. (11:32-40)8
For early modern Protestants, this passage circumscribed the number of ways one might
interpret the Samson of Judges without purposefully reading in a way that contradicted
scripture. Readers who believed in the textual authority of the Bible would accordingly
feel that they had to interpret Samson in the same way as the author of Hebrews does,
understanding him to be one of the great men of the Old Testament. As Samuel Mather
writers, ―That Samson was a Godly Man is certain, because he is numbred [sic] amongst
those eminent Believers, Heb. 11‖ (103).
One might counter that the writer of Hebrews is not unequivocally endorsing
Samson‘s destruction of the temple. Although the writer summarizes the deeds of these
heroes as a group, many of these acts clearly apply to only one individual. For example,
―stopped the mouths of lions‖ refers to Daniel, while ―women received their dead raised
to life again,‖ references Samuel‘s miracles. Similarly, the statement that some ―out of
weakness were made strong‖ most unambiguously refers to Samson‘s final act—the only
instance in which he is made strong out of weakness. Also applicable to Samson is the
description of ―cruel mockings and scourgings, yea, moreover of bonds and
imprisonment.‖ While the more generally germane descriptions (―waxed valiant in fight,
turned to flight the armies of the aliens‖) might apply to Samson‘s earlier routings of the
Philistines, the most overt references to what earned him a place among these heroes
concerned his bringing down of the pagan temple of Dagon. The only New Testament
The author of Hebrews refers to the priests as being an ―example and shadow of
heavenly things‖ and ―the law having a shadow of the good things to come‖ (8:5, 10:1).
8
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assessment of Samson not only considers him admirable, but also reckons him among the
figures of the Old Testament, ―of whom the world was not worthy.‖ Hebrews‘ praise of
Samson figures largely in early modern discussions of Samson‘s heroism.
The central theologians of the Protestant Reformation followed the direction of
Hebrews and regarded Samson in an essentially positive light. Calvin affirms that
Samson is a type of Christ: ―All that Scripture predicts, in a favourable manner, about
Samson, may justly be applied to Christ. To express it more clearly, Christ is the original
model: Samson is the inferior antitype‖ (Harmony of the Evangelists 164). Calvin writes
that although Samson may have had mixed motives of zeal and vengeance in praying for
strength, it was God‘s will to destroy the Philistines, and so he answered Samson‘s prayer
(Institutes 472). In his Commentary on Corinthians, Calvin also portrays Samson as a
type of the Apostle Paul, declaring that Paul ―may be called a Spiritual Samson‖ (117).
Paul was a fit antitype of Samson as he suffered from a ―thorn in the flesh,‖ perhaps a
moral or physical shortcoming.9 Like Samson, Paul was a hero of the Christian faith,
despite a significant deficiency.10 Calvin‘s view of Samson draws upon that of the writer
of Hebrews, as both find him to be essentially heroic in character, though of course
inferior to Christ.11

In 2 Corinthians, Paul explains, ―And lest I should be exalted above measure through
the abundance of revelations, there was given to me a thorn in the flesh, the messenger of Satan to
buffet me, lest I should be exalted above measure‖ (12:7).
9

Calvin‘s typology here highlights how in some cases types might have more than one
antitype. Samson might be both a type of Paul and Christ. Samuel Mather refers to these as
typological ―constellations,‖ where a set of characters all have parallelism with one another. He
groups Samson, David, and Solomon together, writing that ―all which three put together, give a
bright and glorious Representation of Jesus Christ: Samson in his Death and Sufferings, David in
his Victories and Conquests, Solomon in the Peace and quiet Establishment of his Kingdom‖ (91).
10

Calvin commends the Old Testament figures enumerated in Hebrews 11 thus: ―They all
followed the guidance of God, and being animated by his promise, undertook what was
11
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When Calvin draws a link between a New Testament Christian and Samson, he
draws upon Hebrews‘ contrast between the spiritual and the physical—Paul is a spiritual
Samson. The writer of Hebrews explains the difference between the Old and New
Covenants in terms of physicality versus spirituality: the Old ―law having a shadow of
good things to come, and not the very image of the things‖ (10:1) is physical, not moral
or spiritual. Subsequent chapters of the epistle continue to contrast the spirituality and
peace of the New Covenant with the physical, often violent struggles of the Old. While
the Old Testament heroes of faith were men of war, under the New Covenant, believers
should receive the ―peaceable fruit of righteousness‖ that godly discipline brings and
pursue ―peace with all men, and holiness, without which no man shall see the Lord‖
(12:11, 14).
Luther differs in that he affirms the moral correctness of Samson‘s actions even
under the New Covenant, albeit only in exceptional circumstances. To a believer who
asks whether it is permissible to use the sword against evil, Luther answers that such
instances are ―rare and hazardous,‖ but ―where the Spirit is so richly present it may well
happen‖ (Basic Theological Writings 444). He continues:
Samson was called of God to harass the Philistines and deliver the children of
Israel. Although he used them as an occasion to further his own cause, still he did
not do so in order to avenge himself or to seek his own interests, but to serve
others and to punish the Philistines. No one but a true Christian, filled with the
Spirit, will follow this example. Where reason too tries to do likewise, it will
probably contend that it is not trying to seek its own, but this will be basically
commanded them being honoured with the testimony of the Holy Spirit‖ (Commentaries on
Hebrews 302).
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untrue, for it cannot be done without grace. Therefore first become like Samson,
and then you can also do as Samson did. (444)
While the implication is that only the rarest of believers could fill the shoes of Samson,
Luther nevertheless affirms that his violence was essentially virtuous and licensed by
God and may therefore be imitated by those filled with grace. It is consequently
unsurprising that in his sermons he asserts, ―Samson, David, Solomon, Aaron, and others
are appropriate and perfect types of Christ‖ (―Of Simeon‖ 180). While Calvin and Luther
offer different applications of Samson‘s actions, both affirm his typological status and the
morality of his actions.
Seventeenth-Century Typology, Samson, and Wittreich’s Misreadings
In the 1600s, Protestants‘ understanding of Samson was heavily influenced by the
flowering of figural thinking during this era. Because of the accolades given him in
Hebrews, interpreters felt bound to explicate Samson as a hero, and typology provided
the means of doing so. As with any biblical figure during this era, there exists a
continuum of interpretation, but the endorsement of Samson in Hebrews did much to
limit the range of this spectrum. The one constant is that Samson is regarded as
essentially a model hero figure who most centrally typifies Christ.12
Seventeenth-century exegetes understood Samson‘s prefiguration of Christ as
resting upon two central events: his birth and his death. These typological markers mirror
similar incidents in Christ‘s life. William Guild records, ―the Angel appeared twice unto
[Samson‘s] Parents‖ and ―So did the Angel appear once to Mary at the Annunciation, and
the second time to Joseph in a dream‖ (155-56). Thomas Taylor agrees: ―His conception
12

Samson was also seen as a type of the repentant Christian, or, as noted earlier, other
biblical heroes like Paul, David, and Solomon. All of these types ultimately related back to
Christ.
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foretold by the Angell of God, Judg. 13.5, So was Christs. His office foretold, he must be
a Saviour: So Christ‖ (55). In this way, one of the strongest typological markers in the
Samson story occurs at its outset.
Conversely, in his handbook, Samuel Mather names Samson as a type of Christ
most of all ―in his Death and Sufferings‖ (91). Guild also observes the most marked
similarities in their deaths: ―He was bound, led away, blinded, and at their Feast brought
forth, bound to a Pillar and mocked: but by that Pillar & pulling down thereof, he
destroyed more of his enemies at his death, than he did in his life‖ (158). He continues,
―So was Christ bound, led away, blinded with bloud and spittle, and at last, at the Feast of
the Passover, was nailed to the Cross, and mocked at: but by that crucifying on the Cross
he destroyed his enemies in a greater degree by his death, than ever they were in the time
of his life‖ (158). Guild does not refer to Christ‘s physical enemies, such as the
unbelieving Jews and Pharisees, but rather to his spiritual enemies: Satan and sin.13 In
dying, Christ broke the power of sin and emerged victorious over Satan. Thomas Taylor‘s
comparison of Samson‘s death with Christ‘s is too prolonged to reproduce here except in
summary. He observes a number of similarities, the following being the most prominent:
both were handed over for money, both were betrayed by someone close to them, both
fastened to a post, both offered themselves voluntarily, and both were made strong in the
weakest of their circumstances (56-62). The two strongest typological markers in the
Samson story thus occur at its beginning and ending.

As Deborah Shuger has noted, some Calvinist writings imply Christ‘s physical enemies
were also the object of divine violence during the subsequent destruction of Jerusalem. See The
Renaissance Bible, 123-27.
13
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The unique positioning of these markers causes significant tension within the
Samson story. Many other types of Christ had one particularly prominent typological
marker in the middle of their stories, such as Isaac‘s being (nearly) sacrificed by
Abraham or Jonah‘s three days in the belly of the whale. In such cases, the typological
climax of the story represents Christ‘s sacrifice in astounding clarity, while the events
before and after this apex are of less significance. For the Protestant reader, these figures
follow a kind of representative arc in which the real, historical experiences of Old
Testament characters climb only so high to achieve their parallels with Christ, then
dissipate back into the literal world of history. For example, Isaac is nearly sacrificed by
his father Moses, thus mirroring the crucifixion of Christ. But in his old age, Isaac bears
little similarity to the Savior: he is a blind old man who is deceived by his wife and son.
Following the advice of his mother, Jacob tricks Isaac into giving away Esau‘s blessing.
Isaac‘s figural significance has dwindled completely at the end of his life, as the aged
patriarch bears little in common with the Savior. The seventeenth-century typological
handbooks did not comment on Isaac‘s life beyond his sacrificial role as a young man
(Mather 83-85). As his typology with Christ focused centrally on that one event, exegetes
commented on this and did not consider the events before and after it.
This arc is reversed in Samson‘s narrative since the strongest typological markers
occur at his birth and death, along with others that are scattered throughout his life,
effecting a typology that was more a constant through his life—not circumscribed to one
specific episode in his life. While recognizing the congruity between Samson and Christ
was important, the story of the judge‘s life is rife with a number of potentially
questionable acts: Samson marries foreign women, wreaks brutal vengeance upon those
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who have wronged him directly or indirectly, repeatedly violates his Nazirite vow, and
consorts with a prostitute. These actions are doubly problematic because they violate not
only Old Testament law, but also in most cases breach New Testament morality. Because
these problems occur between the two markers of Samson‘s birth and death, Milton‘s
Protestant contemporaries felt more than usual pressure to explain them through
typology. To use our earlier example, while early modern interpreters did not feel
particularly obligated to explain the typology of Isaac‘s actions at the end of his life (he
was old and perhaps befuddled), they did explain Samson‘s mistakes (or seeming
mistakes) within this figural framework.
In his books Interpreting Samson Agonistes (1987) and Shifting Contexts (2002),
Joseph Wittreich spends considerable energy describing the typological conversation
surrounding Samson in the seventeenth century. He claims that the perceived heroism of
the Samson figure declined from the time of the Renaissance to the latter seventeenth
century, as exegetes began to recognize those actions ―which seem most un-Christlike—
his marrying of infidels, his slaying of the lion, his firing the tails of foxes‖ (Interpreting
180). Citing few and only rarely quoting a select handful of sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury sources to support his most extreme claims, Wittreich argues that early modern
attitudes toward Samson became increasingly negative. In particular, to support his
interpretation of Samson‘s death as a second fall, he claims that seventeenth-century
Protestants portrayed a Judge who, blindly led by selfish motives, ―may awaken from
‗spirituall lethargie,‘ but only to fall again, because not strengthened ‗to resist the
spirituall Philistines‘ who, through Delilah, lull him back into the ‗lap of carnal
pleasures‘‖ (185). The phrases he quotes come from John Downame‘s The Christian
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Warfare (1608), but Downame‘s text actually refers to how a Christian might have an
experience similar to Samson‘s, which is made obvious by his references to spiritual
lethargy and spiritual Philistines: a Christian might resist spiritual Philistines, i.e.,
temptations, only to fall back into the temptation of carnal pleasure. When Downame
writes of awakening only to fall again, he is not, as Wittreich implies, describing
Samson‘s pushing down the temple as backsliding into spiritual lethargy or carnal
pleasure. The parallelism he actually wishes to highlight is where Delilah repeatedly tries
to betray Samson, and in each case he is able to resist her until she finally succeeds: he
reveals his secret and she cuts his hair after he falls asleep in her lap. When read in
context, the ―lap of carnal pleasures‖ that he falls into is not to be associated with the
destruction of the temple, but with Delilah‘s seduction. It is helpful to hear from
Downame himself on this score:
Sampson, who did willingly pull downe the house upon his owne, and the
Philistims heads, who notwithstanding is, by the Apostle numbered among the
faithfull […] this fact of Sampson was altogether extraordinary; in which hee was
particularly guided by the speciall counsell of God, and strengthened by his Spirit,
for the atchieving of this enterprise, enteded for the deliverance of Gods people,
and destruction of his enemies; that thereine hee might be a lively type of our
Savior Iesus Christ, who by his death overcame all the enemies of our salvation.
(74)
Downame actually celebrates the death of Samson as a particularly lively type of Christ
and does not, as Wittreich claims, heap scorn upon the judge for this destruction of the
Philistines. In Downame‘s explication, Samson‘s abstaining from violence would have
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been to reject the ―speciall counsel of God.‖ Samson was to be lauded for destroying the
Temple of Dagon since the angelic prophecy had decreed that the destruction of the
Philistines was God‘s intended function for Samson.
Wittreich similarly employs the writings of Thomas Taylor to support his claim
that Samson was a far from laudable character in the seventeenth century. Yet in Christ
Revealed (1635), Taylor comments upon Samson‘s virtues at length. The aspects that
Wittreich finds most un-Christlike, Samson‘s ―marrying of infidels, his slaying of the
lion, his firing the tails of foxes‖ (Interpreting 180), are all extolled by Taylor, who
celebrates both Samson and Christ‘s victories over their enemies, as well as Samson‘s
relationships with foreign women, which are ―a type of Christs love to the Gentiles,
casting his love on her that was not beloved, to make his dispised and dispersed of the
Gentiles his spouse and wife‖ (Taylor 56). One might wonder how Wittreich uses
Taylor‘s extended praise of Samson to support his claim that the exegetes of this period
held the warrior-Judge in disdain. He uses the following quotation: ―although Sampson
the type was at last overcome by his enemies: [presumably unlike his type] our true
Sampson is invincible‖ (188). The phrase in brackets is Wittreich‘s addition, but one fails
to see how this damns Samson at all. Did Milton‘s contemporaries really fault Samson
for his lack of invincibility? Samson is not unique in this respect. All types of Christ fell
short of the Savior himself. All were unlike the Savior in that they were unable to return
from the grave after death.
Wittreich asserts that Samson as a type of Christ was essentially extinct by 1650;
however, the scant historical evidence he provides, often misrepresented, does little to
support this argument. The chronology of his sources is often anachronistic, jumping
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back and forth across centuries to support his argument of a declining of Samson over a
period of decades.14 Much of his argument stems from a misunderstanding of typology:
any time an author records any disparity between the Savior and the judge, Wittreich
takes it as evidence of ―the eventual demise of the Samson typology‖ (189). He somehow
fails to realize that all typological handbooks recognized the disparity between Christ and
all of his types. Wittreich concludes that in the second half of the seventeenth century,
―Samson now seems to resemble the Great Beast. He who seemed a type of Christ is
revealed as an arm of Antichrist‖ (209, 210). Surprisingly, he gives no support for this
extreme assertion: no footnote, no citation, no direction as to where he finds these views
in the exegetical literature of this era.15 It is possible that he is obliquely referring to a
quotation he uses in his first chapter, where Daniel Dyke writes that if one does not rely
on God, Satan will overthrow him, ―which Samson did to the Philistins‖ (242). The
problem is that this isolated reference to Samson is really no more than a simile; it merely
compares the action of one adversary overthrowing another but does not imply that
Samson is a villain any more than it implies that the Philistines were true believers who

For example, page 185 summarizes Wittreich‘s view of Samson‘s decline with no
direct quotations from any sources, but he merely footnotes several sources dating from the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. A review of these sources demonstrates they do not support
his ultimate claim. For a fuller understanding of the many problems with Wittreich‘s
manipulation of his source material, see Evans 109-11, Mueller 300-04, and Low 415-18.
14

15

Although he ultimately agrees with Wittreich to some degree regarding the contrast
between Milton‘s Samson and Christ, Derek Wood similarly observes the scholar‘s lack of
evidence in relation to his ―central assertion that Samson is to be associated with Satan‖ (11). He
continues, ―As with the ‗discovery‘ of cold nuclear fusion a few years ago, it is very difficult to
replicate these findings. Often, remarks Wittreich cites are not to be found on the pages cited. A
crucial suggestion may be followed by a recommendation to ‗see‘ a certain work. When this is
consulted, it often has no bearing on the suggestion‖ (11). Wood goes on to examine many of
Wittreich‘s citations in this manner, providing the actual quotations from these texts, and in fact
none of the sources Wittreich quotes actually portray Samson as Satan or the Antichrist.
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had forgotten that their strength came from God.16 In fact, the only seventeenth-century
explication of Samson in relation to the Satan or the Antichrist portrays his overthrowing
of the temple of Dagon as analogous to the Protestant attack on the Antichrist, i.e., the
Pope and the Catholic Church: ―Better for us if we cannot out-live Antichrist, out-live
Babylon, and the enemies of the Reformation; to adventure (as far as wee are warranted)
our selves to death in the Cause: yea, Let us take hold of the pillars of the House of
Dagon, of the temple of Antichrist, and say, Now let me die with Antichrist, Rome and
Babylon; Better so (I say) than to live with the eyes of our Religion put out, and to grind
in the mill of slavery: For by this meanes the children that shall come after us shall fit
upon our tombes and say, that they had active parents, which with their blud and
carcasses did dresse the ground for Reformation to spring up after them‖ (Bond 59).
Despite numerous reviewers highlighting the historical inaccuracies in Wittreich‘s
1986 book, a generation of Miltonists has accepted his portrayal of the seventeenthcentury discussions of Samson. For example, in The Uncertain World of Samson
Agonistes (2001), John T. Shawcross cites Wittreich to support his claim that Samson
was understood as a ―negative hero‖ during the seventeenth century (49). Similarly, in
Dominion Underserved (2013), Eric B. Song notes, ―Wittreich has detailed the tradition
of interpreting Samson typologically to show the difficulties that Samson presents to this
mode of exegesis,‖ and he follows Wittreich‘s mistaken assertion that Luther rejects
Samson, especially for his acts of violence (132). While Miltonists have questioned
Wittreich‘s evidence, they have not entirely rejected his claims.

16

For an almost identical explication of Protestants as Samsons who throw down the
Antichrist of Rome, see Poole 199. Here, Samson is seen not as the antichrist, but as victor over
the antichrist.
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Others have gone further in not only accepting Wittreich‘s claims regarding
seventeenth-century opinions on Samson, but also using these claims to support an
overall negative reading of Milton‘s Samson. In Exiled from Light (2001), Derek Wood
draws upon Wittreich‘s idea that Milton wanted to contrast rather than compare Samson
with Christ. He argues that Samson represents the ―condition of un-Christian savagery
acted out . . . under the Law‖ (xxii). Accordingly, he reads ―Milton‘s fictionalization‖ as
having ―dark emphases‖ that present ―Samson as a profoundly ambiguous example‖
when it comes to Christian imitation (xxii).In Shifting Contexts (2002), Wittreich himself
persists in his claims without addressing his reviewers‘ criticisms of his earlier book.17
Michael Bryson enlarges upon Wittreich‘s claims that Samson was regarded as a kind of
antichrist in his 2012 The Atheist Milton. He asserts that ―Samson Agonistes is Milton‘s
final and most devastating critique of theism, of the belief that a personal God exists, that
you know the will of that God, and that the will of that God is that you kill in his name‖
(137). Bryson explains that Samson is the opposite of Christ—―Satan on a human scale‖
(150).18 Many such arguments rely on Wittreich‘s claims that Milton used typology to
demonize his Samson. If seventeenth-century interpretations of Samson were not, as
17

While Wittreich claims that he has reached this conclusion by discovering new
historical source material, a review of his sources reveals that they are quite limited. By and large.
he uses mostly the same sources as Krouse, especially when it comes to ―negative‖ examples of
Samson. For example, one of the commentators Wittreich actually quotes is Heinrich Bullinger,
but this quotation comes from the same pages that Krouse quotes in his work. Worse, his
anachronistic quotation of Bullinger does not, in context, support the idea that Samson was
perceived as sinful in the seventeenth century (Interpreting 185). Krouse, on the other hand, gives
us a lengthier quotation that demonstrates how the Reformers saw Samson‘s central sin as
allowing himself to be manipulated by Delilah (76). The prime difference is that Wittreich omits
Bullinger‘s declaration that after sinning Samson ―repented heartily‖ and was accordingly
restored (Decades 209). Thus, instead of being the result of fuller historical investigation,
Wittreich‘s later claims are often based on ignoring evidence more clearly given in Krouse‘s text.
Bryson makes similar arguments in his article, ―A Poem to the Unknown God: Samson
Agonistes and Negative Theology.‖
18
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Wittreich claims, largely negative, then Milton‘s use of typology in the drama does not
imply that he wished to portray Samson as a villain. In this sense, misconceptions about
seventeenth-century attitudes do not persevere merely in Wittreich‘s work; they continue
to trouble Milton studies as a whole.19 Furthermore, many recent scholars, especially
those seeking to portray Milton as disapproving of Samson, are building upon Wittreich‘s
faulty foundation. The following review of seventeenth-century conceptions of Samson is
thus not only informative but also essential to a proper understanding of Milton‘s thought
in relation to his contemporaries.
Although Wittreich claims that Samson as a venerable type became extinct by
1650, further research shows a steady stream of sources dating from 1600 to 1700 that
identify Samson as an estimable type of Christ in essentially the same way (209). 20 These
texts reveal a remarkable consensus over the basic interpretation of Samson, so that from
the early Reformation to 1700, Protestants‘ essential understanding of the judge remains
the same: he is an Old Testament type of Christ who, despite his failings, is above all a
hero of the faith. Just as Luther had described him as an ―excellent‖ man, ―full of the
Holy Ghost,‖ fit to be grouped with King David (Commentary on Galatians 90), over a
century later, exegetes read him in precisely the same manner. Samson‘s status remains
firm throughout the seventeenth century, with scores of texts explicitly naming him as a
Song follows Wittreich‘s assertion that Luther rejects Samson, especially for his acts of
violence (132), yet (as addressed above) Luther repeatedly praises Samson and endorses his
attacks on the Philistines.
19
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Agreement on this point spans virtually every variety of English Protestantism. In order
of publication date, Rutherford 181; Estye 31; Guild 155-60, Kellet 133; Downame 74;
Ainsworth 168; Hayne 217-18; Bond 59; Petrie 8; Burgess 15; Roberts Clavis Bibliorum 42;
Leigh 88; Harris 254; Baxter 59; Lyford 60; Taylor 109; Andrewes 569-70; Stalham 148, Caryl
97, 328-29; Crook 391; Vertue 45-55; Hall 36; Diodati 14-16; Owen 272-73; Tuckney 589-90;
Walker 187; Keach 232; Poole 13; Mather 91; Lightfoot 52; Woodhead 245-46; Hales 159; and
Abbadie 498. Also, see the entire sermon by David Crossley, Samson a Type of Christ.
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type of Christ. Though these exegetes note Samson‘s disparity with Christ in certain
aspects (just as they did with figures like David), without exception they celebrate
Samson as a hero of the Old Testament and a spiritual example for believers, most
vividly in his final destruction of the Philistines. In 1691, David Crossley, a young
Baptist minister, delivered his sermon ―Samson a Type of Christ‖ in London, which
offers a lengthy praise of the judge‘s affection for his Timnian bride as a picture of
Christ‘s love for the Church. Nineteenth-century historian Abel Parry writes of
Crossley‘s sermon that it was celebrated as a ―remarkable production,‖ promptly
published, and subsequently passed through three editions in the preacher‘s lifetime
(Parry 202-06, Turner 38). Samson as an admirable type of Christ was alive and well at
the end of the seventeenth century.21
While Wittreich is absolutely right that interpreters did not approve of Samson‘s
un-Christlike actions, he is mistaken exactly about what seventeenth-century readers
deemed un-Christlike. Wittreich focuses on Samson‘s marriage to Philistine women and,
paradoxically, his savagery towards the Philistines as examples of his error, but these
aspects of the narrative were not particularly disturbing to Milton‘s contemporaries. At
the opening of the Samson narrative, the children of Israel are sorely oppressed by the
David Crossley‘s life seems to have mirrored Samson‘s to an extent in that he had a
significant fall from grace and ensuing repentance. After enjoying a career as a minister, Crossley
fell under accusations of misconduct, his detractors noting, "Whereas Mr. Crossley, in times past
an useful worthy man for many years, now lately has led a very scandalous and ungodly life, to
the great reproach of us all as well as our holy religion‖ (Parry 209). Crossley's expulsion took
place in 1719, and he contracted a serious illness that following year. Nineteenth-century
historian Abel Parry records that Crossley‘s sickness ―seems to have been, under the Divine
blessing, the means of bringing him into a sense of his condition‖ (211). He goes on to note,
―Crossley, after recovering from his moral sickness, was in due time reinstated in the ministry,
and became one of the most useful and devoted of ministers for nearly twenty-four years
afterwards‖ (211). While the exact nature of Crossley‘s sin was never recorded, it might be
supposed that if this sin was of a sexual nature, this perhaps contributed to his focus on
explicating Samson‘s seemingly disgraceful relationships with women as moral acts.
21
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Philistines. Milton‘s contemporaries interpreted Samson‘s progressive victories over the
Philistines as types of Christ‘s triumph over sin, or the believer‘s relying on God for
strength in temptation. Indeed, much of the Old Testament is a record of constant warfare
between Israel and its enemies, and few Protestant exegetes in the early modern era seem
particularly troubled by the continuous bloodshed of these narratives. Samuel Mather
asserts that all of Israel‘s victories over its enemies were a type of Christ‘s victory: ―And
there were not only such typical Mercies and Deliverances, but typical Vengeance and
Destruction upon Enemies, the Flood, Sodom and Gomorrah, Egypt, Jericho, Babylon,
Edom‖ (Mather 538). When read typologically and transferred to the spiritual realm,
Samson‘s violence produced congruity with Christ.
Even when viewed from a literal/historical perspective, Samson‘s violence was
seen as appropriate. 22 For example, the author of the pamphlet ―Killing No Murder,‖ uses
Samson‘s slaying of the Philistines as a scriptural example that legitimates the
assassination of Oliver Cromwell (286). In responding to this argument in his pamphlet
―Killing is Murder‖ (1657), Michael Hawke gives the following reading of the Samson
story:
The Philistines and Sampson were open Enemies, and consequently all acts of
killing, and spoiling, were lawful between them. But this example will receive a
stronger answer, which is a particular promise that God made to Manoah (the
For example, Downame writes, ―Neither is it possible that hee should willingly
continue in this captivitie, because hee hath a naturall love and propensitie to his libertie, nor that
hee should abide in it if he recover his strength, whereby he is enabled to overcome his enemy, as
wee see in the example of Sampson, who chose rather to die with the Philistims then to live in
bondage with them: And so the child of God neither will nor can live in that sinne which hath led
him captive upon some disadvantage‖ (307). For similar observations, see Baxter 171, Ussher
142, Fenner 163-64.
22
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mother of Sampson) that he would give her a son, who should begin to deliver
Israel out of the hands of the Philistines. And to this purpose we shall find, that
the Spirit of God moved him, v. 25. of the same Chap. So v. 19. of the next Chap.
The Spirit of the Lord came upon him So Ch. 15.v.14. -- came mightily upon him,
&c. and divers other places of the like nature. And so I think this Answer
sufficient, 1. That they were open Enemies. 2. If they had not been so, there was
an immediate inspiration from God to that purpose, and consequently not the act
of a private man. (25)
Hawke argues that Israel was essentially being occupied by a foreign army, so any
resistance was legitimate—and even if it were not, he adds that scripture expressly
records that Samson was born for precisely this end. What is significant is that though
these pamphleteers are on opposing sides of a fierce debate over whether or not the
assassination of a political leader is moral, the one constant is that they both view
Samson‘s aggression toward the Philistines as just. Similarly, Lloyd Lodowick‘s The
Stratagems of Jerusalem (1602), a monograph on military strategies taken from the Bible,
notes that Samson‘s attack during a festive event was scripturally appropriate, and
furthermore, a common tactic in antiquity.23 Commentator Alexander Shields also notes
that Samson‘s strategy was a common one in scripture, comparing it to the assault on the
Philistines by Jonathan and his armor bearer, a ―Heroick Action, without Publick
―Many armies have bene taken, slain & overthrowne in the midst of banquets, as the
Syrians were at the besieging of Samaria, making merry in their tents & banquetting, were forced
to flie, and in their flight to be slaine. So was Simon the high Priest at Ierusalem with his two
sonnes slaine at a banquet, by the stratagem of Ptolomeu who married Simons owne daughter,
after he had receiued them into his house, and were merry at theyr banquet. So Tyrphon slue
Ionathan, and both his sonnes. So Ismael being receiued of Godoliah into his house and well
entertained, Ismael slue Godolias in his own house, too many such strategems are extant‖ (Lloyd
113).
23
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Authority‖ (675). Seventeenth-century readers felt little compassion for the worshippers
at the Temple of Dagon, judging Samson‘s violence to be just in the context of war.
Milton himself employs Samson as an example of moral violence in his political
writings. In his First Defense, he argues that the execution of Charles I was legitimate,
citing Ehud and Samson as examples of men who killed oppressive leaders in accord with
the divine will. Milton remarks that Samson, ―slew not one, but many of his country‘s
tyrants. And as he had first duly prayed to God to be his help, it follows that he counted it
not wickedness, but a duty, to kill his masters, his country‘s tyrants‖ (183).24 Similarly, of
Ehud‘s slaying of Eglon, Milton remarks, ―If Ehud killed him justly, we too have done
justly in putting Charles to death‖ (183).25 While this chapter deals with the figural, or
typological reading of Samson, and its relevance to the individual, Milton‘s literal
reading of Samson‘s violence is enlightening. Milton scholars have often looked for an
allegorical relation between Milton‘s poetry and the struggle of Cromwell and Charles I.
Almost without exception these debates have focused on reading the war between God
and the Satanic rebels as an allegory of the struggle between Charles I and Cromwell.26
This of course introduces the thorny problem of whether or not Milton saw God the
Father as a similarly illegitimate tyrant, causing many recent scholars to reject the idea

J.M. Evans uses this passage to similarly respond to Wittreich‘s arguments. See The
Miltonic Moment, 127-28.
24

Ehud‘s killing of Eglon, the King of Moab, was similar to Samson‘s destruction of the
temple in that it was not a typical act of warfare. Ehud visits Eglon on the pretense of giving him
a present. When he arrives, he says he has a secret message for the King, and asks that all of his
attendants leave the room. Once he is alone, he stabs Eglon and escapes unnoticed. See Judges
3:15-30.
25
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For some critics who have read the War in Heaven in such allegorical terms, see
Kendrick 151 and Bryson ―‗His Tyranny Who Reigns‘‖ 111-44.
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that this sort of political allegory is at work in the poem.27 Milton‘s First Defense
suggests, however, that if there is a direct figural link between this political controversy
and Milton‘s poetry, it is likely to be found in Samson Agonistes. Milton reads Samson
and Ehud‘s actions as parallel to the execution of Charles I: all were acts of violence
undertaken for the purpose of liberating the oppressed from tyrannous rule.
Milton also cast Samson‘s actions as heroic when reading them figurally. In his
theological treatise De Doctrina Christiana, Milton uses Hebrews‘ description of
Samson, Gideon, and other men ―of whom the world was not worthy‖ as examples of the
virtue fortitude, which he describes as ―chiefly conspicuous in repelling evil‖ (17:24748). Milton classifies fortitude as being in the ―class of virtues connected with the duty of
man towards himself,‖ which are ―exercised in the resistance to, or the endurance of evil‖
(17:247). He goes on to contrast the fortitude of these Old Testament war heroes with the
failing of timidity: ―Opposed to fortitude are, first, timidity‖ (17:251).28 Milton, like
many of his contemporaries, understood Samson‘s battles against the enemies of Israel as
parallel to the individual‘s combat with sin. Nowhere in Milton‘s writings is there any
criticism of Samson‘s final actions, but rather the poet considers the judge‘s example
relevant to the political situation of his day as one who overthrew tyranny and also
relevant to all men as an example of fortitude, a key virtue.
Seventeenth-century conversations about Samson‘s violence had an almost
inverse tenor to contemporary discussion. As previously noted, today the morality of
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See Bennett 44, Davies 11-12, Fallon 3, Hughes 188. Also relevant is Stella Purce
Revard‘s study The War in Heaven: Paradise Lost and the Tradition of Satan’s Rebellion.
In a similar vein, Milton also uses the reference to Samson‘s ―cruel mocking and
scourgings‖ in Hebrews 11 as an example of ―the frauds and persecutions practiced by the
enemies of the church (16:316-17).
28
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Samson‘s final act is constantly questioned, and critics must bring evidence to support
their ethical understanding of this atrocious deed. In Milton‘s day, however, Samson‘s
destruction of Dagon‘s temple was unquestionably moral. The ethical appropriateness of
his assaults is hardly ever called into question; instead, because it was so firmly
established as a moral act, it is most commonly used as evidence to support other acts of
violence like the attempts to assassinate Cromwell or the execution of Charles I.
On the other hand, there was a negative side to the discussion of Samson as a
type: potentially problematic were his self-murder, his using a prostitute in Gaza, and his
capitulation to Delilah. Samson‘s death was disconcerting to some because suicide was
the potentially damning theological variable in the story. While exegetes felt the need to
address this concern, they all ultimately concluded that Samson was justified in
sacrificing his life, though they may give different reasons. Many exegetes maintained
Samson‘s death did nothing to legitimate suicide; it was either an act of war, or if it was
suicide, was a spiritually sanctioned exception in a rare circumstance. Anthony Farindon
attributes Samson‘s sacrifice to the exemplary nature of his spirit: ―Samson killed
himself; but every man is not a Samson, hath not Samson‘s spirit‖ (423). Similarly,
Thomas Fuller cautions that Samson‘s act was moral because its end was the defeat of the
Philistines. Accordingly, if one sacrifices one‘s life in an act of warfare, it will be
forgiven, but this license does not necessarily extend to other circumstances (91). Others
see divine decree as excusing Samson. The poet Frances Quarles writes, ―I dare not taske
stout Samson for his death; / Nor wandring Ionah, that bequeath‘d his breath / To raging
Seas, when God commanded so‖ (ll. 37-39). These exegetes saw Samson‘s seemingly
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suicidal death as being legitimated by his circumstances, judging it an act of war or
obedience to an unusual command from God.
Other exegetes understood Samson‘s typology with Christ as the unusual context
of the judge‘s death. In Biathanatos (1608), John Donne cites Samson‘s typological
relation to Christ as support for his argument in favor of suicide. Donne asserts that
Samson ―had as much reason, and as much authority to kill himselfe, as to kill the
Philistims‖ because he was working for ―only the glory of God‖ (15). Furthermore, ―In
this manner of dying, as much as in any thing els, he was a Type of Christ‖ (201).29
Similarly, John Downame responds to those who use the Samson story to condone
suicide by explaining the unusual circumstances of the judge‘s death. He explains that
Samson ―was particularly guided by the speciall counsell of God, and strengthened by his
Spirit‖ to achieve ―the deliverance of Gods people . . . that thereine hee might be a lively
type of our Savior Jesus Christ‖ (74). For Downame, the immediate reason for Samson‘s
self-sacrifice was the deliverance of the Israelites, but the ultimate reason is that he might
be a type of Christ. In this same vein, Samuel Rutherford writes, ―Typicalnesse sometime
may be ground of doing what is extraordinary, as Sampson killed himselfe and his
enemies, which he could not have done in ordinary, but he was in it a type of Christ, who
slew more in his death, (and that most voluntary, Joh. 10.18.) then in his life‖ (181). With
regard to Samson‘s death, one sees how powerful an imperative was God‘s figural
structuring of history: he might allow an event that appeared to be a suicide (or at least
alarmingly close to suicide) in order to ensure the parallelism between Samson and
Christ. Despite their initial uneasiness over Samson‘s death, all of these exegetes
29

George F. Butler considers the subject of suicide in the work of Milton and Donne in
his article, ―Donne‘s Biathanatos and Samson Agonistes.‖ Butler does not discuss other
seventeenth-century writers‘ approaches to the issue.
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ultimately agree that the judge was correct to sacrifice his own life in order to deliver the
Israelites from Philistine oppression.
Seventeenth-century interpreters did not find Samson‘s marriage un-Christlike; in
fact, it was a rare Old Testament example of God‘s abrogation of the law, prefiguring
Christ‘s love for a gentile Church. While Wittreich cites his amorous attractions as an
example of the judge‘s sins, they were actually one of the most important facets of his
congruity with Jesus. While his pursuit of the Timnian woman upset Samson‘s parents
because it violated Hebrew custom, the text of Judges explains, ―But his father and his
mother knew not that it was of the Lord, that he sought an occasion against the
Philistines: for at that time the Philistines had dominion over Israel‖ (14:4). Protestant
readers considered this powerful evidence of the typological significance of history, for it
demonstrated that God was concerned not with the outer shell of the law, but with the
kernel of truth in the story—that one day, the doors of God‘s kingdom would be open to
the Gentiles, and Christ‘s bride, like Samson‘s, would come from a foreign people.30
Indeed, the entire text of Crossley‘s popular sermon on the Samson typology explained
the judge‘s marriage to the Timnian along these lines. While one might expect a disparity
based on the differences between law and grace, surprisingly, Samson already has one
foot in the dispensation of grace. Thomas Cooper observes that marriages like Samson‘s
and Boaz‘s occur only ―when the occasions have been extraordinary and the dispensation
heavenly‖ (176). Samson‘s marriage to Philistine women was accordingly not conceived
of in terms of disparity but rather as a congruity with Christ (Vertue 45).
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This was one of the most commonly observed typological parallels with Christ, and
thus I do not have the space here to catalogue every instance of its use. For some examples, see
Cooper 176, Guild 157, and Taylor Christ Revealed 56.
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Milton‘s contemporaries agreed on Samson‘s primary sin: his telling Delilah that
the way to rob him of his strength would be to cut his hair. William Bridges remarks,
―Was not Sampson a good man? and yet by his sin, he lost his Eyes‖ (Twenty One 60).
Samson‘s giving in to Delilah was often used as a metaphor for the believer‘s falling into
temptation. In this vein, Robert Harris writes, ―It is with us as with Samson: now (said
he) I‘le shake my self as in former times: but poor Samson is not now the man, his wings
are clipt, his hair cut, his strength lost, till God repair him; he must be now a captive, a
bondslave‖ (v). Early modern Protestant commentators generally avoided commenting
directly on Samson‘s other sins, such as his use of harlots. Instead, exegetes often
referred to his sins in the plural. Luther writes, ―Sampson, David, and many other
excellent men, full of the Holy Ghost, fell into great sins‖ (Commentary on Galatians
90). Similarly, the Elizabethan John Stubbs refers to ―Samson and Solomon, whose
virtues we must imitate and not these their sins‖ (10).31 Even these mistakes had a
purpose, however. Luther explains, ―Such errors and offences of the saints, the scripture
setteth forth to the comfort of those that are afflicted and oppressed with desperation, and
to the terror of the proud. No man hath so grievously fallen at any time, but he may rise
again‖ (90). This did not mean Samson was unfit for imitation. To be sure, no one
encouraged believers to imitate Samson‘s mistake, but when exegetes referred to his sins,
it was almost without exception in order to encourage believers to follow his example of
repentance. All believers fall into sin; none is perfect. Consequently, figures like Samson
and David offered a model for frail humanity that Christ did not. Because Christ never
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Swiss reformer Heinrich Bullinger similarly emphasizes this point in The Decades

(209-10).
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succumbed to temptation, he never had need of repentance. Figures like Samson,
however, offer a vibrant picture of how to turn back to God after stumbling. 32
Though exegetes recognized that Samson had made mistakes, they still
considered him a hero of the faith.33 While the Samson of Judges was unlike Christ in
that his own mistakes resulted in his downfall, the figure of Delilah also aligns him with
Christ through her resemblance to Judas. Milton‘s contemporaries were quick to
recognize this congruence: like Christ, Samson was betrayed by one of those closest to
him. John Flavel writes that Samson was betrayed by Delilah ―that lay in his bosom; so
Christ by Judas, one of the twelve; a man, his friend, his familiar, that had been so long
conversant with him‖ (275). Thomas Taylor highlights another point of commonality:
―Both sold for money, Sampson by Delilah to the Princes of the Philistims, Judge. 16. 5.
Christ for thirty peeces of silver unto the chiefe Priest‖ (56).34 Delilah‘s betrayal not only
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Jane Mueller surmises as much in her response to the evidence Wittreich supplies to
support his claim that Samson was unfit for imitation: ―This material at worst leaves Samson a
flawed and erring figure among numerous others in the Old Testament. He is no more
disqualified as a type of Christ for exhibiting gross inadequacy and difference nor debarred by
earlier sin from eventual reinstatement with God than Jacob and David are‖ (302).
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In early modern discussions of Christological types, perhaps the closest corollary to the
type of Samson is that of King David. As far back as Luther the two were often grouped together
both in their successes and failings. In a short list of appropriate types of Christ, Luther names
only Samson, David, Solomon, and Aaron (―Of Simeon‖ 180). As previously mentioned, he also
uses Samson and David as examples of men full of the Holy Spirit who nevertheless fell into sin
(Commentary on Galatians 90). In the seventeenth century, exegetes continued this practice.
Jeremy Taylor uses Samson, David, and Peter‘s failings as examples of ―single instances of sin in
the midst of a laudable life‖ (214-15). For further seventeenth-century examples of David and
Samson being used in tandem in this manner, see Bridge 17, Burgess 228, Diodati annotations to
Judges 14-16, Farindon 423, Flavel 275, Froysell 111, Hales 191, Marlow 79, Morland 90,
Sedgwick 625, and Watson 219.
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Exegetes also highlighted the sympathetic aspect of this episode: to be sure, Samson
failed but only after being rejected by his countrymen and then betrayed by the one person he
loved the most. In this sense, although he fell, he was first wrongfully deceived ―under shew of
love‖ and so delivered to the Philistines (Guild 158). See also Hayne 217.
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aligns Samson with Christ through its parallelism, but also lessens Samson‘s guilt in
relation to his most grievous failing.
Typological Markers and Samson Agonistes
While Milton‘s contemporaries looked favorably upon the Samson of Judges,
Samson Agonistes differs from the biblical account in some respects. Since Milton
follows Aristotle‘s unities in keeping his tragedy within a natural, twenty-four hour time
period, the poem‘s structure liberates Samson‘s story from the linear history of the Judges
narrative. Milton thus removes much of the problematic typological trough: since most of
Samson‘s life is told in retrospect, Milton is free to have various characters relate the
events of the judge‘s life in a nonchronological manner. In this way, Samson Agonistes is
more conducive to typological comparisons with Christ than the original Judges
narrative. Narrating Samson‘s past retrospectively also casts the judge in a positive light.
Krouse observes that Milton presents the reader with a mature Samson who can look
back on the petty conflicts of his past with retrospective wisdom (91). For example, when
Samson recalls his riddle to the Philistines (Judges 14) and states that his riddling days
are now past, it seems he has grown (SA 1064). Milton‘s Samson is accordingly more
sympathetic, as he is not the hotheaded warrior of his youth, but instead the wiser,
suffering prisoner of the Philistines.
The first typological markers in Samson Agonistes have to do with Samson‘s
birth. Milton emphasizes these, as characters repeatedly refer to the annunciation of
Samson‘s birth. This typological marker does not merely occur at the beginning of the
text, as it does in Judges, but is instead repeatedly sprinkled throughout the narrative.
Early on, Samson mentions the angelic annunciation of his nativity:
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O wherefore was my birth from Heaven foretold
Twice by an angel, who at last in sight
Of both my parents mall in flames ascended
From off the altar, where an off‘ring burned
As in a fiery column charioting
His godlike presence, and from some great act
Or benefit revealed to Abraham‘s race? (SA 23-29)
Here, the analogical structuring of history is doubly magnified, for not only does the
detail of the twice foretold birth remind us of Christ, but also the ―fiery column
charioting‖ prefigures Elijah‘s ascension to heaven.35 Manoa subsequently recalls the
details of Samson‘s birth again: ―For this did the angel twice descend?‖ (SA 361), as does
Samson with lines that could just as easily be applied to Christ as himself: ―destined from
the womb, / Promised by Heavenly message twice descending‖ (SA 634-35). The Chorus
similarly reminds us of the double annunciation of the judge‘s birth, calling on God to
―Send thee the angel of the birth, to stand / Fast by thy side‖ (SA 1431-32). In this way,
the reader continually encounters the overt parallelism between Samson and Christ. The
result is a sort of figural irony, where Samson despairs that he has fallen short of his role
as a deliverer, but the typology of his lament reminds the reader of his congruity with
Christ, the ultimate deliverer. While Samson mourns the seeming demise of the angel‘s
prophecies, the reader knows these predictions will not merely come true, but that they
will ultimately be fulfilled again in Christ.

―And it came to pass, as they still went on, and talked, that, behold, there appeared a
chariot of fire, and horses of fire, and parted them both asunder; and Elijah went up by a
whirlwind into heaven‖ (2 Kings 2:11).
35
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Another passage linked to the judge‘s birth occurs as the Chorus is contemplating
the seemingly irrational manner of God‘s working through Samson:
He would not else who never wanted means,
Nor, in respect of the enemy just cause
To set his people free,
Have prompted this heroic Nazarite,
Against his vow of strictest purity,
To seek in marriage that fallacious bride,
Unclean, unchaste. (SA 315-21)
Inquiring into the significance of this passage for Milton‘s contemporaries highlights the
way that seventeenth-century interpreters solved exegetical problems through typology.
Matthew records of Christ, ―And he came and dwelt in a city called Nazareth: that it
might be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophets, He shall be called a Nazarene‖
(2:23). The problem here is that in the Old Testament there is no record of a prophecy
dictating that the Messiah should come from Nazareth. In the seventeenth century,
Protestant exegetes explained this through reading Samson‘s life as a figural prophecy:
―Both must be Nazarites, Sampson by the Law of Nazarites, Numb. 6,2. Christ by
occasion of the place in which he was educated not by law‖ (Taylor 55). Alexander Petrie
explains, ―He [Jesus] is called a Nazarite, not that he did use their rites and customes (for
he drank wine, and they did not) but because he was typifyed by the Nazarite Samson: for
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he slewe more by his death than by his lyf‖ (8).36 Samson‘s being a Nazarite from birth
was one of the most common figurative markers that linked him with Christ.
Milton additionally stresses Samson‘s role as a Nazirite to highlight how strange
it is that he is destined to pursue a bride from a foreign people, ―unclean, unchaste.‖ This
relation to Christ provides a particularly vivid typological marker in the same sense
Milton himself outlines in On Christian Doctrine: these lines apply to Samson but may
be taken verbatim and applied to Christ. Jesus, though a Nazarite in his spiritual purity,
must seek a foreign bride, i.e., the gentile Church, and redeem her from sin. While all of
these details may be found in the Judges narrative, nowhere are they positioned so closely
as in Milton‘s text, and nor were they originally written in a way that they could be
applied to Christ so directly.
Unique to Milton‘s text are other allusions that align Samson with other types of
Christ, most especially David. As the Chorus and Samson mourn over his despised state,
typology produces irony. Samson expresses his frustration that Israel‘s leaders did not
consider him a deliverer even as he won dramatic victories over the Philistines. He recalls
that he did not respond with self-promotion: ―I on th‘ other side / Used no ambition to
commend my deeds; The deeds themselves, though mute, spoke loud the doer; / But they
persisted deaf‖ (SA 717). He also observes how often corrupt nations ―despise, or envy,
or suspect / Whom God hath of his special favor raise / As their deliverer; if he aught
begin, / How frequent to desert him‖ (SA 272-74). While Samson, living before Christ, is
unaware of the remarkable parallelism of these lines with the betrayed and despised Jesus
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Thomas Taylor has an entire chapter on Nazarites as types of Christ, using Samson as
his principal example; see Christ Revealed 150-58. For other seventeenth-century instances of
this interpretation, see Guild 157, Woodhead 80, and Tuckney 590.
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of the gospels, the seventeenth-century reader sees it in every line. Similarly, these details
serve to align Samson with David. Like Samson, the young David did nothing to promote
himself, but his deeds ―though mute, spoke loud the doer.‖ After slaying Goliath, David
comes to serve in Saul‘s house, and though he ―behaved himself wisely,‖ the Israelites
celebrate his defeat of the Philistines with the chant ―Saul hath slain his thousands, and
David his ten thousands‖ (18:5, 7). Saul, angered by this celebration, eventually drives
David out of his house, and the son of Jesse becomes like Samson for a time: a great
deliverer of Israel, rejected by his own people.
The figural irony of this passage reaches its apex as the Chorus searches for
examples of men who were disdained by the very people they delivered. The judge‘s
words now remind the Chorus of the plights of Gideon and Jephthah, and Samson
responds, ―Of such examples add me to the roll‖ (SA 290). Again, while the Chorus and
Samson are mourning his bad fortune, the reader knows that Samson, along with Gideon
and Jephthah, will be added to the roll of examples in Hebrews: ―Time would fail me to
tell of Gedeon, and of Barak, and of Samson, and of Jephthae; of David also, and Samuel,
and of the prophets: Who through faith subdued kingdoms, wrought righteousness,
obtained promises, stopped the mouths of lions, Quenched the violence of fire, escaped
the edge of the sword, out of weakness were made strong, waxed valiant in fight, turned
to flight the armies of the aliens‖ (Heb. 11:32-34). While Samson and the Chorus mourn
the Israelites‘ disdain for Samson, they unknowingly affirm that the judge will be counted
among those ―of whom the world was not worthy‖ (Heb. 11:38). Even as Samson appears
a failure, Milton‘s text reminds the reader of the Hebrew epistle‘s judgment that Samson
is ultimately a hero.
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Milton‘s addition of the giant Harapha to the drama similarly amplifies Samson‘s
prefiguration of both David and Christ. While ha raphah is merely Hebrew for ―the
giant,‖ many exegetes interpreted this as a name applied to a specific giant found in 1
Chronicles, Haraphah of Gath, the father of Goliath. Milton‘s contemporary Cornelius a
Lapide remarks of a different scriptural giant named ―Orpha,‖ contrasting the figure with
Harapha: ―But this one Orpha is different from Harapha, the mother of Goliath, that has
been shown in fact, not the mother, but the father of Goliath. 1 Chronicles 20:6-7. Called
Rapha or Harapha, by him the future giants were called Raphaim, as it says there‖ (196,
translation mine).37 Milton follows this model, as Samson later notes that Harapha has
five sons ―all of gigantic size, Goliah chief‖ (SA 1249). In Milton‘s day, Goliath was the
most commonly recognized type of Satan (Taylor 66-67, Guild 164). Similarly, the Sons
of Anak (also biblical giants) were regarded as types of demons (Ussher 548).
Seventeenth-century exegetes generally maintained that giants were essentially evil in the
Old Testament, partly because they thought the earliest biblical giants were the result of
fallen angels intermarrying with humans (Cave xii, Ainsworth 39-40). The link was not
merely figural: early modern interpreters believed giants were actual (if distant) relatives
of Satan‘s hosts. Harapha‘s genealogy draws on this lineage: ―Men call me Harapha, of
stock renowned/ As Og or Anak and the Emims old‖ (SA 1079-80).38 Samson
accordingly has a brush with one of the most vivid types of Satan.
In the Latin: ―Verum alia est Orpha haec ab Harapha matre Goliath, uti iam ostendi:
imo no mater, sed pater Goliath, 1. Paral.20v.6.&7. vocatur Rapha uel Harapha, ab eo enim
posteri Gigantes dicti sunt Raphaim, ut ibi dicitur.‖
37

Og appears in Deut. 3.11 as a ―remnant of the giants‖ and Anak in Num. 13:33 as the
father of giants.
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While Harapha‘s interchange with Samson is mostly bluster, it intensifies the
Samson/David/Christ typology. Goliath initially disdains to fight with the young David
but is nevertheless killed by the young Israelite (1 Samuel 17:43-51). Similarly, Harapha
claims he will not directly fight Samson, only to be (presumably) killed in the final
collapse of the temple of Dagon. If the Chorus is to be believed, the irony runs even
deeper: Samson is only brought between the pillars because Harapha, feeling bested in
their interchange, requests that the Hebrew hero be brought out for further humiliation
(SA 1250-52). In both cases, the giants‘ hubris ultimately brings about their own
destruction. Of course, David himself kills Goliath, as recorded in 1 Samuel, and in 2
Samuel, David and his men later kill the remaining four sons of Harapha (21:18-22).
The reader accordingly encounters in Milton‘s text a vivid typological progression
of successive blows to the demonic line: Samson defeats Harapha; David and his men kill
Harapha‘s sons; and Christ deals the final deadly blow to Satan, the enemy these giants
have prefigured (PL 12.427-35). As Neil Graves notes, Milton also links David‘s
destruction of Goliath with Christ‘s defeat of Sin and Death in Book X of Paradise Lost
(186), as God refers to how, at the ―sling / Of thy victorious arm, well-pleasing Son, /
Both Sin, and Death, and yawning grave at last / Through Chaos [will be] hurled‖ (PL
10.633-36). In this way, Milton‘s text follows his seventeenth-century contemporaries in
linking Samson and David through typology as deliverers of God‘s people.39
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One may note that this progression fits perfectly with the typological structure of
Samson beginning the Jews‘ deliverance from the Philistines, David completing it, and Christ
delivering the Church from the evil one. John Diodati, the uncle of Milton‘s closest friend and a
professor of theology, explains this typology thus: ―Samson did never quite free the people from
the Philistims yoke that being reserved for David to do, who was the figure of Christ, who shall
accomplish the delivery of his Church, at the last glorious appearing of his kingdom‖ (annotation
to Judges 14:6). Given that Milton ―conversed daily‖ with the professor during his time in
Geneva, it is even possible these conversations inspired Milton‘s expansion of the progressive
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Arminian Typology and Milton’s Samson
The figuralism between Christ and Samson‘s deaths again reveals Milton‘s
emphasis on a typology of choice but in a way that is more immediately relevant to
readers than the extreme examples of Satan and the Son. In Paradise Lost, Milton‘s Satan
provides readers with a warning; his circular thinking is an example of what not to do.
Conversely, Milton‘s Son grapples with temptation in Paradise Regained without
succumbing to it in the slightest. What is absent from both these struggles is repentance:
Satan never turns from his sin, and the Son never needs to repent, as he never sins. From
an Arminian standpoint, however, repentance was crucial for salvation. Though salvation
was effected entirely through Christ‘s sacrifice, if a person refused this gift, he would be
condemned to Hell.40
In the Calvinist construct, man had no say in the matter: he was either predestined
for salvation or damnation.41 Although the Calvinist view remained the standard,
orthodox Protestant viewpoint in the seventeenth century, there was considerable
discontent with these doctrines.42 Dealing with the doctrine of predestination was
especially difficult for ministers when preaching, as their congregations felt they were

deliverance typified through Samson, David, and Christ and their enemies Harapha, Goliath, and
Satan (―Second Defense‖ 1093).
De Doctrina Christiana reflects this basic Arminian understanding of salvation: ―Now
the call to repentance and the gift of grace are from the Deity; their acceptance is the result of
faith: if therefore the efficacy of Christ‘s satisfaction be lost through want of faith, this does not
prove that an effectual satisfaction has not been made, but that the offer has not been accepted‖
(15:325).
40
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Calvin explains this in detail in his Institutes, Book 4, Chapter 17.
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Nicholas Tyacke has authored a book-length study of this controversy, Anti-Calvinists:
the Rise of English Arminianism.
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merely hearing that their experience and actions had no meaning.43 Later in the
seventeenth century, many Protestants embraced a more Arminian view of salvation, and
even among those whose theology was still strictly Calvinist, there was a tendency to
deemphasize theological teaching in favor of emphasis on practical Christianity.44
Samson Agonistes both reflects and takes part in this Arminian dissent, presenting readers
with a model of repentance and salvation.45
Because repentance was such an important ingredient of salvation from an
Arminian perspective, Milton‘s De Doctrina Christiana devotes considerable space to
detailing how this process occurs. ―Repentance,‖ writes Milton, ―is the gift of God,
whereby the regenerate Man perceiving with sorrow that he has offended God by sin,
detests and avoids it, humbly turning to God through a sense of the divine mercy, and
heartily striving to follow righteousness‖ (CD 15:379). In the course of this chapter on
repentance, Milton systematically outlines the significances of each step of repentance.
Samson Agonistes reflects this process in Samson. It might seem strange that Samson,
living before Christ, would experience repentance in the same way as believers did under
the New Testament, since under the Old Covenant the Israelites were ostensibly justified
by their sacrifices, and not through a repentant turn to God‘s offer of grace. In De

See the final chapter of Arnold Hunt‘s book, The Art of Hearing: English Preachers
and Their Audiences, which examines the problems of teaching predestination in the early
seventeenth century.
43
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See Worden 35-40.

45

See Sadler 141-56. While Sadler notes the typological significance of regeneration
and repentance in relation to Samson Agonistes, her article is brief and addresses this same theme
in Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained. Unfortunately, she does not address the process of
repentance in Samson Agonistes in detail.
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Doctrina Christiana, however, Milton explains that the process of salvation by grace has
always been at work:
it ought not to appear wonderful if many, both Jews and others, who lived before
Christ, and many also who have lived since his time, but to whom he has never
been revealed, should be saved by faith in God alone: still however through the
sole merits of Christ, inasmuch as he was given and slain from the beginning of
the world, even for those to whom he was not known, provided they believed in
God the Father. Hence honorable testimony is borne to the faith of the illustrious
patriarchs who lived under the law, Abel, Enoch, Noah, &c. though it is expressly
stated that they believed only in God. (15:403, 405)
Because Christ was ―slain from the beginning of the world,‖ his salvation was at work
even during the Old Testament, though figures like Abel, Enoch, and Noah had only
knowledge of God the Father. Here, Milton is in agreement with other Protestant
exegetes: he asserts that the Jews under the Old Testament were never truly justified by
their sacrifices, but rather Christ‘s salvation had been at work all throughout history.46
In De Doctrina Christiana, Milton notes, ―chastisement is often the instrumental
cause of repentance‖ (15:387). Chastisement is certainly at work in Samson Agonistes, as
it begins by presenting a Samson who has borne painful consequences for his sin. He has
been chained in a musty prison and longs to breathe ―the breath of heav‘n fresh-blowing,
pure and sweet‖ (10). He expects that he will die ―betrayed, captive‖ with ―both [his]
eyes put out‖ (33). In this broken state, Samson has fallen from glory, quite like the
demons of Paradise Lost. As he mourns having been ―exiled from light,‖ Samson‘s
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For example, see Mather 271-80.
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speech brings to mind Satan‘s soliloquy on Niphates (98). While Satan laments, ―Which
way I fly is Hell; myself am Hell,‖ Samson observes, ―Myself my sepulcher, a moving
grave‖ (PL 4.75, PR 102). In both cases, the consequences of sin are inescapable, as pain
has become an intrinsic aspect of the self. The Chorus‘s exclamation, ―Or do my eyes
misrepresent? Can this be he, / That heroic, that renowned, / Irresistible Samson?‖
similarly echoes Satan‘s address to Belial at the opening of Paradise Lost: ―If thou beest
he: but O how fall‘n! How changed / From him, who in the happy realms of light /
Clothed with transcendent brightness didst outshine / Myriads though bright‖ (PR 12426, PL 84-87). Sin results in chastisement, so much so that both Belial and Samson are
hardly recognizable.47 This parallel between the judge and the demons demonstrates how
necessary Samson‘s repentance is: at the beginning of the poem, Samson is fallen in
much the same way as Satan and his companions.
Although Samson‘s state is similar to that of the fallen demons, his response is
quite different. Milton writes that true repentance is marked by ―humbly turning to God
through a sense of the divine mercy, and heartily striving to follow righteousness‖ (CD
15:379). This humility is entirely absent from Satan‘s contemplations in Paradise Lost,
but Samson is quick to quiet his questioning of God: ―But peace, I must not quarrel with
the will / Of highest dispensation, which herein / Haply had ends above my reach to
know‖ (SA 60-62). Samson‘s humility enables the subsequent process of repentance. In
De Doctrina, Milton observes that during repentance ―confession of sin is made
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In De Doctrina Christiana, Milton is careful to note that though sin results in
chastisement, chastisement is not always a result of sin. He writes, ―We ought not therefore to
form rash judgments respecting the afflictions of others‖ (15:391).
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sometimes to God‖ (15: 385). Samson admits his sin several times during the tragedy.
First, he confesses to his father:
But I god‘s counsel have not kept, his holy secret
Presumptuously have published, impiously,
Weakly at least, and shamefully: a sin
That Gentiles in their parables condemn
To their abyss and horrid pains confined. (SA 497-502)
Manoa encourages Samson to ―repent the sin, / but if the punishment / Thou canst avoid,
self-preservation bids‖ (SA 504-05). Samson‘s responds, ―His pardon I implore; but as for
life, / To what end should I seek it?‖ (SA 521-22). While Samson implores God‘s pardon,
self-preservation will ultimately prove opposed to full repentance. The sorrow and
humility that Milton sees as important steps in penitence are at work in Samson, but its
other aspects—an avoidance of sin and a striving toward righteousness—are not yet
present.
To demonstrate that he has truly repented, Samson must face the choice of
whether to continue in sin. In this respect, he is much like Satan upon Niphates: he has
already disobeyed God, but he still is free to choose whether or not he will persist in this
course. When the pagan lords call Samson to appear at the feast of Dagon, Samson is
given a choice. He responds thus:
Shall I abuse this consecrated gift
Of strength, again returning with my hair
After my great transgression, so requite
Favor renewed, and add a greater sin
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By prostituting holy things to idols:
A Nazarite in place abominable
Vaunting my strength in honor to their Dagon? (SA 1353-60)
It is important that Samson does not perceive this as mere persecution: instead, it is a
temptation to ―add a greater sin‖ after his initial transgression. We may recall that to
fulfill the process of repentance given in De Doctrina, one ―detests and avoids [sin],
humbly turning to God through a sense of the divine mercy, and heartily striving to
follow righteousness‖ (CD 15:379). Samson‘s refusal to prostitute himself to idols
completes his repentance, as he brings down the temple upon himself rather than become
a spectacle for the Philistines.
Samson‘s decision to sacrifice his life both highlights the Arminian nature of his
repentance and completes his Miltonic typology with Christ. While his enslavement,
blinding, and shaming may all be inflicted upon him by the Philistines, this undertaking is
of his own accord. This is not, as some have argued, an admission that Samson is acting
without God‘s sanction, but rather another figural amplification of Judges 16:30, which
might be considered the crux of the Samson/Christ typology: ―And Samson said, Let me
die with the Philistines. And he bowed himself with all his might; and the house fell upon
the lords, and upon all the people that were therein. So the dead which he slew at his
death were more than they which he slew in his life.‖ Typologists were quick to notice
that Samson voluntarily gave his life; Thomas Taylor observes, ―Sampson offered
himself to death, so did Christ‖ (62). The problem, however, was that emphasizing the
voluntary nature of Samson‘s death tended to bring up the question of suicide. Milton
sidesteps the issue by referring to what ―Samson had done to the Philistines, and by
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accident to himself,‖ thus emphasizing to the reader that the principal end of Samson‘s
pushing down of the pillars was not his own death—this was merely an unfortunate result
(709). Similarly, the messenger informs his audience, ―Samson with these immixed,
inevitably / Pulled down the same destruction on himself‖ (SA 1657-58). In both cases,
the text stresses the primacy of Philistine destruction and the secondary, if inevitable,
cause of Samson‘s death. In relation to the contemporary discussions of Samson‘s death,
Milton‘s text helps the reader more easily navigate the potential problems of the Samson
story in ways the text of Judges does not. Milton‘s fictionalization of the Samson story is
in keeping with the way his contemporaries read Samson as a hero: Milton omits the
aspects of the judge‘s character that were problematic for exegetes.
Samson is emphatic that his death is not, like his other humiliations, of the
Philistines‘ making:
Hitherto, lords, what your commands imposed
I have performed, as reason was, obeying,
Not without wonder or delight beheld.
Now of my own accord such other trial
I mean to show you of my strength, yet greater;
As with amaze shall strike all who behold. (SA 1640-45)
While Wittreich interprets the phrase ―now of my own accord‖ as contrasting Samson‘s
will with God‘s, this reading fails to take into account the immediate context of the
declaration. Samson is contrasting his own volition with that imposed upon him by the
Philistines: he begins by stating that ―hitherto‖ he has obeyed what the Philistines
―commands imposed,‖ and then distinguishes his final actions as voluntary: ―Now of my
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own accord such other trial / I mean to show you‖ (SA 1643-44). Samson‘s words
emphasize that his persecutors do not take his life from him, but rather he gives it freely,
thus mirroring Christ‘s pronouncement about his own life: ―No man taketh it from me,
but I lay it down of myself‖ (Joh. 10:18). Samuel Rutherford uses this very verse to
highlight the typology between these two figures: ―Sampson killed himselfe and his
enemies, which he could not have done in ordinary, but he was in it a type of Christ, who
slew more in his death, (and that most voluntary, Joh. 10.18.) then [sic] in his life‖ (181,
emphasis mine). Milton‘s contemporary Isaac Barrow glosses the scripture in a way even
more closely resembling Milton‘s rendering: ―No man taketh away my life, but I lay it
down of my own accord‖ (107, emphasis mine). For seventeenth-century interpreters, the
voluntary nature of Samson‘s death was never an indication that he was acting apart from
God, but was rather a fundamental point of his commonality with Christ.
Instead of understanding Samson‘s acting of his ―own accord‖ as evidence that
the judge has erred, this statement more reflects Milton‘s typological emphasis on
moments of choice. As in Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained, Milton‘s Arminianism
highlights the autonomy of both Satan and Christ, so the focal points of his typology are
moments when individuals must choose between acting in accordance with God‘s will or
rejecting it. In Milton‘s theology, these moments are not predestined by God, but rather
instances in which the type may register congruity or disparity with Christ through
obedience or rebellion. This difference in typological emphasis is reflected in Milton‘s
having Samson emphasize his own free will in the final speech. It is not that Samson acts
of his own accord against the divine will, but rather that by his own volition, he willingly
acts in accordance with God‘s will, voluntarily sacrificing his own life so that he may
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fulfill the prophecies of his birth—that he would begin to liberate his people from
Philistine oppression. This hope does not contrast Samson‘s will with God‘s, but merely
emphasizes his choice.
Even critics sympathetic to a less damning reading of Samson have commented
that the text remains ambivalent about whether or not Samson‘s final act was sanctioned
by divine will.48 Yet there is nothing in Milton‘s text that would upset seventeenthcentury interpreters‘ understanding of how Samson‘s strength worked in tandem with
God‘s plan. In Milton‘s day, exegetes understood that Samson‘s supernatural strength
only functioned as long as he acted in accordance with divine will. Such an
understanding renders his destruction of the Philistines unambiguously sanctioned by
God, for it would otherwise be physically impossible. It was not that Samson‘s strength
was a gift from God that could potentially be abused: Milton‘s contemporaries
emphasized the account in Judges where Samson‘s strength was only possible when the
Spirit of the Lord came upon him.49 John Preston, a seventeenth-century English puritan
minister, explains it thus: ―Sampson could doe many ordinary things by his owne
strength; but when hee came to take downe or carrie away the gates of a Citie, and to pull
downe an house, it is still said, The Spirit of the Lord came upon him, the Lord went with
him‖ (Life Eternall 19). Similarly, minister Henry Wilkinson uses Samson to help
explicate Philippians 4:13 (―I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me‖):
the believer, like Samson, has no strength unless he is acting within divine will, but when
operating within these bounds, his strength is limitless (64). It is not just that Samson
48

See, for example, Fish How Milton Works 428.

This interpretation hinges upon the repetition of ―And the Spirit of the Lord came upon
him,‖ and other similar phrases. See Judges 14:19, 15:14.
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gains strength from God, but that this supernatural strength occurs only when the Spirit of
the Lord is acting through him. Samson is not using a supernatural gift, but God is instead
using Samson. It is unsurprising that the Spirit aids him in destroying Dagon‘s temple, as
it is the very reason for which he is born: to deliver the Israelites from Philistine bondage
(Judges 13:5).
Samson Agonistes consistently lends itself to a more heroic reading of Samson.
Milton‘s text omits what was for seventeenth-century readers the most dissonant note in
the Samson story: his lechery and fornication. When Samson passes through Gaza, he
sees and desires a harlot, thus enabling the Gazites to lie in wait for him at the gate of the
city (16:1-3). Samson escapes by tearing the doors off the wall of the city and carrying
them to the top of a hill (16:3). While typologists commonly recognized his carrying
away of the gates as a type of Christ‘s strength in carrying the cross (Taylor 58, Guild
158-59), few addressed his consorting with the harlot directly and instead obliquely
mentioned Samson‘s sins in the plural, specifying that his yielding to Delilah‘s demand
was his central sin.50 Like the many typologists who did not address Samson‘s sin with
the prostitute directly, Milton‘s text entirely omits any reference to this episode.
Milton also departs from the Judges narrative by indicating that Delilah and
Samson were married, whereas nearly all early modern interpreters accepted the biblical
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For an example of this typological observation in seventeenth-century literature, see
George Herbert‘s poem ―Sunday‖:
The Rest of our Creation
Our great Redeemer did remove
With the same shake, which at his passion
Did th‘ earth and all things with it move.
As Samson bore the doores away,
Christs hands, though nail‘d, wrought our salvation,
And did unhinge that day. (ll. 43-49)
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view that they were fornicators. 51 Milton‘s text alone makes it clear that Dalila52 is
Samson‘s wife (227, 320). If Milton had wished to paint Samson as unheroic, his lechery
and fornication would have been perfect details to emphasize—details that were very
much a part of the original Hebrew text. Exegetes who were convinced of his heroism
simply avoided discussing these sins since they were of no redeemable value, even when
viewed through typology, with the partial exception detailed above.
Milton follows the mainline apologetic tradition by referring to Samson‘s chief
sin as yielding to Dalila, or, as he confesses to his father, he has wrongly published God‘s
―holy secret‖ (SA 497). He later specifies his ―great transgression‖ was letting his wife
cut his hair (SA 1356), which, again, refers to telling Dalila his secret. The Chorus
similarly notes ―female usurpation‖ was the source of his fall (SA 1060). Yet as already
discussed, Samson‘s violence toward the Philistines and violation of Jewish law did not
disturb seventeenth-century Protestants, and these acts were even considered in many
cases to be instances of his prefiguring the Messiah. By confining Samson‘s sin to his
acquiescing to Dalila‘s constant appeals, Milton‘s poem preserves the idea that Samson‘s
main failure was, in the words of Jeremy Taylor, a ―single instanc[e] of sin in the midst
of a laudable life‖ (214-15). The failings that even typology could not account for—
Samson‘s sexual immorality with the prostitute of Gaza and Delilah—wholly disappear
in Milton‘s text. Instead, the chorus extols Samson‘s temperance, noting, ―Desire of wine
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For a fuller discussion of early modern speculations on whether Delilah and Samson
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and all delicious drinks, / Which many a famous warrior overturns, / Though couldst
repress‖ (SA 541-43).
Today critics often observe that Milton‘s Samson is motivated by revenge and
therefore not truly fulfilling his divine calling, but in comparison with Judges, Samson
Agonistes mutes this part of the narrative as well.53 Judges records, ―And Samson called
unto the LORD, and said, O Lord God, remember me, I pray thee, and strengthen me, I
pray thee, only this once, O God, that I may be at once avenged of the Philistines for my
two eyes‖ (16:28, emphasis mine). Milton‘s text entirely omits any reference to personal
vengeance from Samson‘s final prayer, instead emphasizing the voluntary nature of
Samson‘s sacrifice.
The larger issue with this criticism, however, is that Samson‘s vengeful
motivation does not mean that he is acting apart from the will of God. Regardless of how
Samson‘s vengeance is read today, it was looked upon favorably by seventeenth-century
exegetes. William Fenner typically notes that vengeance upon evil is not immoral, but in
fact virtuous:
Sampson begged hard of the Lord, that he might be revenged on the Philistims for
his two eyes; but thou hast worse enemies then the Philistims were to him. Sin,
the World, the Flesh, and the Devil, these are the worst enemies that ever mortall
man had, it is good to be revenged on them; thou canst never be revenged on
them, except thou be zealous. (163-64)
In this case, revenge is not evidence of selfish motivation, but rather of zeal for God,
which in respect to the ―World,‖ the ―Flesh,‖ and even the ―Devil,‖ may result in real
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See Wittreich Interpreting 235. For more on the issue of revenge, see Goekjian 253-70,
Loewenstein 159-80, and Shawcross The Uncertain World 42.
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physical violence.54 Similarly, John Stalham notes that just ―as Samson slew more at his
death then [sic] in his life, so Christ would, and did give them a perfect revenge upon
their old enemy sin, and all the roots and remnants of corruption‖ (148). Samson‘s final
act is eventually described by Manoa and the Chorus as revenge against the Philistine
people, but seventeenth-century readers would likely have agreed with the Chorus that it
is ―dearly-bought [ . . . ] yet glorious‖ and that Samson has fulfilled the work of
deliverance that the angel foretold (SA 1660-62). The only appropriate action for
believers who suffer defeat at the hands of sin is to ask God‘s help, like Samson, and
emerge victorious through a death inflicted on the flesh. As Samuel Crook writes,
―Sampson dying killed more Philistines then [sic] in all his life-time before, so doth the
Christian, in whom death is the end, that is, the perfecting of mortification‖ (391).
Conclusion
Wittreich argues that those who conspire ―to give us as Milton‘s Samson a figure
who is simply a saint, a hero of the faith, and thus a positive example to all the ages‖ do
so because they confuse their own ideology or that of the various deluded characters of
the poem with Milton‘s (221). But is this really the case? Instead, Milton effaces many of
the aspects of Samson that his contemporaries found most troubling. What appears in the
Judges narrative as fornication is in Milton‘s text a marriage. The text conceives of
Samson as a Nazirite who pursued an unchaste, gentile bride, but only as Christ the
Nazarene pursued his gentile church. Samson‘s death is never described as suicide but
instead explained as an inevitable accident that goes along with the Philistines‘ defeat.
Milton‘s text rejects Samson‘s last words as recorded in Judges and substitutes a
See for instance John Bunyan, Pilgrim’s Progress, which frequently features this kind
of violence.
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declaration that mirrors Christ‘s statement in the Gospel of John: just as Christ tells the
Pharisees that he lays down his life and emphasizes, ―no man taketh it from me, but I lay
it down of myself,‖ so Milton‘s Samson tells the Philistines that he sacrifices himself ―of
[his] own accord.‖ The reader even observes the threefold typology of deliverance
through Samson, David, and Christ extended further by the addition of Harapha to the
text.
Reading Milton‘s Samson as a hero is not merely a likely seventeenth-century
Protestant reading; it is nearly an inescapable one. Such a conclusion is not, to use
Wittreich‘s words, the result of projecting a ―delusion‖ onto the readers of the past.
Perhaps projecting modern pacificism onto seventeenth-century readers is the fantasy.
Like many readers today, I find it difficult to read the Samson of Judges or Milton‘s
poem as a hero fit for imitation. It has become commonplace to observe that 9/11 has
transformed the way we read Samson Agonistes—the indelible mark left by this event is
an unavoidable facet of our current historical context.55 As a result, whether or not one
agrees with it, one may understand the reasoning behind an interpretation that places
Milton‘s Samson at his interpretive nadir: it makes him a bloodthirsty extremist
equivalent to the terrorists who murdered thousands on 9/11. Less available to us is a
reading of Samson that places the character at his zenith: as a representation of Christ
who has redeemed humanity from destruction. While the study of typology today may
seem merely a pursuit of the most dusty, esoteric kind of knowledge, a review of textual
history reveals that this interpretive system weighed heavily on the minds of seventeenthSee Carey ―A Work in Praise of Terrorism?‖ 16. For an excellent overview of the
discussion of academia‘s anxiety over this aspect of Samson Agonistes see Feisal Mohamed‘s
article ―Confronting Religious Violence: Milton‘s Samson Agonistes.‖Also relevant is
Mohamed‘s recent book Milton and the Post-Secular Present: Ethics, Politics, Terrorism.
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century readers, perhaps as heavily as the trauma of 9/11 weighs on our minds, and
similarly circumscribed the available readings of Milton‘s contemporaries.56 It is
nevertheless difficult to find moments of historical liberation that require no physical
sacrifice, and if such sacrifice is once again required by either a few or many Englishspeaking readers, Milton‘s tragedy may once again cease to seem so historically or
politically out of step.
Typology thus helps us to answer the question of how a subtle-minded poet like
Milton could see Samson‘s final, violent act as praiseworthy in a more general sense.
Milton only saw such extreme actions as literally applicable in relation to extreme
circumstances, such as in responding to the tyrannical rule of Charles I. For Samson to
have a wider relevance, he must be read figurally, and his violent physical actions are
transferred into the spiritual realm. As Milton‘s contemporaries noted, when read in this
way, Samson became a model for the individual who wished to overcome sin after
falling. In this way, Milton sees Samson as an example of fortitude, a virtue ―exercised in
the resistance to, or the endurance of evil‖ (CD 17:247). It is in this sense that Samson
Agonistes stages a grand dramatic amplification of Samson as a powerful type, not only
of Christ‘s victory, but of what his triumph looks like when translated into the experience
of frail humanity. William Madsen has stressed that when Milton figures Samson as a
type of Christ, ―instead of collapsing Samson and Christ, he is concerned with measuring
the distance between‖ (Shadowy Types 198). Even this more reasonable attitude may be
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The defense of the biblical Samson as a type of Christ has recently resurfaced in
evangelical Christian literature. See, for example, Joachim Acolatse‘s Samson: God’s Mighty
Man of Faith (2010). Pages 117-19 contain a table reviewing the typological similarities of Christ
and Samson that bears a marked resemblance to the charts one finds in seventeenth-century
typological handbooks.
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misdirected. Samson Agonistes is less about highlighting how far Samson is from Christ
and more about demonstrating how close Samson is to the reader. While penitence is
absent in Satan‘s fall and Christ‘s temptation, Samson offers a powerful model of
repentance for the seventeenth-century reader. As repentance was so central to Milton‘s
Arminian doctrine of salvation, Samson Agonistes deepens the radical typology of his
poetry. The story of Milton‘s Samson is not that of a Calvinistic, predetermined history
where human choice has no value. Instead, Milton‘s work stresses that the voluntary
actions of man are vital in directing the course of history.
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Coda

I have attempted to portray the role of typology in the texts of Milton‘s
contemporaries: most centrally exegetes and poets, but also pamphleteers, theologians,
and polemicists. One may observe the considerable overlap among these terms, and
indeed, they may all be applied to Milton himself. Although this study is by no means
encyclopedic, one can observe many shared typological impulses in such a varied group
of writers. These mutual interpretive strategies demonstrate first of all the importance of
this figural mode in the seventeenth century. Typology was a versatile hermeneutic
method that writers and readers applied to a number of diverse contexts: religious, social,
and political. Moreover, neither in Milton‘s poetry nor in the exegetical literature of this
time did typology and theology exist as discrete endeavors; in fact, they were inextricably
connected. As a result, Milton‘s relation to the typological reading and writing of this era
is complex, given his radical thought. His heterodox theology particularly sets him apart
from the more standard typological writers of the day, who mostly subscribed to a
deterministic, Calvinist view of the universe.
The typology of Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained, and Samson Agonistes
underscores this underlying heterodoxy. Milton‘s Arianism emphasizes cooperation with
grace and structures the central characters of his main poems in such a way that their
fundamental conflicts are the same. In Milton‘s work, the Son, Samson, and Satan are all
servants of God whose essence is determined by their choice and its relation to his will.
God the Father does not control their choices: ironically like Satan and the other demons,
his faithful servants are ―authors to themselves in all.‖ The Son emphasizes that he will
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endeavor to fulfill his role on earth, and Samson acts of his own accord when he destroys
the temple of Dagon.
For Samson especially, we see that a consideration of seventeenth-century
typology illuminates Milton‘s attitude toward his protagonist. While the poet‘s Arminian
theology shifts the typological significance of the episode to focus on free will, Milton‘s
Samson is ultimately more blameless than the biblical judge depicted by other
seventeenth-century typologists. More importantly, however, the figure of Samson
illustrates another important aspect of Milton‘s Arminian soteriology: how his doctrine of
repentance might unfold in the heart and mind of the individual. Samson Agonistes
accordingly presents an extended look into the mind of the judge that enables the reader
to project Samson into the microcosmic realm of individual experience. In this way,
Milton‘s retelling of the Samson narrative presents a figural example of how the
individual might turn from error through repentance, to ultimately effect a victory
through death to self.
Why does any of this matter? In the scholarly discussion of Milton‘s unorthodox
thought in the religious, social, and political spheres, one strain of scholarship has tended
to address his radicalism one-dimensionally, either affirming it as admirable because it
agrees with one‘s views, or rejecting it because it does not. In this vein, literary scholars
have portrayed Milton in two thoroughly opposed, but equally mistaken ways. Some
characterize Milton as worthy of study because his views are surprisingly in line with that
of open-minded academics today; his divergences from his contemporaries have been
vindicated by history.1 Others see certain aspects of Milton‘s radicalism as rendering him
For example, in her 2005 article, ―Why Milton Matters,‖ Barbara Lewalski implies that
Milton matters because his views remain politically correct today: ―I think Milton should matter
1
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not a forward-thinking intellectual, but rather a bigoted extremist of a bygone era.2
Neither characterization is quite correct; both collapse Milton‘s context with an
oversimplified version of our own, aligning him with present day heroes and villains.
These facile representations of Milton are not merely a problem of literary
studies, but rather symptomatic of the widespread trend to oversimplify the radical. One
man‘s extremist is another man‘s revolutionary. Radical actions and views are often
lauded or disparaged, but rarely understood. In order to avoid such a reductive approach,
this study attempts to understand Milton‘s radicalism by examining its connection with
his interpretive context. A deeper knowledge of context problematizes almost any simple
conception of radicalism: the flat characters of the dangerous extremist and the heroic
revolutionary are not so opaque when one is familiar with their immediate circumstances
and wider milieu.3 In some cases, knowledge of context helps us to understand that

to us in the twenty-first century for many of the ideals he holds forth in his prose works . . . they
offer principles we can, have, and should further adapt and extend to our own need and
circumstances‖ (14). In this vein, Lewalski sees Milton‘s approach to scripture as valuable in
discrediting the attempts of religious fundamentalists in all major religions ―who find a literal
basis in religious texts or in the pronouncements of an absolute authority for war, terrorism, land
claims, devastation of nature, gay-bashing, subjugation of women, denial of human rights, and
obstruction of scientific advances‖ (16). Milton‘s poetry is similarly valuable for its ability to
raise responsible members of society: ―Milton meant the imaginative experiences those poems
offer to be educative, supposing that they could help produce discerning, virtuous, liberty-loving
human beings and citizens‖ (17).
2

Michael Mendle explains that his moral revulsion over Samson Agonistes is because he
writes ―in the wake of the terrorist attacks, which confirm in their way the full hideousness of
Milton‘s fantasy of exterminatory hatred upon ‗all who sat beneath‘‖ (778). Mendle goes on to
equate Samson‘s revolutionary action as that of an Islamic suicide bomber: ―Milton subtly shifted
the terms of the Samson story in Judges to exclude personal motives and denied the implication
of suicide. Like the modern terrorist ‗martyrs‘ who deny their deaths constitute the sin of suicide,
Milton‘s Samson‘s death is only ‗by accident‘ . . . the consequence of ‗dire necessity‘‖ (779).
Milton‘s exclusion of Catholics from his vision of toleration is a perfect example of a
problematization of the poet‘s radical views. Scholars like Joseph Wittreich and David
Loewenstein have insisted that Milton was merely writing a polemical document and strategically
conceded certain points to his conservative opponents (―Milton‘s Areopagitica‖ 103, 110; ―The
3
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extreme actions are inspired by extreme situations. The sometimes drastic political action
Milton advocated was in his mind necessitated by the severe pressures of his
circumstances. He saw Samson‘s destruction of the Temple of Dagon as a response to
severe oppression in the same way that the execution of Charles I was the result of the
monarch‘s tyranny. While a deeper understanding of the sociopolitical context of Samson
Agonistes may not induce us to condone the execution of Charles I or the destruction of
the Philistine temple, it at least helps us understand these actions.
In the same way, an understanding of hermeneutic context enables us to
understand that some extreme beliefs are not as radical as they might appear when read
through the interpretive methods that gave birth to them. This is certainly true of most
discussions of Samson in Milton‘s day: generally, the judge‘s most extreme actions were
not transferred literally onto the physical, but rather the spiritual realm. When read
through typology, Samson did not encourage individuals to perpetuate physical violence
on others. Instead, the example of Samson simply encouraged individuals to respond to
temptation and evil with fortitude, by dying to self—a message that is not so radical after
all.

War Against Heresy‖ 205). Others like Thomas Corns and Donald Guss have maintained that
Milton‘s thought was simply undeveloped in this area or bounded by tradition (83, 1159).
Recently, however, Ben LaBreche has explained Areopagitica’s quandary of toleration in
remarkably lucid, relevant terms. In reviewing the work of post-secular theorists, he observes that
these defenders of pluralism face an impasse: they attempt to show how faith-based groups can be
better incorporated into the public sphere, yet the very ideologies of such groups often prohibit
their members from moving in this direction. As LaBreche puts the question, ―How can groups
disinclined to pluralism be integrated into a free society grounded in open debate, and how can
reasoned discourse escape turning into its own form of exclusion?‖ (158). Such an approach
relates the problems of the 1640s to contemporary concerns without oversimplifying the context
of either. Milton‘s exclusion of the Catholics makes sense, given that he understood them to be
enemies of free speech and publishing. As LaBreche observes, his paradoxical exclusion makes
sense: Milton‘s exclusion of Catholics is much like the modern impulse to exclude the views of
religious extremists, since they tend to be the enemies of toleration.
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Similarly, Milton‘s connection of Satan and the Son, with its Arian implications,
is very much at odds with the majority of Christian thought, not only in the seventeenth
century, but also throughout history. In the end, however, this radical typology stresses
the free will of both Satan and Christ, and so aids Milton in his attempt to ―assert eternal
providence, / And justify the ways of God to men‖ (PL 25-26). Milton felt strongly that
the dominant Calvinist understanding of God‘s foreknowledge and predestination meant
that ―sin in general would be imputed to the Deity, and evil spirits and wicked men
[would be] exempted from blame‖ (CD 14:85). In rejecting this determinist theology,
Milton argued for God‘s goodness. The poet‘s reworking of doctrine and exegesis is
ultimately in support of a surprisingly orthodox end: the affirmation that God is good,
loving, and just. In this way, the study of typology and its relation to Milton‘s heresy
demonstrates a truth that is at once elusive and obvious: that radicalism does not occur
within a vacuum, but is rather influenced by one‘s context. If historicism is to increase
our understanding of Milton, it must bridge the gap from past to present without glossing
over the context of either. One important aspect of that context is the hermeneutic
methods used to understand the world: how one interprets has everything to do with what
one believes. In this sense, Milton‘s typology does not merely reveal his radicalism—it
helps us understand it as well.
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